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Foreword ,

.. .

With ,the gublication, of this volume, the international Reading
Association welcomes to ,its' list of service publications the first full
treatment of computers in reading. Some might argue that this'workis
long. overdue. After all, computers have been used in instructional
cxperiinents for over twenty years and in reading resFarch for even
longer. On the other hand, one could just as convincingly contend that
this work is premature. The recently arrived minicomputer, just now
finlipg comfortable lodging 'in the schoolhouse, is threatened with
obsolescence by the microcomputer and the hand-held calculator,
which now give spelling quizzes, translate foreign language
vpcabylaries, and even burp up melodies for ear training. The rate of
change in bbth hardware and courseware is so rapid that before the
eyaluat on data for any ,one instructional experiment are digested, a

of the massive NsF-sponsOred valuations of the TICCIT and
11tota113, hew system ,Is ready for tryout. uch, unfortunately, s already

the fate
PLATO systems, evaluations begun in 1972 but not yet fully reported.
Meanwhile, the computer systems which were involved have changed so
dramatically that the hardware and' courseware findings of these studies
will have little morethadhiitoric interest.

Nevertheless, the. evidence from these studies and from others
now available (particularly from Canadian experiments). shows that the
potential for efficient and cost - effective utilization of computers in
reading instruction, merits the same- seriousness and precision of
assessment that is applied to the evaluation of .other instructional

ainnovations. This is not claim that computers are proven classroom
. resourcs a universal fix for reading ailment , they rank no higher

%I than jumping jacks, eye-movement pacers, and f ntal lobotomies. But
computers have risen above the level of technolo ical curiosities. From
the development projects and school iniplethentations reported here,

_

one can rapidly establist that thettilization.of computers in reading
/, ;instruction is no longer foolishly, aimed toward the replacement of the

teacher but, instead, toward the addition of rapi&response, high-
volume data processing capabilities to the arsenal of resources from

' .which educators can draw. 9

The question is no longer "Can computers'teachr Instead, it is
"Under what cireumstancek can computers be incorporated into the
initrucjional" process?" Foil Many circumstances, the answer is still ....

probably "cone." But the usability vf computers is rapidly improving,
espeCially with the steep decline in hardware prices and the steady



movement toward true user-oriented software. And,,as more and more

school systems experiment with computer aided and computer
managed instruction, our understanding of the true Capabilities and'
limitations of computers increases. The major contribution of this
volume is to focus on those developments and implementations from
which we can gain valuable assessment data. In a rapidly chn-ging

`world', the current status of a technology may be far less important than
the application of that technology in a manner that produces usable
data for its improvement. rt?

Richard L. Venezky
University of Delaware
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The Development of Digital Computers'
Large Central Processors

sc. The first completely electronic computer, ENIAC, was developed at the
\ University of Pennsylvania in 1945. It had 18,000 vacuum tubes. The

eat generated by the tubes and the constant need for replacing worn out
t bes made this and other early computers of little value to education or
in ustry. However, the invention of the transistor in 1947 enabled
cortner engineers to reduce heat problems and to nearly eliminate
tube replacement problem. Successes led to commercial production
and sit of a variety of computers which have constantly increased in the.
comple 'ty of function they perform.

The\ Computers which have come to be used in education.are digital
cempute. Their transistors are operated as switches 4hat 4enerally
hive only \two states: on or off (conducting or nonconducting). The
signals switched on or off are only two: high or low voltage. Since all
the states in digital circuit are one nthe other sf these dual values,

.1., the logic or 'thmetic of a digital computer operates. with a binary
r system. In a binary system, digits represent (from

'right to left) ones, twps, fou4, and eights instead of ones, tens, hun-
dreds, and thousands (i.e. to a computer 001= 1, 010= 2, 011V, 100= 4,,
and 1011 = 8 + 0"+ \ 2 + 1 = 11). The binary system can be used not only
for adding, subtraceng, multiplying, and dividing but alsi(for evalua-
ting logic statemen The binary values of on /off, high /low voltage
or 1/0 can be made p stand for true /false,or yes/no. This system is
What gives the computer its tremendous potential.

Even with this great potential, e trapiistorized digital computert.
, did not come into wide use until tie development of the integrateil ,

circuit at Fairchild Semiconductor in 1949. (Integrated circuits are
. )



printed Ottirhirbato very small disks or squares of silida. Already,

integrated C reu have replaced mechinital elementsotthe calctilator

and the watch) As st result of the price reductions which followed the

developnient of lietegrated circuits, computers became common in

------collegests, 'government institutions,

and large corporations. 'Yet, since they were still-very-expensive-and

very complicated to own 'and operate, smaller" organizations seldom

could .afford them. The large computer centers us1d powerful CPUs

(central Ptycessing Units). In the early 1970s, the most commonly used

wore the coc 6460 and 6600 (from Control Data Corkoration), the

IBM 360/40-50-67 end IRA 370 (from International Business:Machines),

the UNIVAC 1108 (from Sperry Univac), the on 635-645 (from General

Electric) and the Spedtra 70 (from RCA):

The Development of Data Processing E4pguages

To make 'Computers useful for the wide variety of large scale users,

programs (sets of rules) hal to be developed for converting typed-in

commands or sequences of activities to the "machine languitge" of the

computer (on/off, high/low voltage, or I M. These programs arecalled

data processing langtlages, or "author languages." By 1969 at least 60

of.these author languagts had been developed.

These languages can be divided into 'four classesaccordinito their

potential for instruction: I) Description of Successive frames or items,

2)provision (within a limitedcontext) for conversation, 3)ipecification

of a standard method. of presenting content, and 4) detailing the condi-

tions)* program construction.
The -first of these categories includes more than 201anguages. Those

which the reading spedialist is most likely to encounter are "Course-

writer ir and "nrroR." These languages are
"conversations." They do

well at presenting written text, at correcting "operi answers" (those not

chosen from a multiple-option set), at recording the answers of various

kinds ind type, and at _branching determined by. answers or sets of

answers.
-

In tht second group are languages which have the characteristics

of those in the first group, but which 'cart isimulite a conversation be-

tween the student and the program' only within a limited context._

Among those in this group are FIT, ELIZA, FOIL, MENTOR, MINORCA, GLURP,

and PLANIT. (The last lour of these could be listed in'the first group.)

The third group includes CATO, xxx, TICCfl, and PICO (a French

author language). In the languages of this group, a system of pro- ' ,

2
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griming procedures Is required, The user his no choice but hgollow
them," These languages tiro, generally used for computer managed
instruction. In tie stoup are IMS, (Information and Management

'System) of the Southwest Regional Education'Laboratorf and Systems
IDevelopment Corporation: PLAN (Program for Learning in Accord:ince
th Needs) of the American'Institutes for Redearch and the Westing-
house Learning Corporation; and wisism (Wisconsin System for
hiformation Management) of the University of Wisconsin's (tinter for
Educational Research and Development AM the National rompute,r
SyStems Company.

In the fourth group of author languages are those whish specify,
the conditions or limits for progrant.construction. Most of these were
not intended.to be used in instruction, but several' were immediately
so used (for teaching and learning). Of those intended to be used for
instruction,Ahe best. known are woo and emir. Both .are very easy tot
use and may be applied even by elementary school pupils, who can use
them to program the computer to solve a variety of problems. hitsic
(Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code), the first inter-
active language created 'for instructional purposes, was developed in
1966 at Dartmouth College.

. As more and more computer centers, were created in universities
and other large. organizations, a few of these became very popular and '.
others disappeared. By 1973 the most popular languages were COURSE..

WRITER II, APL (A Programing Languagethe IBM calculating Ian,-
. guage), and BASIC. Very popular, but lesi frequently used, were TUTOR

and FORTRAN. By 1978 sAsic'had 'come to be the major author language.

Newer Developments in COmputer; and Computer. Use
. When computers were first being used for instruction, each.could

operate only one terminal at a time. Project PLATO, at the university pf
Illinois, started in 1960 with.an'Illiac I which served only one terminal,
and the PDPA with whicli, the'Stanford pioject started in _1963 served
only six-stations, none of which was more than 100 feet away. However, 5

it was eventually connected to 600 teletype, terminals in Mississippi,
Keniuciwand.900 is California. By .1968, 6,000 New York City,

pupils were receiving computer assisted 'instruction processed by one
RCA Spectra /0/45 located at 42 Street and Second Avenue. The sharing
of one computer by a number of terminals was a very important devef=

iopmetit. The devices. Which, allow 'KA sharing of on-li,ne time apong

4
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, ..computerusers are called interfaces. With interfaces, the tpc 6400 at.

'Illinois is one day expected to Able to handle 4;096 terminals on a time,.

..- sharing bask: ,
:.- Another important develyment was the for. ri of AO groups.

SOrne user groups such a's--iriS (a gronpif innegota- High lio91S), .

the Montreal Catholic. School Conungsion the Nbrt Ohio.

' COntiptiter Network actually share ,one computer. _Others.; such as

WIXOM, ARPA,VONDIAt, andcANi4NEp(canadiarV), are grotips of colleges 1

.4*iighich'Sliare cOmptiter based courses and other software. Farthermore
-

,
most cOmputet-ma'aufacturets sporw%. ora user's group, which they have

E.,
-- sofganiZed to .faCilitate sharing of computer: courses, progrSis, and

....0 innovative uses by owners_9f the hardware,(cornputing equipment)

inanufactUred by ,that-corripapy: --- t, 1.- --4c

r Evenas 1 esf groups w(crejDingTanned", ho ever, cornputer
techn4000:;4:taking another leap-fOrward with the. development of .
rilitlieVII:i4ei's:($0,060-$30,00()). These aare flexible and programable 7...

4(1)4 n0t.f3Ortabl)' with dirscf access memory channels for storing in- ,,, .

oe 2552V,4he.:nim 1130 and the HP 2000 (of Hew ett Packar , and
dfc.for.4itio-ri fed in by 'the. user: 'Tithe most often:Use n teaching ',the -

. the -,popr.(of "Digital Equipment Cotporation). With these smaller
computers, many highschoolS and vocational technical schoolS began
to;teach computer programing as an optional course in their Mathe7
inatics sequence and to make available to their students both programs
and courses developed in 'schOol, as well as predevelOped pOgrams
purchased frOm a commercial- company or borrowed from another...-
member of their user's group.. ;; - -v.

'Schools and colleges operating the smaller corriputers frequently

: arrange interconnegi F.40,with operator's of large computers. The
GeOrgia State Board o Re*ents Networklit-an example of such a net-

work of computers. This network allows the smaller local computers to
become terminals for the largest in he system-When its capabilities are

desired.

o

The capabilities of the smaller computers were not vastly different

Than those of the older large computers. In fact, many of the newer
minicomputers have more power than the larger machines Which were
theiiinedeceisors. (The power or these computers is based on the num-

ber of bits [or digits] that can process, with one circuit required for
each bit. The number of bits also deterniines how.many memory circuits

can be accessed [i.e. alour-bit processor can access 15 locations, sinee

there are only 15 binary numbers of four bits or less, while a 16-bit

'processorprocessor can access 65,536 memory bits].. The size of a computer

lo
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memory is usually described in Ns-or tlibtisarids)of bits, A byle eight I.':
. A !

or nine. bits) ' ) d' - '''..
. Even ndividual schools began ifurchasing.-miniCompUiers,r

the fOur7bit mi roprdcessor (Mum) was inventsd hy persounel of the Intel

Corporation/ 1i 1971: The miCroprocessor contains the moft important

circuits of a coinciiiiter and is the size of a postage stamp0By 1973, more

s tkatt 10,000 transittors could be integrated on a single silicon chip

sn4ller than a postage stamp. In 1976;,an;8-bit miCroprocessor. was

' fabricatedvon i'-single chip whiCh contained more .that 20,000 tran-

sistors' AS a result, microprocessor nnor9 size is now specified in

thousands (Ks) of bytes or characters rather than in bits,. ,/..

. The advent of miciaprocessbrs has been followed by the,creations

/of a flood of very smallportable coinputers6uitable not only for school

buttliO fpr home use...Vast of these contain some raiiilpiii access

In niorx fa.Aid eitiuita- rograniing by the userswhile nearly all

have read memory (ao ) dohs preprogrameci to -hold the BASIC

language an some:- computer games and/or mathematics drill and
practimprOgrams. To date, none, have been preprograined with stored

reading illstraction. HolOvek, they are bound to have an impatt and

what-that impact may be will be discussed in the final` chapter of this

book. .

...
...

. The second chapter describes the colleges where reading programs

were createdinitially or*the large expensive computers, later with

interfaces and networks and, mast reontly, with minicomputers. The

third chapter describes public schar use 'of computers for reading ,

instruction. The fourth details computerized readability assessment

efforts, the fiftlirepotts coniputer services in reading that are available

to schools. The sixth annotates reports of research on teaching and

learning, reading with the aid of the computer. The ,seventh relates

suggested uses of the Computer in reading instruction, and the eighth

predicts the future for computer based reading instruction.

Annotated References
1. Albrecht,. B. Teach yourielf BASIC. .San Carlos, California: Technics

.. 'Education Corporation,-1970. . . .

A two volume werktext for self-teaching of the BASIC authorlanguage..
Includes practice exercises to do at the terminal.'

2. Northwest Regional Education Latoratory. REACT Relevant educa-

tional applications of computer technology. San Carlos, California: Tech-

unici Education Corporation, 1971.
Course I is compbsed,of ten worktexts designed to give teachers and a

administrators a survey of 'the development of computers, kinds of

computers, man-machine ltnguages, -author languages, instructions

' \
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for using teletype terminals and, two types :of computersy, and the use

1 of computers for direct instruction and computer managed instruction.

Course' II for teachers consists of six worktexts in which a&. listed
and described The REACT programs developed at thb Northwest Re-,
ginnhl Education. Laboratory. Included are programs in business

, education, English (poetry orgy), mathemadcs, science, and social
studies. Course II for principals consists of eight booklets describing

. uses of the computer in record keeping and school manigement.
3. Noyce, R.N. Micrbelectronics, Scientific Atnerican; ism, 237 (3),

(463 -69.
1

Discusses theevaluation of "microelectronic devices since the devel- li
opment pf the transistor; pointing out that a $300 minicomputer 9 )

of today hhs more calculating power than ENIA, the first electronic
computer. , - a if

4. PLANIT: A' cothputer. assisted instruction language system. Portland:
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, n.d. (mimeo):

Gives history of involvement Of Michigan State University, System's
Dev lopment Corporation, and NWREL in developing PLANrr, which is'

'' brie y explained. Reference is made to a PI4Nreuser:s group. ..9

5. Zinn,' K. CoMputers 4,,n the instructional'OceSs: Repdtt of an
international school. Anft--eirbor Center for Res'eaA Cull:earning and
Teaching, University of Michigan, 1974.. .

.

Dscribes and classifies a large ber of author languages, relating
their general utility. .r,
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11. Vacroux, A.G. MicroComputers. Scientific American 1974, 232, (5),...

32-40.
12. What is binary arithmetic? Dayton, Ohio: National Cash Register, ni.d.
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The ,Programs Dev loped

As computer technology developed more complicated, faster, It.

'and yet cheaper equipment, programs fdr using computers for educt
'done] purposes ware also being developed. The principal uses welt

'. computer assisted instrupion (cm) and computer Managed instruction
(641).

Computer, assisted instruction is a term used to desclribe any
iastructioit in which the material to be learned is presented 'by equip-

ment under fligital computer control/And in which- the students' re- 1.

spon are relayed to the computer for processing. The processing
of nses generally 'includes storage of the res onses in the}cord

memory system, *decision making as/ resift/lc-cement, andr
decision making as to the appropriai'e next esentation.

Typically, the presentation is a display on a cathode ray (television s,

picture) tube or a plasma panel. Sikh, displays can be printed 'text;
graphed or charted material, and photographs or drawinis_kn color or

black and white. Less frequently the ppesentation is auditory, since
groupings of recorded speech sounds are unlikely to produce words pro-
nounced appropriately for the context of meaning intended.

The responses elicited are most frequently to be made with a keyset
resembling's typewriter. The students type in the letters A, B, C, D, or E

to indicate their choices for multiple-choice questions or they--lype in

yes, No, True, Falie, or missing terms in incomplete statements. For
young children only a few of the keys may be employed or 'a special key

set using smiling faces or geometric designs may be used. As an alterna-
-

five for young children, a light - sensitive cathode ray tube can be em-
ployed: Students using it point a light pencil at targets presented op the

screen to indicate their responses. Even younger children can respond

-to the touch-sensitive panel which may be attached to Plato terminals.
Plasma panels permit simultaneous display of machine controlled
graphics and rear screen projected random access slides from microfiche.

Computer assisted instruction is generally programed instruction:
Students are presented stimuli to which they respond at their own rate.

Responses can be immediately confirmed by computer prese,nted words
or symbols, although in some cases a number of responses are expected
before computer acknowledgement. -

The programs of instruction available are of three typeg differing

. in complexity and in the amount of student-syStem interaction: tutorial

programs whidh are self-contained courses of instruction with machine

decisions and branching; simple linear drill 'and practice programs

ti
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which instrucri initiated by a teacher; and. --. : -

dialogue programs which enable learners to nverSe with the oinputer
in natural language wherein the stticlent , controls the info ation
sequence. These programs are developed by educators or psychologists
who direct t computer's activities using an author language.

, Students to usedimpu er terminals with help from the
WC er or another 'student. Usually little help is required, even
by e mentary. hoot children. Two o t ree'ten4ni 'sessions are

saffici t, even; hen audio disks and/or mie °fiche/must be t.,
Sri soar school systems, such as the .elage County, Georgia,
childre ging,to the TAGS (Talenigand Gifted) organiza-

,
may elect to enroll in Saturday classes at anearby college or univer-
where they learn:to' solve 'problems by doing simple programing ,
e university c Outer, in the BASIC. language.
Compu naged instruction usually does not requi e that the

student learn to operate, the'comptiterlerminal. Instead, tea hers give'
- children criterion ;referenced tests to which the children re pond by

'marking on, macItine-saprable answer sheets. These are .mailed or
,"Shipped to-Vie computer serving the school or college for batch-prOc-
.essing;Printouts are generated for the child, and class records are made
up for the teacher:. of these prilitouts may include 'individual
prescriptions complete with materials and recommended pages for
practice.

Progress in the 'development of both CAI and cm' programs is de:.
scribed in the annotated references in the final ,section of this chapter.
Several additional -references are listedlt the end for reading'specialists
who desire to add depth to their knowledge in this area.

Annotated References
13. Association for Development of Computer Ltructional System? ( ADCIS ).

Minutes and proceedings of the semiannual meeting. Ann Arbor, Mich-
igan: August 1973.

Abstracts are included of 23 reports given at the conference. Many
deal with computer based instruction projects,. including some in
'reading.

14. Baker, F.B. Computer based instructional management systems: A first
look. Review of Educational Research, 1971; 41 (0) 41-70.

Describes computer based instructional management:systems existing
. in. 1971. It is a complete review of early 6.4 programs and some CAI

programs are m taloned. The author .hypothesizes that 'computer
based instructional management has-greater possibilities than com-
puter assisted instruction' because of costs.

17
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I , Baker, J.C. ,Th .computer in'tlje schbo (Fast ntimber
$0 ington, IndiatutrPhiDelta' Kappan Ed atiOna u dation,

A pamphlet giving an overview 6 Co rits4isted fin ornputt
managed instruction; it includ 'it on the owing pro-

.. rgrams: Pi.A.roificcrr, iboo,,anditAN., Alio Included are the authit's
opinions on present and future'capabilities of computers in education.

16. Barnes, D.o. 8L.Schrieber, p.LB, Computer assisted instruction: A
' . seleeredldhliagulphY Washinkn, D,C.Association for Educations

May 1976. palo .411toc optia: Stanford University. 1976 (ED 125 608).
17. Baird, DA?' Compute /assisted instruction: The best, of eatc,_1973"

:Communications and Techw#0gy,41912 (ED 063 7.69P4
Itfile most extensive ancVcoOplete bibliography of:computer uses in

An annotated bibliographi containing articles about the entire spec-l'

eduCation and instruCiiilla. Je Contains-835 entries. .

truin: of compiler assisted and managed instruction. Included ?lire .
such as/ EATo, Tictrr,- tesearch, teacher training, author 't .

ggages and coins .
- it*

18.' Bukosii, W.J.; &.Korotkin, kir-r. Cdthputer activities in sec4pdary : 1; .

atiori:"FinatrePort...washrh --fi; D.C.: ' American Institute fOr Re-
search in the Behavioral Se- eptember 1975. r--

.

This reportis- a folio* o a 1969 project entitled. CASE. CASE sur-
.veyed secondary public schools to determine computer usage. The
current project, sponsOled by the National Science Foundation,
surveyed 5;580 schools. The contents describe many new secondary
computer based programs, with some in reading; 0

19. Btikoski, W.J., & Korotkin, ,A. L:, Computer activities in secondary
education. Educational Technology, 1976, 16 el), 9-22.

This report deals, with a survey initiated to determine the extent Of

't computer usage (more than la per cent) in.secondary public schools.
Several secondary public school reading programs are reviewed and
a large amount of information about computer availability in sec-

. ondary schools is included.
20. Bundy, R. COmpv iter assisted nitrUction,--Where are we? Phi Delta

Kappan, J968, 49 (9), 424-429. ',1'' ..
This article is an overview of the status of computer assisted instruc-

.tion. The author providesn brief summary of results from research
,.

and several recommenda ns about areas in which further research
.

is :needed. He also reviews the research limitations of past projects
and comments on the fu ure of computer assisted instruction.

21.. Clark. R:F. . Thebest of. E . ecent trends in computer aslistea
struction. Palo Alto, California: S id University, 1973: (4176 025). "-:

This it an annotated bibliography which covers planbint and titiliza-'
tion Of. cm. Also included are reviews of computer assisted instruction

i programs at the elementary, secondary, junior college, community
. .,

college, and university level.
22. Chevalier, G. Classification of the uses of 'computers in education:

,,Service de 1' Informatique Ministere 1' gducation, Laboratoire de
Pedagogit Informatique. Province de Oitebet.ICanada, 1972:

ii
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,

The author reviews the, computer in four roles:/asa laboratory tool,

t a teaching support system, tejtching syStern /rearming system, and as an

educational research tool.
23. Dick, W.;.Latsa, R..; ft Rivers, L. -. Sources of informatiOn 'on computer'

assisted instruction. Educational,4?chnology41970, 10 4-3), 165169.
The authors surveyed public scOopls, universities, and rtsearch and .

development centers in 1969 to determine the extent orcomputer
assisted instruction. Several_wearchand development center reading'- ;
programs are nvntioned al7Arell as computer Ussiited readingInstritc-

/ tion in public sabols and universities. .4

24. Dig, P.J. Computers ini'education: A' bibliography for the inittuc-

tional technology ceurseforieachers. Buffalo, New York: State University

lege at Buffalo, 1974. (ED 105 677) t

The bibliography lists 78 references from 1968 to 1974 on the uses. of

computers in educ.atipn. Many articfes mentioned deal with reading.

,25opnublier, R.M. Interactive relationship with 'computers.in teaching

4 Zling. Paper presented It the annual conference of the International
ding Association, New Orleans, May 1974.

r
;

The paper reviews current man/machine communications and dis:.

- motes a computer assisted reading educational system (cAgEs). The
'author also proposes CARES as a model for a reading laboratory.

26.-Fildhusen,.F.: & Szabo; M. ".A- review of developments in computer

assisted instruction. Educational Technology, 1970, 10 (3);90-97.

The authors alert the reader to potential .sources of information

4 % available about computer assisted instruction.

27. Fletcher, J.D. Computer applications in educattbn° and training:

Status and trends. San Diego, California: Navy personnel Research and
-Development Center, 1975.1ED 108 681). °

.
..

While this review concerns itself with computer, based applications

o training, some reading programs mentioned
Public SC,11001S, TIC

e: PLATO IV, Chicago

C/T, Stanford UniVersity; arida State. Univer-t
Pennsylv.ania State University, and the University of pliforrfia,

28. Fry, E: Programedlinstruction and automation in.begkming reading.

Paper presented at the. innual conference pf the International Reading

Association, Seattle, May 1967. -

A review. of recent investigations into the effectivenessTof program
instruction in reading. Included in'one aspect of programed inst 6- ,,

tion is computer assisted insti ion in reading-. .

29. Grayson, L.P.; & Robbins, J.I3:. Office of Education support of
computer activities: 1965-1971, (R ort No. DE 12044-71). Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Government ,Printing Office, l972* .

. This 'report discusses 500 projecti inauding reading projects and the.._

$ 161 million spent on computeractivities in education between 1965-

(971. Unfortunately, followup documents have never beenproduced.

The report is summarized in the November 1971 issue of EducatiOnpl ,

..Technology. ..
30. Halley, F.S. Computer applicadimsinteaching and learning. Btock-) .---___ , .

port, New York: State University of New York at Brockport, October 1973.

-4
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Gives examples tift.Co uses in teitehing and learning with par-

31: Hickey, A.E. (Ed) 'Amputer assisted instruction: A survey of the
. ticular

literature (Vol. 3): lklewburyflOft,. Massachusetti: ENTELEF, 1968.
The survey contains, an:civeryieW computer assisted instru troir.
froth 1967-1968. Alto 'inch:Wed are programs in selected curricula
(reading) and a listing of public and privatecomputerassisted instruc-
tion programs as well -as pertinent information about. computer
assisted instruction theory, Ant earlier Second edition is also available

- covering 1966-1967. . I

)g: Hickey, A.E. Research guidelines foi iomputer assisted instruction.
Newburyport, Massachusetts: A E.. Hickt Associates, 1974. °

This a survey prepared forBre Def se Advanced Research Project**
Agency. It contains 59 recommendations for research 'and deVelop'Y
went in support of coMputer assisted instruction. Also covered:are
learning and instructional variablei:.relevant to'cAr and readin

33. Hicks, B.L; & Hanka; S. The teacher and theeamputerPhilade hia:
W.B. Saunders, 1972. -

Reviews .the, essential elementi of comp cb pater
assisted instruction programs. The. authors ,also. discus& in' depth,
basic a.ssurnpiitins about CAI in the,clasSrooln. ".. .

34. Koch,. is.te. computei instruCtiait:In secondary Schools.
WashingtoorD.C.:' Nation:it ,6§sociation of Secondary School'Principals,
1972. (Reprinted in Education-Digest, 1973, 38;,28-3I.)

The booklet contains information about the follOting areas cif
puter assisted instruction: '0= hardwareand.softWare
2) personnel needed, 3) reviews 0f.ongding CAUCMi projecits, and

r 4) a glossary of terms. . Ix%

.35. Majer,- K.'. Computer assisted .instruction and reading .ViewiOihts,-

1972,.48 (5), 77-97.
A comprehensive review of the development of chi ding ;.The
author discusses the following questions: an cAr be SIP effectively:
for reading? Hoy., do children respond to reading piogramS using. 4,,1?

. What theoretical positions been utilized with ,reading pro-
grams? What are tladvantages of CAI programs? What are the,new
roles for teachers anchtheimplicationS for teacher training.with cm?
What about cost? Whit'allout the futurOCAS in reading? A list of
references is included.-

36. 1,'41aier, Computer assisted. instruction and reading: Hold,, what,.,
when and Where? Educational' .Technology, 1973, 13 (9), 23-26.a:

This article discusses where computer assisted initructionW,being
used the advantages of compiter assisted reading programs' over;
othei programs, student responses to .computer assisted instruction,
and the future of computer assisted instruction:

,37. Mi;e1; H.4 (Ed.) An examination of the short range potential of,r4
co puter managed instruction. Proceedings of a Conference Sponsored
by the NItticinal Institute of Edudation, Washington, D.C. (Chicago,
November 1974)



These proceed ngs are of particular interest So
,
those eaucataq"con-

cernecl with co outer man instruction in reading. The abstracts
include summ ries of 27 ational comPuterthanaged-ihstruction
systems. A f are: 'PLA (Instructional.Support Systern);=eiss-
(Computerize Instructional Support System), and CAM (Compre-
hensive Achi ement Monitoring). Bibliographies included with most
abstracts pro ide access to additional information.

38:Vinsonhaler, J.F. & Bass R.K. A summary or ten major studies on
CAI drill.an practic4kEd(eational Teihnology, 1972, 12 (7), 29-32.
The authors simunarize the results of ten computer assisted programs
orinstroction. Reading related programs reviewed are: I) Stanford=
East Palo, Alto, California; irncomL-Pontiac, s n; and
3),Harcourt Brace.iovanovichNew York. City.

39. Report' on the instructional use iqf the computer (3 volsr)' Service de
, I" hio tique.. Ministerede l'Education, Laboratoire de Pedagogie

tique, PrOVince de Quebec, Canada,T9'43.
This report containl three volumes. The first, by Guythevalier and

t.; Bernard Gateau, is entitled "Types of Uses." It classifies and describes
the types of instructional uses of the computer including public` rid
private CAI/CM! programs. The second, by Franbois Labrousse,

" discusses the costs of CAI/CM1 progrtams. The third, by Lucien Dube,
describes the extent 'to' which computers were/are being used in
education.

. Wang, A.C. (Ed.). Index to comPutir based (earning (1976 edition).
Milwaukee: University of Wisconi, Instructional Media Laboratory,
1976. .

A complete guide to computer applications-in education, especially
, .cm, it contains 1,837 separate entries. The index detaili 'voluntarily
, reported information. about s. many computer based projects as

possible. e

41. Yonder; W.W. Computer liter lure bibliography: 1946 to 1963. Wash2

ington, D.C.: NationarBureau o andards, Department of Commerce,
Institute for Applied Technolo , 1 5.

' Contains 6,100 references 11 computer literature from 1946 to 1963..
.

42. Yonder, W.W. Computer !literature bibliography: VoluMe 2. 1964-
1967. Washington, D.C.: Na ional Bureau of Standards, Department
Of Commerce, Institute for Ap ie4 Technology, 1968.

Contains 5,200 references f m 1964-1967.

Additional References
43. Dick, W: The development and rrent status of computer based

instruction. American Education Resew. h Association, 1965, 2(1).41-54.
44. Edwards, J et al. How effective is CA!? A review of the research.

Bibliography. Educational Leadership, 1974, 33 (2), 147-153.
45. Iverson, W. The agt, of the computer and reading. Paper presented

at the Claremont College Reading Conference, Claremont, California,
February',1967:

.46. Swanson, A.K. The computer as a tool of instruction. An annotated

Sd
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bibliography of selected 1 2-19711 books and reports. AED5 Journal,

47. Smith, N.13. , ding for - seventies': An international challenge.
Paper presented at the Int ional ReadingAssociation.World Congress

on Reading, Sydney, AuStralia, August 19 0.
48. Zinn, K., 11CMcClintlock, S. A guide o the literawnronTMeractive

use otromputers. for instruction. Stanford ERIC Clearinghouse on Educa-
tional Med' and Technology, Stanford University, 1970.

e
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Chapter 2
COLLEGE CENTERS DEVELOPING

COMPUTER BASED READING PROGRAMS

'The vast 'majority of the programs for computer assisted instruction
and many of .the programs for computer managed instruction were
developed on the campuses of colleges and universities with the aid of
funding from the federal government and from private foundations.
Many, of the development projects were partnership arrangements in
which computer manufacturers 4orked with the college and university
personnel. In such partnerships, instructional program needs led to
changes in computer construction and new developmeifts in computer
technology led to changes in educational piograming.

These projects 'developed programs, many of which were field
terstea in public and private elementary and secondary schools. Such
programs were modified to meet the demands of in-school operation
and to continue operation with the minimal financing available for
large scale, in-school, computer based education. Consequently, al-
though the names of colleges and universities are used to organize the
developmental efforts described in this chapter, the watt was actually
carried on by educators and prOgramers from many backgrounds and
fields of employment. .

Stanford's Institute for Mathematical Studies
in Social Sciences

The reading program at Stanford was developed by Atkinson and
others over a period of years starting with a usoegrant awarded in 1964.
The original program was intended to be a total curriculum which was
independent of human teachers.

There were two major problems. No programedarriculum in.
.

reading was available for computerized delivery, and no integrated
cm system had been developed and marketed by any One manufacturer.

"4-
:
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i 1964 and 1967 botkproblenis were solved in a parallel effort
tford and IBM.-
ie resulting system, the ism 1800/4500, consisted of a central
ter with disk storage, two proctor stations, and an interphase to
iinals. Terminal equipment consisted of a high speed rearview
p,, typewriter keyboard, and an audiotape system delivering
h earphones messages varying in length from a few seconds to
minutes.
ping this system, Atkinson and 'his associates created a beginning

program ("tutorial beginning reading program") in which
responded to video, audio; and rear screen projected displays

ning-the-light pencil-at-Ate-screen. The response-was evaluated
:on1Puter decision determined the next material to be presented.
,erphase allowed the computer, with its ultrafast response caps-
, to serve 16 students in serial order so rapidly that it seemed to
tat all were being individually served. (This is now standard
e in computer terminal allocation and is ogled time-sharing.)
to student terminals and the tutorial reading program were tried
rst graders from November 1966'to June 1967. During October
met the adults who were to help them learn to use the terminals.
t week in October and the first two weeks in November were used
h pupils to use the terminals. An adult proctor sat by them during
rst five on-line sessions. At first students were allowed only a
nutes' work at the 16 termittals supervised by two student proc-
id ohe machine proctor but, after six weeks, the time was in-
I to twe6ty minutes daily and by the end of the school year they
llowed half an hour daily. Evening hours were used for curric- _
program debugging and early morning-hours were for audio and
assembly work. .

ior to starting CAI instruction the children hid been taught to
d to the written words YES and No and to written forms of their
ames. With this background they were able to walk into the
al room, find the -cathode ray tube showing their own nameS,
'their earphones, and start the program by touching the light pen
display. Children soon learned to read "You have signed off,"
was presented at the end of each day's esson.
le curriculum presented six kind's of readi tasks to the students:
liscrimin'ation and id/indication, initial v cabulary, word de-

syntactic and intonation practice, synta tic and semantic
e, and informational processing tasks.

Centers 12..2 4 15



1964and 1967 bothproblenis were solved in a parallel effort
ford and WM..

le resulting system, the is 1800/4500, consisted of a central
ter with disk storage, two proctOi stations, and an interphase to
nnals. Terminal equipment consisted of a high speed rearview

typewriter keyboard, and an audiotape system delivering
h earphones messages varying in length from a few seconds to
minutes.
ping this system, Atkinson and-his associates created a beginning

program ("tutorial beginning reading program") in which
responded to video, audio; and rear screen projected displays

ning-the-light pencil-at-The-screen. The response-was evaluated
:on-limner decision determine'd the next material to be presented.
,erphase allowed the computer, with its ultrafast response capa-
, to serve 16 students in serial order so rapidly that it seemed to
tat all were being individually served. (This is now standard
e in computer terminal allocaticin and is called time-sharing.)
to student terminals and the tutorial reading program were tried
rst graders from November. 1966 to June 1967. During October
met the adults who were to help them learn to use the terminals.
t week in October and the first two weeks in November were used
h pupils to use the terminals. An adult proctor sat by them during
rst five on-line sessions. At first students were allowed only a
nutes' work at the 16 terminals supervised by two student paw-
id one machine proctor but, after six weeks, the time was in-
I to two6ty minutes daily and by the end of the school year they
llowed half an hour daily. Evening hours were used for curric-
program debugging and early morning-hours were for audio and
assembly work. -

ior to starting cAl instruction the children hid been taught to
d to the written words YES and No and to written forms of their
ames. With this background they were able to walk into the
al room, find the 'cathode ray tube showing their own nameS,
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the student was working on ineachsof the strands, antihis error rates.
The same information was available foi-the 'Ctass as a whole and for
class s averages. .

n experimental comparison of the reading scores _of ituderits
whose instruction was supplemented with twelve minutes `per day
computerized reading instruction found the experimental studeras
hayeyeading norm scores 1.2 yearsgreater than those of their controls.
The cost of this diff(rence was estimed to be 40 cents per day or $70
per 'year. Even thob:0 the research on CAI in elementary reading has
now been lefininated, and thiteren in schodg around Stanford no
longer sit. at computer terminali,nyi. Ich of the knoivledge gained has
been Olusein 3ngoing programs, such Is those used at schools for the
deaf and thine marketed commercially.

Annotated References
49. Atkinson, R.C., & Hansen, D. Computer assisted instruction in initial

reading: The Stanford Project. Reading Research Quarterly, 1966, 25-25.
A description of the purposes of the CAI Reading Project, its organi-
zation, its potentials for research, the equipment to be used, and what
commands were necessary to. create one complete lesson. Also ex-
plained is the six strand reading curriculum.

50. Rodgers, T.S. Linguistic Considerations in the design of the Stanford
computer based curriculum in initial reading. Stanford, California: Insti-

_ tute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences, 1967.
Seven tenets of psycholinguists form the base for the curriculum in
initial reading: l)'spelling and reading were to be taught indepen-
dently; 2) readingwas to be begun with decoding; 3) sight and sound
were to be associated with letter patterns; 4)vocalic center groups were
to be scaled in difficulty for presentation; 5) graphic patterns were to
be presented as members of a rhyme and alliterative set in matrix
format; 6) word items were to be presented in various contexts em-

-phasizing morphological syntactie:and semantic. functioni; and 7)
words were to be presented in contexts in which punctuation', gram-
mar, and meaning conveyed the writer's intent.

51. Atkinson, R.C. Instructioh in initial reading under computer control.
Stanford, California: Institute for 1VUtthematical Studies in the o 'al
Studies, 1967.

Explains the presentation of reading instruction to beginners by
computer. Sixteen children coufd be taught at one time. Eictensive
"debugging", of the program was one of the first requirements in

implementing the Computer controlled tape-filmstrip instructional
program.

52. Wilson, H.A., & Atkinson, R.C. Computer based instruction in initial
reading: A progress report on the Stanford Project. Stanford, California:
Institute for Mathematical Studies in'the Social Sciences, 1967.

bescribes development and initial field testing of .the first grade
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_Studetits_responded to titer pre-
sented auditory and visual stimuli with light pens: Points out the
tremendous number of coursewriter commands necessary, toexecute
.a typical 30-minute student lesion.

53. Spache, G.D. A reaction to computer assisted instruction in initial
rie.(;diinN. hT e Stanford i'roject. Reading Research Quarterly, 1967, 3 (I),

An .evaluation of reference 49 listing six, misconceptions *aid
Spache to be held by Atkidson and Hansen and pointing out that tey
ignored learner variabl6s and employed questionable output,variable
in their research.

54. Atkinsdn, R.C., & Suppes. P. Project.for an automated primary grade'
reading and arithmetic curriculum for culturally deprived children:
Progress Report ,Number 5. Stanford, California: Institute for. Mathe-
maiical Studies in the Social Sciences, 1967. ,. .

Describes how students began to "spread out" through the various
levels of the program's reading exercises and problems.

55. Atkinson, B.C. Computerized instruction and the learning processi
Technical Report Number 122. Stanford, California: Institute for Mathe-
Matical Studies in the Social Sciences, 1967.

Explains the use of the cathode ray tube and light pencil as well .as
relating problems-in implementing the curriculum.

56. Sear, P.S.; .& Feldritan, D.N. Changes in young children's classroom
behavioi- after a year of computer assisted instruction: An exploratory
study. Stanford, California: Institute for Mathematical Research in the
Social Sciences, 1968.

.Observations resulted in comparison of behavior ratings on cm-
taught and non-cm-taught first graders. Soeial,behavior scores of

r CAI group decreased, while those of the non-eM 'group increased. It
was posited that cm may reduce theexpectid positive relations among
academic behavior,Q, and achievement.

57. Jerman, M. Promising developments in compider assisted instruction.
Educational Technology, 1969, 9 (8), 10-18.

Explains how audio messages were digitized and stored for computer
retrieval and use in the initial reading program.

58. Suppes, P. Computer assisted instruction ai Stanford. Proceedings

of an International Conference of Man and Computer, Bordeaux 1970.
A history of the Stanford CAI project which provides 'an.excellent
description of the equipment used by the project and a year-by:year
accounting of the schools involvawitil the project's various curricula.
Finally, the author makes four kinds of projections abOut the future'of

cm (see Chapter 5). '

59. Suppes, P.; Jamison, D.; & Butler, C. Estimated costs of computer
assisted instruction for compensatory education in urban areas. Educa-

tional Technology, 1970, 10 (4), 49-57.
Costs estimated as of 1970 (bears no relationship to today's rapidly
shrinking costs).

60. Atkinson, R.C. Ingredients for a theory of'instruction. Technical
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Nuiriber:487.:-Stanford-Californialnstitute-for-Mathematical

,Lists criteria for a theory of instruction'necessary for deriving optimal)
strategies of teaching reading, These are ) a model of the learning

' process,,,2) specification of admissible instructional objectives, and
3) specification, of instructional objectives, and 20 a measUrement
scale permitting cost assessment and reinforcements for the achieve-
ment, of instructional goals.

61. Fletcher, J.D. &'Suppei, P. Computer assisted instruction in reading:
Grades 4-6.

J.D.,
Technology, 1972.12 (8), 45-49.

'Describes implementation of Computer Curriculum Corporation
reading curriculumwith the Honeywell 1648 Computer and Model
33 teletypewriters with standard ASC 11 keyboards.

62. Atkinscin; R.C., & Fletcher, J.D. Teaching children to read with a
computer. 'Reading Teacher, 1972, 25 (4), 319-327.

Describes the "strand" structure of the drill" and practice program
designed to supplement reading instruction in grades one to three,
providing a flow chart for the Word Strand and sample exercises and
giving cost. estimates.

63. Fietcher,,J.C., & Atkinson, R.C. Evaluation of the St'anford CAI pro- .

gram in initial reading. Journal of Educational Psychology, 1972, 63;
597-602. .

A detailed analysis olieores of forty-four matched pairs of Objects.
,Results indicated that I) five-and-one-half months of CAI instruction

. 'yielded significant gains in reading among first grade students; 2) boys
were helped more by cm than were girls; and 3) most significant
results' were in sentence and paragraph comprehensionoareas hardly
touched by the cm program.

64. Atkinson,'R.C.; Fletchcr, J.D.; Lindsay, E.J.; Campbell, J.D.; & Barr, A.
Computer assisted instruction in initial reading: Indi$idualized instruction
based on optimizatibn procedures. Educational Technology, 1973, /3 (8),
27-37.

_Describes the expanded eight strand drill and practice curriculum
and hOw monitoring student performance leads. the computer to
prescribe more practice for slower lea,rning students and to all students
for learning tasks which,* computer "recognizes" as more difficult
through its constant malitoring. Also described is a method for
computing amount of computer time required for reaching a given
score on a reading achievement test.

65. Atkinson, R.C. Teaching children' to read with a computer. American
Psychologist, 1974, 29, 169-178.

. Describes three levels of optimization of instruction: I) Decision
making within an instructional strandwhich items to present, which
formats to Present them in and when tO chedule review; 2) decision
making about allocation of instructional time to the various strands,
,or subareas within reading; and 3) decision making about distribution,
of terminal use time among students.

66. Campbell, J.0.; Lindsey, J.; & Atkinson, R.C. Predicting reading

l'r...Studiett. in the .SoclatSeieriees; 1972..
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achkvenunt_from_measures available during computer assisted instruc-
- ,

lion. Technical Report Number 249. Stanal iortiitT:iTistitute-fol

Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences, 1975.

When correlations were compUted between rate of progress during

cm reading instruction and scores on standardized tests of initial

reading skill, CAI measures were found to be better predictors than
were reading readiness tests.'

.

Additional Referencei
67. Atkibton, R.C. Reading instruction under computer control. Atna-

icon School Board Journal, 1967, 155, 16-17.

68. Atkinson, R.C. Learning aspects of computer assisted instruction,

In R. W. Ferard (Ed.), Computers and Education. New York:sMcGraw-

Hill, 1967.
. 69. Atkinson, R.C. The role of the' computer in teaching initial !trading.

Childhood Education, 1968, 44, 464-470.
70. Atkinson, R.C. Computer based instruction in initial reading. Pro-

ceedings of the 1967 Invitational Conference on Testing Problems. Prince-

ton, New Jersey: Educational Testing Service, 1968. .

71. Atkinson, R.C. Learning to read under computer co ol. Programed

Learning and Educational Technology: British Journal N1 e Association

for Programed Learnit968, 5, 25-37.
72: Atkinson, R.C., & Wilson, H.A. Computers_assisted instruction.

Science, 1968, 162,-73-77.
73. Fletcher, J.D., & Atkinson, R.C. Computer based instruction in

reading: Grades Ka Paper presented at. the annual cnuference of the

International Reading AssOciation, Anaheim, May 1970.

74. Atkinson, R.C.; Fletcher, J.D.; Cheten, H.C.; & Stauffer, C.M. In-

stmtion in initial reading under computer control: The Stanford Project.

In Romano and S. Rossi (Ea.), Computer in Education. Vari, Italy:

Adriatica Editrice, 1971.
75. Atkinson, ,R.C., & PaulsOn, J.A. An approach to the psychology of

instruction. Psychological Bulletin, 1972, 1, 49-61. ,

76. Fletcher, J.D., & Suppes, P. Computer assisted instruction in math-

ematics and langsikre arts for the deaf Final report. Stanford, California:

Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences, Stanford Uni-

versity, 1973.
.77. Chant, V.G., & Atkinson, R.C. Optimal allocation of instructional

effOrts to interrelated learning strands. Journal of Mathematical Psy-
cholOgy, 1973, 10 (1), 1-25. .

78. Fletcher, J.D. Pansfer from alternative presentations of spelling

patterns in initial -reading. Technical Report Number 216. Stanford,'

California: Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences, 1974:

79. Atkinson, R.C. Adaptive instructional systems: Some attempts to

optimize the, leOrning process. Technical 'Report Number 240. Stanford,

California: Institute for Mathematicaltudies in the Social Sciences; 1975.
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Illinois' Computer Based Education Laboratory
In 1960, research under the direction of Donald Bitzer, of the

Coordinated Science Laboratory of Kiniversity of Illinois, developed
a computerized teaching system n med Programed Logic for Auto-
matic Teaching Operation. The a onym, PLATO, has survived three
major revisions and is (at the time o IC writing) known as PLATO IV.

The first system wa.sr..implemented with one high speed digital
computer and onetermin A PLATO II was used from 1962 to 1974. PLATO

III, making use of time-sharing, reached a peak of 71 terminals wit
twenty in use at one time: It was used from 1964 to mid-1973, and durin

its last two years PLATO IV was being installed. PLATO IV has remained

ill Use from mid-1971 until the present. /
During this time, many different languages have been employed.

PLATO I made use of an ILL1AC I computer and pLATII used the Control
Data Corporation 1604 computer belonging to the Coordin red
Science Laboratory. With both of these, machine language was u ed,

but when the Computer Based Education Research Laboratory (c aq
was formed and PLATO III begun, several different progra ing
languages were used before TUTOR III was created. TUTOR IV, was

implemented in 1971 and has remained`the language of the present
PLATO -IV program which now, makes use of a Control Data
Corporation CYBER 73 computer system.

The student using PLATO IV must learn to usep computer. terminal.

,which has three vehicles for presenting information: 1) aplasmpanel,

2) a microfiche slide projector, and 3) a random access disk record
player. It can accept input from a keyset (similar to a typewriter key -

board) and from touching the screen, which is sensitive to interruption
of 32 photoelectric, circuits just in front of the leading surface of the
panel. These divide the screen (16 x 16) into 256 half-inch squares.
Breaking these circuits is a means of responding to the computer.

The visual display, unit is the plasma panel which presents red
lines on a screen much like the character and digit lines on a common

.hand or tabletop calculator. The PLATO IV plasma panel (screen) is
contrived of two layers of glass, 8% inches square:Between these is a

thin layer of trapped gases .(neon and others). Each pane ofglass.has 512

thin wires ruithirig through it. The two panes are rotated so that their

wires are psniendicular. By firing combinations of these 1024 circuits,

262,144 points 'can be lighted. Lighting of these .points is sufficiently

fast to allow the computer to write its maximum of 2,048 characters at

the rate of 180 'per second. Unlike the cathode ray tube, the plasma
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panel "has a memory." It continues to display indefinitely, or until a
change is directed .by-thy-computer-m-the-student-using-the-terminal.

The panel is alio used as a rear screen for the projection of slides
printed on microfiche cards. Thirrequires the connection of a peripheral
device (accessory) called the "random access image selector." This
slide projector can be computer directed to show any of the slides on a
microfiche which is four inches by seven inches. Access time is one-fifth
of a second. Each microfiche has space for 256 images. When both
rear screen projected images and plasma panel characters are to be
shown, the portion of the panel directly behind the lighted plasma
characters usually will be blacked out. The terminal must have a?source

of compressed air in order to use the projection deVice, since air pressure
is used to move the microfiche from one display point to another.

When directions were given to touch plasma characters, pictures,
and diagrams, programs were successful. However, the accuracy of
the screen placement of rear screen projected microfiche was not suf-
ficiently accurate for using the touch panel as a response device. There
are some problems with the touch response system in other situations,
since the toucher may break several circuits in carrying out the touching
of a particular point on the screcn, or since the toucher with small
fingers may not break any circuit'.

The audio presentations to the terminal user are made through
stenographic 'headphones. The audio presentations are stored on
fifteen-inch mylar magnetic disks, each of which contains about 23

-,minutes of sound broken up into as many as 4,000 messages. No one
message may be less than one-third second or more than 45 seconds
long. The time required for locating and starting an audio- presentation
is one-half second or less. As of 1977, little use of the audio peripheral
device, known as the "random access device" had been made by any

group other thanrpersonneldeveloping the-reading curriculum, persons
who would have been hard put to teach rending withont it. (The average
reading lesson is nearly three minutes long. Almost a minute oTthis time

is audio presentationwith simultaneous video, of course.) One reason
is that the device runs on compressed air.

To be taught bythe PLATO IV system, the student finds an operating
(on) terminal and presses the NEXT key (one of 63 on the keyset). On the
plasma screen then appears "Welcome to PLATO." The student responds
by typing (in-capital letters, since there are no small letters) the .name
by which the computer recognizes him and again presses NEXT. As di.:

rected by the computer display, the student then types the name of his
course and presses TOP while holding down the VFT key. Then he
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typos his passwordiand presses NEXT again. From then on, the student
tinteracts-with-the-computer-until-finishecLat which time 'he again

presses the s.roii key whilehol6g down the snwr key.
atklthough 'PLATO was initiaTed in 1960, the PLATO Early Reading

Curricidum (mac) was iiii; begtinuntil funded by NSF contract C-723

in June 1971. The aims formulated at that time were 1) to Create a corn-

plete K-6 computer based curriculum in reading; 2) to build in the pos-
sible use of a Variety of instructional mo es, thus permitting teachers
.to maintain their own styles of teaching r ding; 3) to take full advan-

tage of the advanced devices available to he user of a PLATO IV ter-"'
minal; and 4) to demonstrate theleasibility of the resulting curriculum

in a variety of school settings. , .

The first lessons we tested in. 1972, even before the-random10
access audio . device was a

.
lable. During a six week summer pilot

session it was found that young disadvantaged children not only could

.pay attention throughout their ten- to twenty-minute sessions, but also
could (and did) ask for repeats at the end of their sessions. (It was also

found that poorly constructed lessOns bored children when presented
by 'computer, just as they do when presented by human teachers)

In 1972, the PERC group, led by Priscilla Obertino,. Materials Co-
ordinator, and. Robert F. Yeager, senior author add programer, found
that children related to tpe terminal in four ways: I) active aggression,
exploring. how the machine will respond to hitting, shaking, and prob-
ing; 2) conventional (expected) responding; 3) passive, responding only
when told to do so by the terminal or by a human teacher; and 4) in-
active, exploring the. tenninal not at all. Observing student behavior
'Was the Major means of evaluating early lessons and improving re-

sponses
.,.

from all four types of students.
Thelearly lessons were designed to teach students to use the touch

panel, to type stories with the keyset, to remember items presented and
then removed from the screen, to match letters, to match words, to
choose objects with names which are spelled with a T; to choose, letters
representing the certain speech sounds, to match words with pictures,

to type worth pictured, and fo touch direction words such as up*and

DOWN. In addition, a number of well known 1 children's bodks were
*presented in such a way that touching any word kn the story caused it

to be pronounced by the audio device:
Between 1973 and 1977, the development of the reading program

continued and the number of lesson's was increased to 200. These les- .
sons, comprising more than 1,500 exercises, were grouped into the
following categories, to meet approximately 400 objectives.
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1. Ork,Ittation--Freddy Frog helps students learn to use the touch

pal and-keyset
2. Date activities --learning days of the week, months, and how to

read a calendar.
O. Letter discriminationcovering parts of a letter until a match

can be chosen.
4. Wqrd detail-7thatchini,wprds which at first are chosen from

dissimilar distractors d later are chosen from similar ap-
pearing'clistractors. .

5: Memory 'skills choosing "new" pictures (not in a previout.,
display), or, instead, the "old" ones.

6. Letter nameshearing, seeing, and,choosing words beginning
with a particular letter.

7. Alphabet completing a sequence by.ehoosing letters.'
8. Letter soundesorting groups of words by sounds and re-

sponding to alliterative stories.
9. BlendingtYping threedletter cvc trigrams starting with the

consonant given.
10. High fre4uencY sight wordsa look-and-say presentation in

isolation iiiid in context followed by typing the word and
choosing it from a *set of distractors.

11: Enrichment sight wordspicturable words taught as high
. frequency words, plus being pictured.

12. Word meaningsby touching apprppriate ,printed words the
child makes the display respond. 0.

13. Sentence builiiingby touching words on the screen in order,
the student creates sentences whiai, are then displayed. If
grammatical, the sentence is illustrated by thpomputer.

14. StoriespictUre stories are displayed so that touching a square
next to a line causes that line' to be read nlolid by the computer.

'15: nmed readingstudents are given the time required for
reading a story and are asked multtiNe-choice questions

about it.
16. Stories written by studentsstudents type their own stories

for storage by the computer ana reading by tither students' and

the teacher. A

17. Gamesmemory, discrimination, and, location activities`with
computer reinforcement. :

These aCtivitiet are prescribed for each student by his own human
teacher, who spends about an hour each week typing prescriptions for
the class. Using an index of currently available aetiNities, the teacher
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1. OrientationFreddy Frog helpsstudents Warn to use th

ptettel and keyset.
2. Date activities --Learning days of the week, months, and

read a calendar.
Letter discriminationcovering parts pf a letter until a
can be chosen. .

4. Wqrd detail-7-niatching,wprds which at first are chose
dissimilar distractors d later are chosen from simi
petering 'distractors.'

5: Memory Allischoosing "new" pictures (not in a p
display), or, instead, the "bid" ones.

6. Letter names--:hearing, seeing, and,choOsing words be
with a particular letter.

7. Alphabet completing a sequence by choosing letters,

8. Letter soundiLsorting groups of words by sounds
sponding to alliterative stories.

9. BlendingtYping three4etter cvc trigrams starting v
consonant even. 4

10. High fre44eney sight wordsa look-and-say present,
isolation.. 'and in contoxt followed by typing the we
choosing it from a *set of distractees.

11: Enrichment sight words---picturable words taught
frequency words, plus being pictured.

12. Word meaningspy touching apprppriateRrinted wt
child makes the, display respond. 0. -"s

13. Sentence building by touching words on the, screen i

''the tudent creates sentences whieb, are then dispi
grammatical, the sentence is illustrated by the,pompu

14. Storiespicture stories are displayed so that touching
next to a line causes that line to be read aloud by the co

15; Timed readingstudents are given the time requ
reading a story and are asked mulkle-choice q
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terminal4.41.Ainte displays the Ard and its definition' .

Laboratory, U era y of Illinois, 1974.
mt. Illinois: Computer BHed Education Research-,

.
- oirs Describes p system, features,,and use*, Gives 'a time-lite history

. of the project. ,;,.;.,r,'" 4,, .

83. Obertino, P, T/le PLATO reading project: An overview. Educational
Technology, 1974,14 (2), 8-13.

" 01
1

Presents the aims of the PLATO Elementary Rbadinb Curriculum
(PERO group aod details their early program tryouts )nd findings

about.children's Interaction with computer.terMinals. s. ..

86. Obertino, P. PLATo 'Elementary Reading Curriculum, 19q4, Urbana,

Illinois: Computer Based Education Laboratory, University ol Illinois,

1974. . 4-
Contains the preiglus article and 19 pages of program samples.

87. Mbller, D.V. Using PLATT) 1V. Urbana, Illinois: Computer Based

, Education Research LabOratoryt, University of Illinois, 1974 (Av.).
A well-written guidstto the potential user of the prA-roIV system.
Contains a description of the terminal and peripheral devices avail-

able; a description ilflhe system; directions for getting online; direc-

tions to uthors, instructors, andpudents; and maintenance procedures.

88. Lyman, E. lb,. puns, ighlights, Urbana, Illinois:' Computer. Based

Education 'Research Labo tory, University of Illinois, 1975 (rev.).

Contaiq a timeline' important events in the history of the PLATO

'systems. bind lists 262 ublications dealing with PLATO through 1975.

89. Lyman, ER.'. PLATO Cu' iculai Materials.. Urbana, Illinois:Computer

Based Educat1n Researth boratory; University of Illinois, 1976.

. A catalog CAI prop ms available to the operator of le PLATO IV.

termirial. ch lisikt slowed by the name of a contact person and
his/ her,plitine n berg

:.90.ftrancis,.L. rum *Terminal Peripheral Devices. Urbana Illinois:
/3

-COmputer ritl, F,.ducat n ,Labbratory, University of Illinois, 1976.

° A frank essment the 'usefulness, potential, and the weaknesses. .

...$

of thq various perip 1 devices which can be attached to the PLATO

, IV terminal. Es y valtable is the section by Yeager. "Using

Audio ,with4 cm ons: Experiences of the PLATO Elementary

' Reading Project ":( 54)4 : .. '

91'. ObertinshsP., erel. emnfary reading on purp IV. Urbana, Illinois:

.aComputer Based Edifition Research Laboratory, University of Illinois,.

1977. t ..

The maliiecent descItiOn of the PLATO 1V read proram.'Pro-
vides an' ilitroduction Of the project (PERc), a description f the pC,gro

IV hardware a su el. of the 17. kinds of activities, and listing'of

teacher manage= -offrons. P. ;

92. Michael, Golk Sliger,
1.

. LARS in.Strzic or's manual. Urbana, Illinois:

Computer`) Edu on Labors ry, U iversity of Illinois, 1976.;,'

LA Re (Language Ar s 'Routing S is a set of modulesdesigriQ
to teich elementary Verbal skills tha require following a set of rules.

SO.ents.trezrouted to 54 topics in four areas of beginning College
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134 lishbytheir Performance on diagnostic tests. .

93. Breland, H.M.; Planning,* the evaluation-of the rum. Computer

Bated InstruellOillilr&sterti;,44ilitudMilfaip-d-Performance-Evaluation-in
Elementary &hook. Paperpresented,at the annual meeting of the Amer-

iCan Educational Research Association, Chicago, Apri1.1974.
Presents. plans, for testing, observing; and . assessing attitudes of
students.ln PLATO 'reading and mathematics programs.

94.; Visual 'earth activity': A tool for the evaluation and development of corn

:Auer assisted reading instructional programs.' Annual Report. St. Louis:

BelutitiorAtesearch LaboratcAy, Washington University, 1976.
Reitiltrauggest that PLATO diiiplaybd print is read less efficiently than

borik- print.

Additional References
95. Trippon, M. PLATO at work. Phi Delta Kappan, 1968, 49 (9), 439-441.

96. Lyman, E.R. A descriptive list ofPLATO programs, 1960-1970. Urbana,
Illinois: Computer Based Education Research Laboratory, University
of Illinois; 1970 (rev.). 4

97. Jordan, P. Languager,arts curriculum. Urbana, Illinois: Compule
Based. Education Laboratory, University of Illinois, 1974.

98. Alpert, D., & Bitzer, D.L. Advances in computer based education :.

Science, 1970, 167, 1582-1590. .

99. Anastasio, E.J., & Alderman, D,L. Evaluation of the educational
effectiveness of puro and Timm. Princeton, New Jersey: Educational'
Testing Service,`.1 973. (ED 088934)

100. Eastwood, L.F., & Ballard, .RJ. .
The PLATO IV CAI system: Where is

it now? Where can it go? Journal of Educational Technology Systems,
1975,' 3 (4), 267-284.

101. Yeager, R.F. Using audio with c4 1 lessons: Experiences of the PLATO

elementary reading project. Paper presented at the Association for the
Development of Computer Based Instructional Systems,- Minneapolis,

August 1976.
102. Smith, S.G., & Sherwood, B.A. Educational uses of the PLATO COM-

WC! system. Science, 1976, 192, 344-352.
103. Steinberg, E.R. The evolutionary development of CAI 'courseware.

Paper presented at the annual meeting of the. American Educational
Research Association, Washington, D.C.. April 1965:
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Wisconsin Research and Development Center
for Cognitive Learning

There are two types of computer applications to reading under
development at the University of Wisconsin's Research and Develop-
ment Center; The Wisconsin System for Initructional Management
(wis-sim) and an on-line program for diagnosing reading difficulties
with a PLATO IV terminal. Tile more extensive development has been
of the former,, since it designed to capitalize on the welVdeveloped set
of goals.and objeCtives of the Wisconsin Design for Reading Skill De-
velopment (wrmsb) and has been under development for a longer period
of time.

wis -sIM was originally financed by NIE and a Title III ESEA grant to
the McFarland Community. Schools: The purpose of the R .and D
Center in developing wis-sim was to further the cause of individualized
education by identifying school system,, school building, classroom,
and individual pupil need's through more efficient ingestion, storage,
and retrieval Of student and program information. The areas chosen
for developing computer managed instructional schemes include ele-
mentary reading, mathematics, and science. .

In order to implement wis-sim in reading, one must implement the
management ,system it is designed to support (woRsp). The first step,
then, is to- test all individual students with the criterion referenced
placement tests of the three strands (Word Attack, Comprehension,
Study Skills) of the WDRSD. Once the tests had been administered
(usually at the beginning of a school year), a data base for reporting is
stored in the computer's memory. Of course, the second step is arrang-
ing,c,omputer services. Having a local computer availible is bat. Next
best is having a terminal available for on-line communication with a
distant computer, and the least satisfactory is a "patch"' system
requiring tests to be nfalled or carried to the computer.

Since the objectives and goals of the WDRSD are hierarchically
ordered, the computer can generate both a list of tasks mastered and a'
list of possible next assignments. Since pupil data carry the designation
of school attended, classroom to which assigned, and school district or
system, printout profiles can be requested to show school or' class
performance on tests of particular units (areas). Also available are
suggested topics for instructional.groups arid suggested members of
those groups (those who have not mastered the topic, but who have
mastered the prerequisite topics or _taskrt as well as recommended
topics for assignment or teaching to individuals who were omitted from
the suggested groups.
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Pilot testing of WIS41M took 'place in 1975-1976 in seven sohools
from four Wisconsin school districts and one district in Minnesota
with six elementary'schools. Pilot tests help the designers imptre.
the system by talking minimal demands on teachers attempting to
learn and implement,the system in their classrooms.

The diagnostic program Ale eloped at the University of Wisconsin
uses a PLATO IV terminal with telephone line connections to the com-

.. puters of the Computer Based Education Research Laboratory of the
University of Illinois. The initial step in conducting such a diagnosis
involved. comparing results of a group administration of the Stanford
Diagnostic Reading.Test Level II, Form W, with results of a computer
administered version of the same test. At first, Asults were not com-
parable. By changing the required response (touching a word in a
box next to the answer selectedifrom a multiple-choke display) so
that when the word was touched once a box appeared around it and
with a second touch being required before the computer register ,.the
response, coMparability was achieved. Further work devising on -line.
diagnostic tests for letter-sound generalizations was in progress at the
time of this writing.

Annotated References
104. Belt, S.L, & West, S.F. Implementing individually guided education

crap with the aid of a computer. Madison, Wisconsin: Wisconsin Research..
Jo and Development Center for Cognitive Learning, University of Wisconsin

(mimeo, n.d.).
Contrasts CAI with cm and points out how cmi reports are superior to ..

the "file - folder' approach to individualizing. Provides samples of
the kinds of printout reports provided by wis-sim.

105. Belt, S.L., & Skubal,' J.M. Individually guided education and the
Wisconsin system for instructional management (wis-sim). Paper presented
at the annual meeting of the Association for Educational Data Systems,
New York May 1974.

A clear and detailed presentation of how a cp.0 system (Wis-sim) can
be implemented in a public school letting and some logistics problems
accompanying such an implementation.

106. Venezky, It; Bernard, L; Chicone, S.; & Leslie, R. On-IMe diagnosis of
reading delculties. Technical Report Number 327. Madison, Wisconsin:
Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning,
University of Wisconsin, 1975.

A description of early efforts to develop computer aided diagnostic
reading tests.

107. Belt, S.L. Some cms design considerations to meet the requirements
of individually' guided education. Paper pretented at the annual meeting
of the American Educational Research Association.

Explains the advantages of an optional c..11 system, wis-sim over the
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self-contained claisroom.',, listing sources of computer service to

schools.
168. Spuck, D.; Junter, ()wen, S.P.: & Belt. S.L. Computer man-.

agement of individualised insfruction. Theoretical Paper Number Si.

Madison, Wisconsin: Wisconsin Research and Development Center for

Cognitive Le Univenity of Wisconsin, 1975.
Exp lai s lear g theory underlying the development of the 'cMI

program for implementation of the Wisconsin Design for Reading

. e .Skill Driplopment.
PArconsin syitem for instructional management: Overview. Madison,

'Wisconsin: Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive

Learning, University of Wisconsin. 1973.

A brief explanation of WIS-Six1 with sample printout profiles.

110. Wisconsin system,for instructional management: Instructor's manual.

Madison; Wisconsin: Wisconsin Research and Development Center

for Cognitive Learning, University of Wisconsin. 1976.
0.A manual for use in conducting inservice training for teachers about

to try using wissist.
Wisconsin system for. instructional management: Teacher's guide.

Madison. Wisconsin: Wisconsin Research and Development Center for

Cognitive Learning,, University of Wisconsin, 1976.
Instructions to teachers participating in wissim of wiliest).

112. Belt, S.L. cso design considerations which enhance transportability

to toz schools. Paper presented at the annual conference of the Association

for Individually Guided Education, Denver. November 1975.
Shine immediate computer response is not necessary for managing

Kul, Wisconsin personnel are readying wis.sim for control by a variety

computers which may be available to schools around the country..

113. Lawrence. G.F. Numerical procedures in the optimal grouping of

students for instructional purposes. Technical Report Number. 399.
Madison, Wisconsin: Wisconsin Research and Development Center for

Cognitive Learning, University of Wisconsin, 1976.
A doctoral dissertation leading to the conclusion that the best method

for computer assigned skill grouping for reading instruction first

matched topics (skills) to groups, then matched group sizes against

appropriate sizes for skill groups, then assigned students to maximize

homogeneity, and only 'then applied ot14 restrictions required for

administrative purposes.

Additional References
114. Spuck, D.W., & Owen, S.P.. Individualized instruction: Its structure

and management. Madison, Wisconsin: Wisconsin Research and Develop-

ment Center for Cognitive Learning, University of Wisconsin (mimeo.

n.51.).
I I3. Belt, S.L., & Spuck, D.W. Design specification for the generalized

,Wiscomin system for instructional management. Report Number
witbccuvp-Parts 1 and 2. Madison. Wisconsin: Wisconsin Research and
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iamwelopmeat Canter (or Cognitive Learning, University of Wisconsin,

(974.
116. Rosenkranz, CI COMP (Computermod Operational Materials,

Preser4stiott). Madison, Wisconsin: Division for Handicapped Children,

Wisconsin Suns Doparttnant of Public Instruction, 1974. (so 094 539).

117. Snuck; D.W., Welt S.F. Computer managed insnyction as an

aid to decision makin,f,jhr individualised reading programs. Paper pre-

sented at the conference of the International Reading Association,

Anahaim, May 1976.
118. Roumille! R. 1977 Bibliography of Publications. Madison, Wis-

conga: Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive
Learning, University of Wisconsin, 1977.

Florida State Upiversity's Computer
Applications Laboratory

The Computer Assisted Instruction Center at Florida State

University he conducted several investigationt and has completed
ieveral projectiinvolving the teaching of readires. iThe original central

processing computer at FSU was an mkt 1440 pfogrnmed for time -sharing

,between several keyset 1050 terminals, some of which were equipped to

control slide projectors and/or tape recorders. The programing

languaie was COURSEWRITER.
Thd first reading program developed at FSU for presentallon by

Oomputelwas entitled "Reading for Illiterate Youths and Adults."This
program was intended to promote functional literacy for adults reading

fifth reader level and below. Twenty-four lessons of the second reader

level progratn,were *created, slides were made, and the lessons entered

into the computer. Third reader lessons with slides were ready for

cpmputerization andtlessons were written for the fourth, fifth, and
sixth readetlevels. The lessons were written so that audiotapes were

optional. Al 'Pugh the s9ftware was deVeloped, the computerizing
of this program could not be completed because the funding (federal)

was discontinued. at the end of gte first year. .

A second project of the Florida State CA! Genter was the imple-

mentation of the DovAcx-model in cooperation with an gseA Title III

project at the nearby Monticello, Florida, Elementary School. The

DoVAcx (Differentiated, Oral, Visual, Aural, Computerized, Kines-

thetic) model is a version of the language experience approach.
day each student dictated- a story to a teacher or aide who record

it and then redidated it and typed it on tht terminal of theme 64001.

computer serving the project. Overnight the computer printed out
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each new story. The next day each studgnt reread computer printouts.. ..
of stOnes dictated earlier. Evert, sixth school day the computer created
a test which was a random.sample of-words dictated by the student
since the last examination. Since videotape and field trips were also
used 'in the DOVAcx model, the role of the computer was primarily
that of 'printer, record keeper, and test producer. Records available
to the teachers Included the list of words dictated by each student, his
or her test performance, the total number of words dictated, and his
or,her rate of word acquisition. The cost per student was given as $770,
above the school board's usual price per pupil of $658 per year.

' A third .project involved teaching sight vocabulary to EMR
students using an um.1500 instructional system and an tem 1800
central processing computer. Thirty tbtdrial lessons, each presenting .
nine,-,words to be associated with pictures' illustrating them, were

. i

developed in the COURSEWRITER II language and field tested with the
ta0510 terminal (Car with light pen) in Wakulla Counts, Florida.

the

was PartiallyTunded by an ESEA Title VI. grant. At the end of
the firtt year, the, project switched from computer assisted instruction

: to computer managed, instruction which required only periodic
testing by the computer:During the third year, the project made no use
of comPUters.

conducted
. .

b

. , A fourth project, -conducted in , cooperation with the English
department, involves the use of the. CDC computer which the Florida
State Center for. Educational Developmept and Evaluation now .'uses
as the c tral processor for its cmi and CAI projects. The purpose of
this.. pr ect is to test students' for their competency and give them

need
.

presc tive feedback about,skills in which they need improveMent.
Students needing to be tested (for basic English competency or for
earning grades'in one or more of their courses) come to the Assessment'
Resouree Center. The student fills in a machine scorable form indi-
cating his identity and the unit of instructionon which he wishes toil
examined. A proctor examines the student's-'ID card and verifies his
identity before going to the terminal and asking the central, computer
to process the request and determine the appropriateness of. the
requested test for this student. If all is satisfactory, the computer
tells the proctor which test to' e the student. The student co'mpletes
the machine scorable test and ands it in to the proctor., The probtor

y

inserts it in a document rea er which relays student responses to the
computer. Thi*omputer then prints out a prescriptive report to the
student, while holding, the complete record of this student's per-

,"
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formance available .for the instructor whenever the instructor requests
it The advantages of this PrOgram'are that the use of machine scorable/
tests limits the amount of on4ine computer time (and money). required'
and that instant feedback is Provided to students. /

At Florida State 'University several other units of instruction
were 'developed. Among these was a tutorial reading program (in

coutisEwkrrEit for preschqolers. In this program words were to be
'matched to words, pictures matched to pictures, and words matched

to pictUres.' This required the computer to control a tape recorder
and a slide projector. Another Was a tutarikii program (in COURSEWRITER

II) for slow learning second graders. This required a cathode ray tube
terminal-and light pen. Students were presented:stories followed by
analytic questions, vocabulary exercises, and thought prOblems.
Unfortunately, neither of 'these programs is now aVailable.

However, new programs may be available soon., "Teaching pre-
reading skills to hearing impaired children" is a program deVeloped at

Florida State University by team headed by Nelson Towle, director
of the computer assisted instruction program. In 1977-1178, a °Pro-

gram to analyze reading difficulties (authorF.J. King) and a pro-
gram: designed to teach teaches to use appropriate reading methOdSt7.,

in teaching content iiea reading (authqrJ. LUndstnim) were:tking.:-
developed. Al! of these programs were being' written for display and
response with PLATO terminals.

Annotated References
119, Pudei, W.H.,4t. Hand, S.E. Frontiers in. Adult .asic Education. A

Compilation of Selected Papers and Group Reports Presented at the
SoUtheastern Regional Institute, for Teacher Trainers in Adult Basic
Education. Tallahassee, Florida; Florida State University, 1966.

Describes The initiation of the FSU CAI literacy project.
120. Hankin, E.K.; Smith; E.H.; Smith, T.; &Ritchie, M. The development

of prevocational eduCation literacy courses for use with computer assisted
instruction of disadvantaged youth and adults.. Technical Progress
Report Number aa-6-:1458-PR I, Tallahassee, Florida: Computer
assisted Instruction Center, Florida State University, 1967.

A report of the first three months of development of cm programs in
reading and mathematics tb, prepare young adults for vocational
training.

121. Hankin, E.K.-, et al. The development bf-prevocational literacy .

courses for use with computer <assisted instruction of diiadvantaged
youths and adults. Final Report. Tallahassee, Florida: Computer.
Assisted Instruction Center, Florida State University, 1968.

A complete report of the:project to develop cm programs in reading
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and mathematics for functionally illiterate young adults. --
122 Way, The DOVACK model. Educom. 1969, 4 (5), 6-7.

A .olescrilition of a federally funded program designed to be differen-,
tiated, oral, visual, aural, computerized, and kinesthetic. Essentially
a language experience approach using comptuer printouts of dictated

. stories as reading material and computer storage and retrieval of word
lists to assess progress.

123:Wills, M. uovAcx's machines help children read. American Education,
1971, 7 (5), 3-8. .

`Another description of the DOVCK program.
124. Way, F.L. The language experience approach in teaching reading

computerized. ,comptiter Automation. 1969, 19 (9), 28-30.
Reports positiOe results of oovAcK with a population of primarily
underprivileged black children.

125. Way, F.L. oovAcx: Method for .teaching reading. Project report
for July I, 1968-Augdst 31, 1971. Monticello, .Florida: Jefferson County
Board of Public Instruction, 1971.

Reports the final evaluation of the project with both 'elementary
and secondary students. .

126. American Institutes. for Researcl. Model programs: Childhood
education: A computer 'assisted language experience which allows
children to create their own reading lessons. Washington, D.C.: National 4.

Center for Educational Communication, 1971.
A 24-page report of the DovAcx program originally presented to
the White House Conference on Children, December 1970.

127. Dick, W., & Gallagher, P. Systems concepts and computer managed
instruction: An implementation and validation study. Educational
Technology. 12 (2), 33-39.

A detailed descr,iption of the development and cost of a CAI college
course.

'128. Luyben, P.D. The effects of pictures on acquisition of a sight vocabu-
lary in rural EUR children. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Association, New Orleans, February
1973.

Thirty lessons of nine words each employed computer presented .

pictures to be matched with words by shining' a light pen on the
screen of the CRT equipped terminal. It was concluded that pictures
could help.

129, Elfner, E. Reading curriculum development project. Final Report.
Cral,vfordville, Florida: Wakulla County Board of Public Instruction,
1974.

A complete report of the Title VI project including Ore-
test and posttest :data on 40 EMR students. Contains the interesting
comment that students taking more time to respond to test items
on the computer demonstrated, greater gains.

130. Oosterhof, A.C. The assessment resource center. Technical Paper
Number 1. Assessment Resource System. Tallahassee, Florida: Center
for Educational Development and Evaluation, Florida State University,
1977.
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A complete-description of the working of the center, showing how
co puter managed testing can complement .collegeinstruction at a
low cost

Additional Reference/
131. Hansen, D N Information processing models for reading skill

acquisition. Technical Report. Tallahassee, Florida: Complier Assisted
Instruction Center, Florida State University, 1973.

132. Hansen, D.N. Campine,- Applications Laborato7 (Computer
Assisted Inst;Uction Center) annual progress report, 1 January 1972
through 31 December 1972. Tallahassee, Florida: Computer Assisted
Instruction Center, Florida State University, 1973. .

.,,Penn State's CompUteP. Asps' ted Instruction .Laboratory

At the Pennsylvania:State University, the application of com-
puters. to. reading instruction took the form of inservice education...

A huge 'projeCtfunded by the. Bureau of the Handicapped, the
Bureau of Educational Personnel Developtnent (usoE), and the Penn

State 'Poundation----was 'motTrited to bring fundamentals of remedi-
atioUto teachers of childrery who would becople educadonally,retarded
by. age nine or ten. Tliisloroject, named CARE. I (Computer Assisted
Remedial Education), was intended to be the prototype for several

similar prOjeCts. .

.The-central-coMputer4, an umi 1130, was connected. by telephone
lines- to terminals housed in trailer trucks so that they could. be taken

to remote -sites around the state. Each terminal consisted of a
`cathode ray tube with light pencil, .a keyboard., an audio device, and a

self-contained image projector and screen. Students read .a handboOk
prior to working at the drill and practice exercises presented at ,their

terminal. The instructional language used to create the exercise was

, COURSEWR1TER. II.
A' similar program was created to teach the principles of phonics

instruction indi.t.a. to teachers and prospective teachcis. Again, a
handbook was created and the 'CAI was supplemental drill and practice

for:the course: in an "evaluation study, students Were branched to
CAI according to the pretest performance. The computer presented
illistrative lessons, . a student self - evaluation, and multiple-choice
practice exercises: It was concluded that the cAi course was valid fot
preservice education of teachers.

In addition' to the 'teacher: education courses offered through
computer assisted instruction, the Computer Assisted Instruction

I

dP'
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Laboratory at Penn State also created a literacy program called LITE

(funded by usoE), This program used the computer to improve
students' literacy levels (up to eighth reader level) by providing job
oriented reading materials and constant feedback on their improve-,
ment in reading. A summative eValbation foilnd students made some
gains in reading and great gains in their Inewledge of occupations.
Furthermore, student attitud6 was found- to be positive. The program
(now available) appears to be useful for junior high, high school, and

vocational students.
The Computer Assisted Instruction Laboratory has also created

a program for,teaching fourth and fifth grade students to read word

problems in mathematics. However, after a field test,tbe CAI group
scores did not exceed those of the controls.

The CAI Laboratory closed June 30, 1977:

Annotated References
133. Hall, K.A. Curricular. and computer system .compatilbility of CAI

programi for multiuniyersity use. Paper presented at the EDUCOM Fall

Conference, Princeton, New Jersey, coctober f973.
Gives a brief description of the cal programs at Penn-State. Includes .

a description of Project CARE.
134. Cartwright, G.P., & Cartwright, C.A. HandbOok for .CARE .1Intro-

duction to the edzicatiori.of exceptional children. Laboratory Report
Number R36. State College, Pennsylvania: -Computer Assisted Instruc-
tion Laboratory, Pennsylvania. State University, 1970.

.
The first handbook written to provide the basic information for
the CARE course.

135. Hall, K.A. Computer assisted instruction: Problems and performance.
Phi Delta Kappan, 1971, 52 (10), 628-631.

. Points, out problems and successes in cal implementation.
136. Cartwright, G.P., & Cartwright, C.A. Computer assisted remedlizl

education: Diagnostic teaching of preschool childreh. Handbook' for
CARE 2. Report Number R54. State College, Pennsylvania: Computer,
Assisted Instruction Laboratory, Pennsylvania State University, 1973.

The extension of the. CARE course to deal with exceptional preschool.
.children.

137. Thompson, R.L. Computer assisted phonic analysis: A validation
study. Laboratory Report Number R52. State College, Pennsylvania:
Computer .Assisted Instruction Laboratory, Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity, 1973.

An evaluation of the phonics program as taught with cal to 36 under-.
graduates in teacher education.

138. Caldwell, R.M. Literacy development .using a programed text
and computer assisted instruction. Paper presented at the annual meeting
of the American Educational Research Association, Chicago, April 1974.

cal students spent more time cui literacy lessons and were more positive
toward instruction than those using a programed text.
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)119. . We aRE alyotst inservici education. ,Paper presented
.theannintl tditferetilx, Of the International Reading AssocatiOn, Now

Orleans, May j974. .'
An excellent dbicriinion of the'cmtv program for reading teachers.

,,-I40. Golub, L.S4:Null,.P.; .4ft Thompson, R..L. Phonier li.t.a. handbook
for teachera. I:aboiatory Report Number "R63. State College,. Penn-
sylvinizt; Comoiter Assisted *Instruction Laboratory, Pennsylvania

State Univeraity, 1974. -
A twb-part mimeographed' text basic to the cm course:in phonics

, and i.ta. ",

141 Golub; L.S. A computer assisted literacy development program for
career oriented youths.and young adults, Ages 14-24. Laboratory Report
Nuniber R59. State College, Pennsylvania: Computer Assisted Instruction
Laboratoiy, Pennsylvania State University, 1974.

Describes LITE, a tutorial program for simultaneous reading instruc-
tion and vocational education' for poor readers in junior high schoOl

beyond. AliO gives program products, including an adult diag-
itostic reading test.

'142, Gtib, L.S. A computer assisted literacy development program.
Journal of Reading, 1974, 17 (4), 279-284.

Includes a flow chart showing how the u-rE program was operated..

143. Hall,IK:A. CA RE: , Computer assisted remedial education. Paper pre-
sented at the SECOS Conference, New Peitz, New York, May 1974..

Lists and describes four cAag courses for teachers.

. Additional References
14, Demshocic, G.N. & Riedesel, C.A. Use of computer assisted instrue-

; qionto teach spelling to sixth graders..Laboratory Report Number R14.
to College, Pennsylvania: Computer Assisted Instruction Laboratory,

yIvania Stite University, 1968.
`r Wright, G.P., &Mitzel, H.E. Cci mpu ter assisted remedial educe-

ow Early identification of handicapped children. Laboratory Report
btr R44. SOte College, Pennsylvania: Computer Assisted Instruction
ratOrY!'PennolvaiLia,,State University, 1971..

. 146. Cartwright, G.P., &Cartwiiiiff;C:Ar "Wet:digger assistetiiiiititierOn..
course in the early.identification of handicapped children. Journal of
Teacher Education, 1973, 24 (2), 128-134.

147. Hall,,ICA, & Mitzel, H.E. ...CARE: Computer assisted renewal education

An opportunity in Pennsylvania. Audio Visual Instruction, 1973, 18 (I),

35-38. _,.

148. Borman,-Ir:G. Computer assisted instruction labor. atory teaching and

eoursewriting language crAccd: User's guide. Laboratory Report. Number.
R64. State 'College; Pennsylvania: Computer Assisted Instruction
Laboratory, Pennsylvania State University, 1974.

149. Golub, L.S., & Kidder, C. Syntactic density and the. computer.
Elementary Eitglith, 1974, 51, 1128-1131. .

150. Hall, r.; Cartwright, P.; & Mitzell, H: A triumph for ck. Phi Delta
Kaplian, 974, 55, 70-72. .
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Brigham..Young's Instittite for Computer UsesinEducation
In the early 1970s, Brigham Young University's hnslitvte for

Computer Uses in Education began to develop the courseware for TICCIT

(Time-Shared Interactive Computer Controlled InfornriatiOn Tele-
,vision) to be develOped by the Mitre Corporation, The purpose' was
to take advantage of the informational. and motivational strenkths
of color television. by controlling its presentation with the' computer
and adding such CAI as might enhance the presentation. 'One major
task accomplished was the development of a techioidgy Which'
could produce still frames on the 7 screen for careful yiewing and
analysis.

The TICCIT terminal is supported by the TICCIT system which pro-
vides random- access/retrieval of video cassette decks, .the splaying.d.
which can be stopped, rewound, run fast forward (in specific time
intervals), run forward (at the usual rate), run frame -by- frame, or .

held at pause. They can be played as part of an instructioalsequence or ..
as pure,entertainment.

Eventually a special pccz computer keyboard Was. developed
with several special keys. Some of these are listed and exPlainedbelow. '

RULE KEY: 'Gives an example or a particular case of the generali-
ption or ruleto be learned. :

EXAMPLE KEY: Gives an example or a particular case of the
generalization or rule to be learned.

EASY KEY: Gives an easier version of the rule or exareple.
HARD KEY: Gives a harder version of the rule or example;,
HELP KEY: Gives the most simple or basic information about

what the student is to learn.
PRACTICE KEY: Presents problems.related to the rule &incept :to

be learned and provides feedback after the student's response:.
MAP KEY: bisplayslist of options available to the student,:suggests

prerequisites, and orients student to state of his current progress.
OBJECTIvEKEY: Explains what is to be earned.in the foithcoming.

lesson.
ADVISOR' KEY: AdVises student, of his current progreSS' and .the

merits, of the particular path he ha followed in attempting to master
the objective.

9

By pressing any of these keys, the student caused the coMpnter.to
present (on the screen) still color frames which perforMed the 'keyed
functions'. Each slide was labeled on the bottom for better Orienting
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.
the- student as to its Purpose. The labels gave both the component

upon which die ;student was working and the number olthe frame

(called page) of that component (i.e., PAGE 3 of 5, EASY, MAP, etc.).

The availability of these' keys was accompanied by the require-

ment that program authors had to define the rules and .concepts to

be' learned and then offer examples of varying degrees of difficulty

and practice items to clarify. and lead students to mastery of those

Concepts and rules..
Other visuals Orawings, cartoons, artwork) are entered into the

computer's memory .by graPhic digitizer which scans the visuals

. through three color filters (zed, green, blue) three different times to
alloW storage of seven colOrs (red, green, yellow, blue, blue-green,

white, and black) for transmission by the computer controlled TV

screen. Audio for the system consists of the audio'accompanying the

videotape decks: '

Computer record keeping allows teachers to determine which
lessons. students have completed and which ones they are working on.
Progregs within lessons arid scores on lesson posttests are also avail -

able to teaeas when requested of the TICCIT computer system. Log

tapes of student on-line time provide item' analyses of practice and

test items. A "mailbox;'_ feature alloWs a TICCIT. user to send messages

to any. (or all) other TICCIT user(s). Receivers receive the messages
only when they elect to "read their mail" at their own terminals.

The Ticur Reading Program was developed at Brigham Young
*University at the same time as the General Education Critical Reading':

. Program (GECRPrequired of all freshmen). Both courses were begtin

in Winter 1975, and in Winter 1976 the latter course was taught to
ten sections of students. Many of the students used the TICCIT Reading

Program as a supplement to the once-a-week class discussions of

GECRP. Those students using the TICCIT program who were helped

most were ,those 'who started with the lowest scores., A one teacher

pilot study indicated a 10 percent advantage on evaluation test scores

for students using 'TICCIT and generally. favorable student response to

the computer program:
Financial problems and the small number (28) of available .

terminals led 'Brigham Young to discontinue the TICCIT Reading

Prograth in 1976-1977. HoweVer, a new and reduced student fee for.

CAI time ($1 per hour) and .a maturing General Education Program at
Brigham Young have led to renewed use of the TICCIT. Reading
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Piogram,. Fall 1977, with approximately 40 students. Information
for further u*e of the TICCIT Reading Program had not been received

at the time of this writing.

Annotated References
151. Bunderson, C.V. Team production.of learner, ,controlled courseware:

A progress report. ,Technical report number 1. Provo, Utah:' -Institute
d for Computer Uses in Education, 1973. ,

An initial, description of team activity in producing courseware for
the -nccrr system.

152. Bunderson, C.V. The rim, project: Design strategy for educational
innovation. Technical report number 4. Provo, Utah: Institute for Com&
puter Uses in Education, 1973. ,

Includes description of procedures designed to enhance Aiarning
with the -nccrr system. Describes original funding by NSF Office .of
Computer Innovations beginning in 1971-1972.

153. Fletcher, J.D. Computer applications 'in education and trai ing::
Status and 'trends. Report number NPRDC-TR-75-32. San Diego: flavy
Personnel Research and Development Center, 1975. (ED 108.681)

Details implementation of riccrr at four sites: Brigham upg
University; Phoenix, Arizona, Junior College; Northern Viiiinia
Community College, Alexandria, Virginia; and the Nava k Air
Station, North Island, San Diego, California. ;Az

154. Heflin, W.R.; Bence, G.: & Hansen, D.M. Teaching college evel
reading in a computer .sfisted computer managed setting. Paper pres t
at :the annual conference of. the International Reading Associ
Anaheim, May.1976. ,.

Presents and reviews -nccrr developed through an NSF grant. i4 t e
MITRE Corporatipn. It also reviews progress and problems of fa
computer managed critical reading program devised to help meet the

...: critical reading course required*for all BYU freshmen through rise of
'\.;.- the -nccrr system'.

155. Hansen, D.M. Personal correspondence, October 13, 1977. 1

Describes development of -nccrr Reading Program and the successes
and failures to date' in implementing it. ,1

156. Merrill, M.D. ,' Premises, propositions, and research underlying the
design of a learner controlled computer assisted instruction: A summary
for the rIccrr system. Working paper 44. Provo, Utah: Brigham V'oung
University, Division of Instructional Services, June-1973.

Points out four aspects of -nccrr that make it a unique c Ivellicle.
1. It has a built-in learning strategy. The lesson author plis the

content but must follow the TICCIT presentation strat F 1

2. The learner selects both his content and his strategy ,r.pearning
that content. ç, ,

3. Th e objective_oLthe -ricrrr systenvis to make the 1 rner inde-
pendent of the systemable to proceed without it.

4. Authors (teachers' and instructors) prepare lesson sin natural'
language. There are constraints on the displays the iriair: use,

A
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but the constraints are very similar So those facing the teacher
in, non-cm setting. , ,

157. Goldberg, LM., & Rubin,. F.& An overview of the TICCIT + 10 CM-
puter system at the Model Secondary School for the Deaf Paper pre-
sented at the annual meeting of the Convention of Amer Can Instructors
of the Deaf, Los Angeles, June 1977.

Describes Tsccrr system operative at the Model Secondary .School
for the Deaf and briefly sketches research and development to be
attempted in the future

Additional References
158. Bunderson, C.V., & Faust, G.W. Programed and computer assisted

instruction, in Gage,. N.L. (Ed.), National Social Studies Education
Yearbook, Part 1. Chi'Citgo: University of Chicago, 1976.

159. Merrill, M.D.; & Boutwee R.C. Instructional development:
Methodology and research, in F.M. Kerlinger. (Ed.), Review of Research
in Education. Itasco, Illinois; F.E. Peacock, 1973.

160. O'Neal, F. Learner control of instruction requirements and potentials.
Technical Report Number 3. Provo, Utah: Institute for Computer Uses

-in Education, Brigham Young University, 1973. .0'

161. An OverView of the TICCIT program. Washington, D.C.: Mitre Corpora-
tion; 1976. ,

162. Overview of TICCIT authoring. San Diego: Courseware, 1976.
163. Toward a market success of CAI: An overview of the riccir program.

4' McLean, Virginia: Mitre Corporation, 19,72.
164. Watson, P.G. The utilization of the computer with deaf learner's.

Educational Technology (in press).,
165. Volk, J.L.; Mason, W.F.; oZraket, C.A. An overview of the TICCIT

program. Washington, D.C.: Mitre Corporation, 1974.

Delaware's PLATO Project
The University of Delaware PLATO Project began in 1975-1976

with the purchase' of CDC PLATO from the Contiol Data Corporation
and a contract with the University of Illinois for access to the Illinois-

(CERL) PLATO system. By 1977, thirty-two PLATO terminals were installed
on campus and by 1978, forty-eight were installed. All of them were
equipped with touch panels' (see section on University of Illinois);
six terminals also had random .access audio devices. With these six,

John Pikulski and Peter Pelosi of the Reading. Study Center began
the development cif CAI reading activities in four ways.

First, 'graduate students and faculty of the Reading . Study
Center familiarized themselves with PLATO reading lessons developed
at the University of Illinois. Then the group began developing their

el
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own lessons, both for instruction' of children and for teacher d cation

in reading. In 1976-1977, approximately forty children (client f the

Reading Study Center) used PLATO for an average of six hou ,each.

In 1977-1978, fewer children were expected to spend more time at the

terminals.
One of the programs is "Read Along with PLATO," developed

by Peter Pelosi and Jessica Weissman (chief programer .for the

Reading Study Center programs). The lesson starts by presenting

the student with a list of twenty short stories from which to pick one

to read. After the story is picked the terminal displays a page line by

line and asks the student to read along as it reads -to him. The child

is guided to the proper line by an arrow that moves down the left side

of the text.
There are three types of reading available. On the first reading

of each page, the student listens while PLATO reads. On the second

reading, the student reads' along with PLATO. In both of these readings,

the\machine stops at the end of each line. The student touches one

box (shown on the display panel) to start the oral reading of the next

line, or another box to read again the line just completed. The third

reading is computer assisted only if the student hits difficulty. When

he does, he can touch a box requesting that the computer read the

line for him. If so desired, the teacher can direct the'computer to offer

only one (any one) of these 'three types of reading.
A second program is swAT (Sight Word Attack Team), developed

by Rosalie Bianco, Peter Pelosi, Jessica Weissman, and bonnie

Seiler. SWAT now includes a set of sight word teaching lessons," a test,

and a test results program (giving results to the instructor). All lessons

use 'a theme involving spies tad passwords.. .

The sight words are first presented in groups of four so that the
4 .

pupil ean select one he wishes to learn. Then an amusing story,

illustrate: by 'aniinations, is printed on 'the screen. Pupils can, read
. .

it. for themselver.br' direct the computer to mad it aloud to them.

(In this prograni all instructions, explanations, and remedial messages

are printed on the. screen, but the student can call for any of them to

be'read aloud.) In this story, the target word appears once on each line.

Next, a "secret message" appears on the screen. The pupil chooses

the target word from four foils, thus completing the message. After

that, the pupil is presented. a picture of a "DeKoder machine." By

touching letteri displayed on the machine, the pupil fills blanks in

sentences with the target word. The final two activities in this lesson

require the pupil to 1) choose the target word from a scrambled set
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of words d 2) identify the presence or absence of the password (a
correctly s lied target word) in a sentence by touching a box labeled .011,

"yes" or a x labeled "no." The time required for this sequence is

approximat ly ten minutes per word.
The swAT promotion test was developed by Rosalie Bianco,, f

Peter Pelosi, and Jessica Weissman. Three versions are available
for the pupil to choose from. In the first, "letter linker," children.he44
a word pronounced and indicate their, recognition by touching jt
the display panel, where it has been displayed among several no
word foils In the second ,version, "sentence sayer," the, pater
displays a sentence with -a blank in it, along with the t (4ottlfand
Several foils, which are other sight words from t ieSlrerin. 'The
pupil is to touch the word which best fills the blank: 5#4raiversion,
"supreme decpder," is th same as the second, e f the entence is
read aloud by the comput as it is: displayed. -beep is substituted
for the blatik. Results arer ed instantly tathe student as a promo-
tion or as failure to get the p motion (to the rank of letter linker,
sentence sayer; or supreme deco er).

SWAT Promotion Test Res ts, developed by Rosalie Bianco, -
Peter Pelosi, and Jessica WeissMan, is.4 program That gives the
teacher a report (right at the terminal) of the pupil's correct responses
to the test items and the time elapsed before each correct response.

The "Word, cio," developed by T..Stevenson Hansell and Jessica
Weissman, is a game format lesson in which students group. words
into boxes (called "cagei") containing one, class of words. To put a
word animal in its cage the pupil first touches the word and then the
box (cage) ih which he wants it to appear. The word changes locations
on the screen. One game calls for words to be classed into one of four
groupswords with prefixes, words with _suffixes, words with both
prefixes and suffixes; s with neither ,prefixes nor suffixes.
Another game calls for rds according to the meaning of
the prefix 're, with which e -starts. When the student needs
help, the computer will present a sentence containing the word which
the pupil is unable to clgsify.

When the pupil decides that he has completed the caging of the
word zoo, PLATO marks his misplaced words. If he makes new errors,
the compuier helps him until all the words are properly caged (classi-
fied).

wo programs have been developed for helping teachers and pro-
spective teachers develop skills helpful in teaching reading. FASTER
'Mast Accurate Symbol Transcription for Evaluating Reading),
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,

developed by John Pikulski and Deborah Braendle, includes four

games. These teach the student to score and interpret a wad recogni-

' tion test, use error marks required for scoring an informal reading
inventory (IRI), and interpet scoffed IRI passages and word tests.

The "Sight Word Method Trainer," developed by Peter Pelqsi,
Jessica Weissman, and Bonnie Sdi ler, requires the student to watch
cartoon sequences_ displayed by the computer. Each sequence shows
a teacher teaching a sight word with a particular method. The student
is told to stop the cartoon .when the teacher makes an error and tell
what type of error has been made. If the student misses the error,
PLATO stops the sequence and asks the student to identify the error
which has been made.

Annotated References
----1-66-.11ofstet .T. Second summative report( of the Delaware pLAro

project. Newark, ela`ware. Elniyetsity of-Deta4are PLATO Project, 1977.
Gives the history and development of the Delaware PLATO project,
applications in 19 areas, and evaluation efforts. A section entitled
"Education" describes the uses of PLATO made by College of Educa-
tion personnel. Several reproductions of PLATO visual displays are
included in the report.

167. Seiler, B., & Weissman, J. Remedial reading on a computer called
piAro. Paper presented at the annual convention of the Diamond State
Reading Association, Dover, Delaware, November 1977.

Describes three units of instruction developed and tried.

Additional Reference
168. Seiler, B.A. Personal letter, October 18, 1977,

Pittsburgh's Learning Research and Development Center
Originally funded in 1965, the Learning Research and evelop-

ment Center installed computers in its demonstration school
(McAnulty School, Pittsburgh) in 1968. At that time the school was
demonstrating Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI), and the use
of computers was envisioned as a way of further individualizing
instruction by providing computer management of reading and
computer assistance in mathematics and spelling.

Eventually the demonstration school was discontinued. However,

the computers were directed toward the solving of other problems such

as classification, and a CAI spelling program was developed. At the
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time of this writing a vocabulary program for college reading improve-
ment was being developed.

Annotated References - -

169.: Ragsdale, R.G. The Learning .Resiiarch and Development Center's
Computer Assisted Laboratory. Digital Equipment ,Company User's
Society Proceedings. 1966, 5. 65-68.

Includes a description of. Westinghouse designed CROW, (random
access audio devices), usually thought necessary to cm at lowest

- levels of reading, spelling, and mathematics.
..170:Peake, Charles. H.; Glaser, Robert; & Cooley, William W. Program

plan and budget request. Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Learning
Research and Development Center, 1968.

Gives phut.; for cAt instruction in mathematics and spelling. Spelling
includes these factors:

1: Study.history file
a) daily *

.

.b) permanent (updated daily)
6 2. Answer processing (of all incorrect responses)

3. Variable wd list '

The presentrlist is fixed and all students proceed through it
in linear fashion. However, plans underway for lists varied
according to individual student error patterns.

4. Branchinga function of both immediate response and
eerror- pattern data. The student's history file (see 1 above))
will be interrogated to determine if immediatel7 is part
of .a 'Ong term pattern.

171. Beck; Isabel L., & Bolvin:John C. '''.4 A model for nongradednessthe
reading program for individually prescribed instruction. Elementary

,. ,;.... English, 1969, 46, 130-135.
. Predicted that a cm' reading program is to be ii effect in the fall of

1968. It was to include: 1) Reports on which students were working
on which objectives, and 2) daily progress summaries on each student.

172. Holland, J.G., & Doran, J. Teaching classification by computer.
Educational Technology, 1972, 13 (12), 58-60.

Deicribes a 1604tem classification cm program using touch sensitive
screen showing rear screen projected images. This served as the basis

. for the CAI spelling program. .

. 173. Block, Karen K.; Tucker, S.A.; & Butler, P.A. Spelling, learning, and
retention under variation in focal unit of word presentations in a computer
assisted spelling drill. Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Learning
Research and Development Center, 1974.

Research leading tothe improvement of the CAI spelling program is.
described. The authors conclude that focal unit and manner of pre-
sentation did not Affect retention of spellings and that audio presenta-
tions had no effect. Focal unit did seem to affect initial learning.
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'AddltIonal_Referen
174. Cooleyk, W.W., &Glaser, R. ' An information an' manageminrsystem---

for individually prescribed instruction. Working Paper Number 44, Pitts-

burgh: University of Pittsburgh Learning Research and Development

Center, 1968.
, 175. Bolvin,' Individually prescribed reading instruction re g

program. Paper presented at the CollegeiRcading Msociation Confc e,

Knoxville, April 1968.
176.,,Ridd, W.A. The development of-an on-line laboratory for cm and

other behaviorirresearch, 19641,1968r-'Technical report series: Pittsburgh:

University of Pittsburg1/4.Learning Research and Development Center,

1962. . ,

. .

177. Mick, p. Computer asst. sgeflihe Progress

Report. Pittsburgh: Unhtersity^of Pittsburgh Ceirniiii -Research and
Development Cerlat, 1972.

178. Bell, F.H. Computer related lab ratories: An interdisciplin4ry ap-

proach to learning. Paper presented .at the summer conference of the

Association for ilte. Development of omputer Based InStructional Sys-

tems, Portland Maine, August 1976.

179. Holland, 4.0.; & Soloman, C. omputer Konkoted Kurrickulum:

A review "bf 61. shelling. Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Learning.

. Research and Development Center, 1975:

New Hampshire's CA RIS Systeth

'. Partially funded by a grant from the University of New Hampshire

Central University Re§earch Fund, the' cARi's (Computer Animated

Reading_ Instruction System) program was designed to teachbeginning

reAding to handiettpped children using a loW cost (tinder 15,000) corn'

puler animation system. The first phase of the prototypicSistem,which

'`' has been 'developed, and. pilot tested' by Teo Geoffrion and baniel .-.

Bergeion, presents a display, of.several pridied nouns orvalight-sensitive

CRT. The child le rns to select one of thewords by touching a light pen

to that word.tp,. r

'When a :wOr is touched, the noun list disappears from the Screen,

Whereit is replaced bya picture Of the wOrd.selected A list of verbs is

-0.4,;,.......; . shown on the left side of the screen, at this time By touching the verb

.' (printed)'the child Causes the noun. pictOres to act out the intended'.

meaning of the Verb. (For'example, DOG aims) Following this action

on the screen is theppresentatiori of the nun list. As thechild becomes

.. adept -at recognizing the nouns and verbs, new ones replace old ones On

7.the list. - ' ' ''
. . 3 .

:,' T4e computer used for this prograin4as al,op 11/40 (an ineipen-,

:sive cornputer'utilizifig floppy disk memory storage) with a DEC VT 11

,; graphicS-disPlay (a newer. version using a. less expensive DEC LSI. jI is
';' '.',
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1) thethe system to the 'clilld,the program prescriber can vary number'

' -TA

g deVelo in 1977= 978). No audio deviCe was required. Tolailor

okiwordiiinfrially pitsented, ,2) which words are included, 3) the lute at io,

'. .which new°Words are added:Ill the number of words displayed at once,"
. ankl 5y uethe freqncy of .reoKering of words in any list.

In the second phase, children select words to create a sentence,,
When all the necessary Words have been selected in the proper oryleft
the coMputer animation shows the meaning of the sentence.

, A third phase is tinder development. In this phase of the program,

the child will a word, again using a' light pen. The coMputer then
Will request thit the child Choose letters to spell the word. As develop-
ment continues; more, pilot testing and updated ,reports Should be

fortlicp i:
° s. . The lus System is intended to fit into a firger progrim planned,

, .

0

r6i, aiding language development in deaf and language handicapped
children. Projected Ifctivities will inVolve the learner in picture drawing,

animation, and computer based gaMes designed for teaching initial ti
language and reading skill

Annotated References
180. Bergeron, R.D., &' Geoffrion, L.D. Computer animation as a tool

for teaching reading to the physically handicaped, in M.R. Cannon (Ed.),
Proceedings of the Fifth New York Bioengineering Conference. New York:

Pergammon Press, 1977.
Describes the development of the CARIS program, its basic commands,
and its eventual goals.

181. Geoffrion, LD., & Bergeron, R.D. Initial reading throug), computer
animation. Paper presented at the annual meetingof the American VislaT-
tional Research Association, New York, April 1977.

Describes the caa, system and its initial evaluation with four types
of handicapped children. It includes two case studies and suggestions
for improving the program.

Additional Reference
182; Geoffrion, Leo. Personal letter, October 18, 1977.
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_L_Purdue's TPacherIEducationjffort
At the titne of this writing, educators at Purdue University were

.,wing PDli 11/70 Microcomputer to create dernonstration lessons,in
secondary 'reading. The author language being used was a revised

:'version of Nun: The lessens were stored on floppy disks (memory
records) and on cassette tapes. The cAi consisted of.,tutorial and sitnula-
tion lessons .designed to cover al3put twokhirds of the conteni of the
secondary` courses to-which they relate.,The 'remainder of thgtcOntext

is expected to/lie presented in standard lecture-diseussiOn classeS.

Annotated Reference
183. Kamil, M. Personal Telephone Message. December 1977.

.Desoribed eqnipment and author language used in developing Pur-
duetil.eAt secondary reading prograrii for inservice education teachers.

irdltional References
4. Elliott, T.M: Computer based. education at Purdue University.

Lafayette, Indiana: Computer Based Education Subcomrnitttee, Com-
.

puting Center Advisory Committee, Purdue tiniVersity, 1974.
185. Feldhusen, J.F. CAI programs decieloped ai Purdue UniversitY by

faculty and grdduatestudents. Lafayette, Indiana: Educational Psychology
Section;:purdue University, 1968 (mimeo).

ComPuter Applications in other Colleges
and-Universities

Colleges and universities have applied computer technology to
reading instruction in a variety of ways. In 1966, San ,BernardinO
Valley, CalifornialCollegerreported using/he computer in diagnosis, in

instruction, in evaluation, and in research as part of their college reading
improveinent program Harvard personnel described the segmentsio bq
programed in Project ORACLE in 1970.1thout the same time (1969-1970),
North, Carolina State University was seeking to determine the aPplic7
ability of computer uke to adult basic education

. Nashville State Technical Institute used the computer, in scoring
a comprehension-based info reading inventory, in writing pre-
scriptions; and in monitoring staNnt progress. In that same year'(197-1)
a coinputer-aided remedial English program was tried at,Beinard
Baruch. College of the City University of New York;cArrs'ta tutoring
and testing system) was being used at Pasadena, California, City
lege; and a similar program, CBI, was in use at the University of Buffalo.
'Also in 1971, Northwestern University tried out computer simulation
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as a mean of training educators in diagnosis. The results were said to
be promising.

Quiz based instruction, such as in the basis of CM!, was made easier
by a computerized concept sampling procedure reported in 1972. That
year, a University of Virginia researcher described his efforts to teach
sixth 'grade remedial reading with a computer providing additional
remediation after the child was shown not to haVe.profited from his
other instruction. And Also in 1972, a cmi reading program was reported
to be operative at Christopher Newport College, Newport News,
Virginia.

yang's Index to Computer Based Learning (Im) listed a number
of computer based programs for reading instruction in 1973. A'ccording
to icst., Red Deer College in Alberta was teaching spelling clues with.
CAI. Project READ, developed at Arizona State University, was in use
with elementary and junior high students. A number of programs
developed at Harvard University were 'available through the State
University of New York at Stony Brook and a program, READING, de-
signed for EMR Children, was under development at Teachers College,
Columbia University, where a test .battery (silt) for normal children
completing grade one had also been developed. lam also' listed two
computerized early reading programs developed as part of a master's
degree thesis at the University of Alberta, although these programs are

. no longer functional.
The CONDUIT program of the University of Texas was also reported

in 1973, making that year a banner year for cAlicmi reports from col-
leges. Unfortunately, only one was added in 1974. It introduced CMI as-a
model for teaching reading to college students..

In 4976, the development of project LERN was reported by repre-
sentatives of the University of Arizona and riccir (Time-shared, Inter-
active, ComputerControlled Informational Television) was reported
by staff:merribers from Brigham Young University, who discussed a
computerized college leading instruction program.

In 1977, a letter from the University of Edinburgh described the
development of a neyv prokram to teach backward. children to read,
and Teachers College, Columbia University also reported a cAl reading
program to be under development. A University of Minnesota letter
reported a cAvprogram, snit), designed to teach syllabication to niA
year-olds. A similar program to teadtplurali was reported to be under
development, and Human Resources Research reported a large number
of exemplary college reading CAI and CMI programs (see reference
number 264).
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Annotated References
186. Williams, G. The use of th puterlarittesringiprogramingT-and .

instruction. Paper presented a National Reading Conference, Si
Petersburg, Florida, Debember 19

The computer was said to be in use in;1),,diagnosis, 2) instruction,
3) evaluation, and 4) research with the college reading improvement
program.

187. Adair, J.B. Computer assisted instruction in adult basic education in

J.A. Mangano (Ed.), Strategies for adult basic education. Newark, Dela-
ware: International Reading Association, 1969.

CAI selling points are: 1) instructional programs may be prepared to
meet the differing needs of the individual, 2) computer programs can
carefully sequence materials, 3) cm can provide immediate feedback,
4) continuous diagnosis is made easier, and 5) more students.

188. Adair, J.B.- The use of modern educational technology for instruction
of undereducated adults. Research report. Raleigh: Adult Learning Re-
sources Project, North Carolina State University, 1969.

Contains reviews of a number of research reports on cni. The goal
was to generate research questions related to applying cAi in Adult
Basic Education.

189. Serwer, B.L., & Stolurow, L.M. Computer assisted learning in the
,language arts. Elementary En h, 1970, 47, 641-650.

Describes plans for oitAc computer aided langtiage experience "
reading program, and relev nt activities for children.

190. Watkins, L. Computers on campus: Three -reports on what they're
doing, what they can do. College and University Business, 1970, 44, 71-73.

Reports that in 1969 thirteen of thefourteen smallest colleges surveyed
had computer facilities available for faculty and student use, while all
but two of the large institutions also made computer services available.

191. Muller, V. A case for early reading. Unpublished M.Ed. thesis. Uni-
versity of Alberta, 1971.

Describes 1970-1971 field test of AUPER, a preschool cAi sight word
reading program using the um 1500 computer facilities of the Univer-
sity of Alberta. Three-, four-, and five-year-old children chose pic-
tured objects on the CRT by pointing the light pencil at the screen.
Instantly, a picture of that object was displayed on an image projector
under the control of the computer. Under the picture was the printed
word naming it. An audio message related the printed word to the
picture. Then the word appeared on the CRT and the child was chal-
lenged to name it. Eventually the child chose from as many as four
printed words displayed on the CRT,. to match the picture shown by
the image projector. Built-in branching provided remediation pre-
sentations. A field test showed the program to be successful in teaching
its 40 words tb two of the three children with whom it was tried.

192.Wares1 M.B. Use of the computer in individualized remediation at
Nashville Suite Technical Institute. Pape; presented at the National
Reading Conference; Tampa, Florida, December 1971.

Designed to provide, remediation in mathematics, reading, and
English, this program provides computer management for a reading
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instructional system feituringan lai (scored only on comprehension),
followed-by-computer-scoring,prescription writing, and monitoring

student progress.
193. BOssone, R.M. , & Weiner, M.

r Three modes of teaching remedial

English: A coMparative analysis: pilot study. New York: City Univ,ersity

of New York, Bernard Baruch College, and Graduate School and Univer-

sity Center, 1973.
compared computer based basic skills in English program 'to more
traditional versions. Found no differences in achievement.

194. Lernera.W. .Computer simulation: A method for training educational

diagnosticians. Paper presented al the annual conference of the Intern&

.tional Reading Association, Atlantic City, April '1971.
. Through computer simulations,.students at Northwestern 'University

were able to diagnose reading disabilities of a nonexistent child who

"attended" to clinic, was diagnosed and treated, and, who responded
differently to different treatmenee Students tested, observed and
wrote reports; the authors thought the technique had promise.

195. McMullen, D.W. A concept sampling procedure for 'quiz oriented

instruction: Paper presented at the afiNual meeting oftheAmerican Educa-

tional Research 'Association, Chicago, February 1972.
The cornputet program sampled text from college materials in order
to generate wordlists for content area vocabulary instruction. Students

trying the program endorsed it.
196. Strang, H.R. An automated approach to remedial reading. Psychology

in the Schools, 1972, 9, 433-439.
A program of automated remedial reading instruction was made .
available to grade six students as soon as they failed any classroom
reading tasks. Children making use of this program outperformed
controls in word accuracy and task completion.

;,,197. Randall, A.F. . A computer managed reading laboratory program.
Reading World, 1972, //, 286-295.

Describes development and implementation of a simple CMI reading, ;
efficiency program at ChristOpher Newport College. The cost: of
development was $100. Costs were estimated at SI 12 for one year o' r. ' *

,

use for 150 students.
. ,

198. Wang, A. lndex,to computer based learning. Milwaukee: Educational, _' '
Media Laboratory, University of Wisconsin 1911 ' , ' -.

All 'of the cOmputer based learning prograrns'reported in tigtefor -. 4,..:-

publicktion are listed and described,: in this index. 'Se'ven reading 1.,.,"

programs were reported to be availOte from t.M. Stolurow? Stiite Jr.;

- University of New York at Stony rook:. Tifesi'ar-e' as lolloWs. , ir74,
RHYME: A dialogue pr ram to test riornprehendirig Aticin. .k.-

ideas, finding urpoies,drlarini inferences, pill*. ; ....
meaning frbtri-context, And, recalling dgtails'.4, 1 :. ' ;!.i.j.

..i
DRILL n A diagnostic ;reacting clwe test eieseritefi'V 'clii-. ,

:

1,--,. trolled slides. : '.
P:.! V1PCON: A diagnostic instrurnenvo`detect visual pre

problems... - - -- .
"PHONIC: -A slide tape, computer contr.° d drill and prac-

c C - .
!J

, ..
,

,_" ;...
1

7i

...*

4'
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t

tied progritn in word reCognition for children in
'graders one to three Who are having difficulty

. . ' learning to rsad.,
cortrENT: Drill 'aqd practice questions keyed to the Using

,!the COMe.it series (grades' one to six).
copreri' (Piccemeit )test): Prescribes which book to use'
' from the Wing the Context series. ,

One listed ptiograni,r"SurVey, of Reading and Study Efficiency," was
developed at Loyola, UnWetsity of Los Angelei&lt was designed to
involve tgeplipil with the computer through inquiry,;-dialogue; and
prescriptions, of teiite, manuals, and audiovisual presentations. The
pyrpose was to improve-study' skills of college students.

TWo were listed as being developed at Teachers College, Columbia
Uniyenity. t

READING: ,brill and practice, gaming, and- simulation
used to'teach initial reading to EMR students.,,

siren: A test battery for determining end of grade ong
:/ reading achievement.

Other referenCes to reading programs in icsi., are not reported in this
section hecause.they were reported fully elsewhere.

.199,-Newman, 'I. ' A systematic approach to the use of instructional objec-
; tivis as ah.aid in teaching. Paper presented at the Ohio. College. Council

of the International Reading Association Conference, Dayton, April 1974.
Introduces a General Teaching Model for teaching reading to college

'students through specifying quantifiable objeCtives. As an example,
' ' an individualized em reading program is described.
200. Huelsman, L.P.; Knief, L.M.; & Tuilen, J: c' with a new Twist. Paper

presented at the annual meeting of American Educational Data Systems,
;'' Phoenix, May 1976. .

..;, . Presents PROJECT LERN, a four part cr.ii useful to all instructors including
reading course instructors. The parts include 1) routing (or placement)
based on internal criteria, 2) tutorial lessons, 3) problems application
and feedback, .and A) a monitor (a computerized course outline) to.

4 s. be followed by the instructor. .

'',20.1. 1-twe, J. Personal letter, June 10, 1977.1/ Reports progress at University of Edinburgh in teaching backward,
' children to read using a touch screen device, against which slides are

'.rear_projected. Children utter names of pictured objects, learning to

4 ,Correct choices result in information confirming the correctness.
associate the uttered sounds with the letters projected on the screen.(

4- Incorrect choices lead to presenting a contrast between the choice
f $made and the correct choice. Six of six children have learned to use

wind attack skills with the computer and five of six have transferred
,' ....their skills to the classroom. .

.; "" 202. Blackman, L.S. ,Personal letter, April 8, 1977.
- ^. In 1977, Teachers. College, Columbia University, was creating pilot

. .,,,, , programs in cm reading, but,none, were available for distribution at
. 1, the time oprritititr7 '. ' ".4,
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id. Lopez, A.A. .
Personal letter,. April 5, 4977. ,

srmoissetleveliMMLny_L. Chosen with the aidof a small grant from

the University of.Minnesota foundation. Written trilbel-Mii----tmeso a

Interactive Language (Mn.), sir= has five steps:- I) Human teaching
that every syllable has a vowel sound; 2) an on-line computer pretest,
called a "cheek-in," tests each of seven tasks with three words and then
routes learners to any tasks not mastered; 3) instruction is with work-

,
sheet type displays for practice tasks, displayed by the compiner after

a random choice from a word bank; 4) an on-line checkout test is

taken; 5) a game called "Syllo" can be played when the program is

coMplettd (or tested out of).
204. Bitter, G.B. Personal communication, September 26, 1977.

Points out that Project amp; a, dialogueprograM teaching third reader

level -skills to upper elementary and junior high pupils with teletype
terminal, was being Updated at Arizona State University and was,
therefore, unavailable.

205. Hunka, S. Personal communication, October 7, -1977.

Reports little use of AUPtit (see Muller #192) in the past four year*.
Also states. that EXPER, a phrase reading prograinfor deaf children, has,

had no extensive use in the past four years. However, at the time of

writing EXPER being reviewed for possible use in a school for the

deaf and a new program (based on the Distar model) in basic phonics

and sound blending was under development with approximately 45

of a projected 160 lessons completed.

'Additional References
206. Williams, G. , Use of the computer for testing and programing in a

readingprogram, in G.',5 chick & H. Merrill (Eds.), Junior college and adult

reading programs. Sixteenth Yearbook of the National Reading Con-

ference, 1967. .

207. Roberts, A.D., & Zirkel, P.A. Computer applicationli- Computer instruction.

Journal of Secondary Education, 1971, 46, 102.

208. Yett, Computer assisted tutorial and testing system (cArrs). Pasa-

dena, California: Pasadena City College, 1971.

209. Stolurow, L.M. Computer assisted vocabulary acquisition:A termin-

ological approach. Final repop. Stony Brook, New York: State University

of New York, 1973.
210. Computer assisted instruction applied to English spelling. Instructor's

manual and implementation manual. Alberta, Canada: Red Deer College,

'1973.
.

211. Spache, G.C. :College adult readingpast, present and future. Paper

re:tented at the National Reading Conference, Los Angeles, December

212. Cole, J.L. The application of computer technology to the instruction

of under cased adults. Final re o4 Raleigh: Adult Learning Center,

North 'Carolina.State University, 1911.
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213. Strang, H.R. The automated instruction of practical riding Otitis

to disadvantaged sixth grade children. lm/ roving Human Perforntfince,
1975, 4, (2), 43-52.

214. Robbins, W.E., & Tharp, A.L. A natural language computerized
instructional system for elementary education. Educational Technology,
1976, 16 (3), 32-36.

215. War lick, C.H. Computers in instruction. Austin: Computa i* ion center,
University of Texas, 1973.

I
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Chapter 3

PUBLIC SCHOOL APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS
TO READING INSTRUCTION

After more than a year of searching, the list of school, districts imple-
menting computers in some phase of their reading programa' is still
not exhaustive. We have found articles and reports of Cm and/or cm'
reading programs which have been tried (and/or rejected, modified,
and retried) andlor which have (fortunately) even succeeded in many
school districts, including most of the larger ones. New York, Philadel-
phia, Chicago, Boston, Los Angels!, Dallas, Montgomery .County
(Maryland), and Portland have released reports relating their efforts

in this area. .
Several 'Medium and small school districts have also tried computer

based 'reading programs: Rapides Parish, Louisiana; Mineola and
Poughkeepsie, New, York; Fresno, Fremont, Sequoia, and Los Nietos
(of Los' Angeles) Unified School Districts, California; and Wakulla

Jefferton Counties, Florida. Most have continued their efforts.
Sfveral intermediate units have provided computer based. reading

programs for the cooper ling groups of schools they served. Many

-1- other schools, states, and intermediate school service agencies have
also, undoubtedly, undertaken to provide computer service to their
reading programs without publishing ,their efforts in such a manner
as to draw our attention. Still others are now developing such programs.

The annotated references which follow will, therefore, provide
only a partial description of the tremendous,activity generated in school
reading programs by the advent of the computer age. This will become A

even more evident in the following section, CoMputer Based Reading
Services for Sale.

6)
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Philadelphia Public Schools

Ann1otated References
216. Farber, I.J. The development and implementation of a multilevel

management information feedback system. Paper presented at the annual
meeting of the American Educational Research Association, Chicago,
Februk 1974.

Describes the Philadelphia school system's development of a multi-
level management information feedback system (cmi) to monitor the
operation of the reading programs in its eight subdistricts. The major
steps involved were; 1) the determination of information needed; 2) the
development of noninterruptive information colleolion procedures;
3) the design of display formats; and 4) the writing of computer pro-
grams employing the .district's inhouse computer facilities to generate
informat9n useful at the same time to classroom, school, and district
administition levels.

217. Farber, K.J. Personal Correspondence, October 24, 1977.
Explains that it has been foend inadvisable to combine in a single
system classroom instructional information with school and system
management information. In 1977, a series of instruments (available
on demand) were available for computer processing by NCS scanning
of response sheets upon which could be recorded any multiple-choice'
test responses up to 60 items.

Management information about pupil's reading is provided to the
system through a set of bar graphs drawn by the computer. Informa- °
tiokto the teacher is,provided through printouts showing each Pupil's
answers to each item as either a plus (correct), or as the letter repre-
senting the correct answer for that item.

Among the computer processed instruments available to teachers
are several levels of the Sight-Sound Inventory, the Phonics Inventor
(initial and final consonants), and the Informal Reading Inventorfr
for Secondary Schools.

Also computer, processed are Individual Pupil Service Forms which
have limn piloted for possible future use in keeping track of the
reading levels: the reading materials used, the supplementary reading
services in which pupils are involved, the time allotted to reading
instruction each week, the manner in which the classroom was organ-
ized for reading instruction, their Title I eligibility, and the number
of days they were absent. This form will probably not be used, how-
ever, since one .per pupil is required and the processing of 265,000
forms is prohibitive. In the meantime, classroom reading resources
are summarized by computer from Classroom Reading Resource
Data Forms filled out by the teacher for eath reading class.

218. Diamond, J.J. **report on project grow: Philadelphia's experimental
program in cOmputer assisted 'instruction. Philadelphia: Philadelphia
School District, Office of Research and Evaluation, August 1969.
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Computer assisted instruction (cm) iri developmental reading was
operative in four secondary schools in Philadelphia. The achievement

1-cf oe-students-Invas-compared-with:comparable-students_in
traditionally instructed classes. The results of the standardized reading
tests were equivocal. Although the cm classes performed significantly
better than comparable students in traditional classes, an attitude
survey constructed for. the project indicated that thc pupils liked
working with the machines, but were frustrated when the system did
not function properly. A discussion of the project, including the results

nonstandardized achievement teats and an analysis of the
responses while interacting with the computer, is included.

The project was continued withodentsin the ninth and tenth grades
who are reading below grade level. (According to a printout enclosed
by Farber [see previous reference], five secondary schools offered

'tAl reading instruction to some 37 classes in 1975-1976).
219. Chirp, S.A., & Wye, aWye, R.A. Computer assisted instruction in large

school system. Journal of Educational Data Processing, 1969, 6 ( I), 28-39.
Describes the filisarge School system (Philadelphia) implementation
of computer ass instruction, which includedmore than 200 hours
of reading delivered to four schools. The central processor was (at
the time of the writing) a Philco-Ford 102 which was interfaced to'
eight terminals. The author language used in creating the lessons was
INFORM. Units (emphasizing comprehension) were as followe

Recognition of sentences
Recognition and utilization of key words
Labeling and categorizing concepts .

Seeing the relationship between sentences and sentence order
Ordering and sequencing ideas and sentences
Distinguishing general from specific topics
Finding and understanding supporting details
Selecting topic sentences
Drawing sound' conclusions

. Following directions

Points out that 254 hours of effort were required to create one hOur of
CAI, but that efficient use is reducing long range costs per student,
and that the school district of Philadelphia was considering formation
of a computer services network with neighboring school districts.

Additioftl Reference
220. Chiffp, S.A. Computer assisted instruction, in reading. Scholastic

Teacher, 1968, 8 (12), 13, 16.
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Chicago Public Schools

Annelidsd Re
221. Lilman, 0.11; cm in Chicago. Paper presented at the annual meeting

of the Auociation for Educational Data Systems, New Orleans, April

1973.
The Chicago Public Schools' CAI program hasinvolved 12.000 students

. , per day working in basic skills (reading, language arts, math) at over

850 terminali. The coursework was developed by Computer Curric-

. ulum Corporation and results warranted expansion of the program
to the secondary schools in the fall of 1977. Previous research indi-
cated student gains of at least one month for each month in the

program.

Fremont, California; Unified School District

Annotated Reference
222. Eller, L.M.4. Individualized learning using rv. Educational Broad-

casting, 1975, 8 (4), 27-30,42'
Individualized learning using TV controlled by computer has been

implemented in the Fremont, California, Unified School District. The
system provides TV and computer supportjin what appears to be a pilot
program) to four participating schools-whose ,10catiotis form a dia-
mond over the area from San Francisco to San Joseand from Fremont
to Belmont. (The proximity is necessary because of the microwave
television'signal sent to some of the schools participating)

The instructional phase of the program is based on Preseribed Activi-
ties for 'Learning (PAL) with its 138 reading ,programs. A teacher
decides on a specific program selected from the Reading PAL and,

depending on the Av facilities at the school, uses a monitor that receives

a microwave ry signal from a base station or-utilizes a video cassette.
For reception of micro TV signals, each participating school has its
own tower, receiver disk antenna, down converter, power supply, and
an amplifier. ry signals and videocassettes can be used in combination.

Resno, California, Unified School District

Annotated References
223. Lister, W., & Williams, J. Fresno reading program with computer ,

assistance. Paper presented at the' Rocky Mountain Regional Conference
of the International Reading Ass'ociati on, Salt Lake City, November 1977.

Described the development of a management program which involved

stating behavioral goals, developing criterion tests of reading skills,
and programing computers to print out recommendations to teachers..
High pypil mobility created the need for systemwide management;
even though diverse instructional materials are In use.
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The first Wing is with a !Maly developed informal reading inventory.
This inventory indicates the level at which skills are to be assessed
with the anterst's criterion reference tests. These arrive in classrooms

with lauding names preprinted to insure administration tothe prOpet
students. Also provided are skill check tests to be administered and
moored by teachers as children practice skills priorio taking a criterion
referenced (and computq stored) pOstassessment.

Children in grade two or above use machine scorable answer sheets.

First grade children mark on the tests. Their tests are then converted

to "bubblecarde (machine readable) by paid aides. The bubblecards

are batch processed during night hours (computer time rented by the

school district). Tests and printouts are delivered by the Fresno Uni-
fied School District's own internal mailing system. Usually a twenty-
four hour turnaround time can be maintained.

This' system enables teachers to receive diagnostic-prescriptive infor-
mation about reading levels and ,or studetits, transferred into
their classrooms ffsisp another s Within the system. The basal
rads in use in the system (andtfu,kwhich the computer managed
progrlim. is designed) are those of filt, Holt Basic Reading System

4 and the Houghton Mifflin Readers.
224. Continuum of performanet(oNeetivesleueli R through VI,. Fresno,

California: Fresno Unifieil School Distr14, mimeo, n.d.
Sketchei continuous progress program, outlines procedures used in
implementing it,. itemiwithe skills tested, 'and provides a flow chart

of the system as Well as sample printouts, tests, and bubblecards
(machine readable answer sheets).

Montgomery County Schools, Rockville, Marylard

Annotated References
225. Dunn, A. (Ed.). Computer assisted ins coon program. A three year

report covering July 1,.1971, through Jun e10. 1974. Rockville, Marftigi :
Board of Education, Montgomery County Schools, 1974.

Describes the cat program begun in 1968. The project was federally
funded until 1971. Sin& that time other sources of funding have
contributed. During 1971-1974, an elementary reading curriculum was

developed whithemelized decodingskills and related skills such as

rhyming.
226. Morgan, C.E. ,Personal letter, October 25, 1977.

Pointed out that early efforts to program CAI reading were unsuccessful

beciuse of unsatisfactory audio support for the computer terminals,
and adds that in 1977-1978 a new effort was underway.

;21 Bernardo, C.M. Memo to members of the board ofeducation. Rock-

ville, Maryland: MomgoMery County, public Schools, June 30, 1977.
Describes the development of a system for computer management

of the reading program over nine school grades. The system was to

make use of standardized tests already required (Iowa Tests of Basic
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Skills, the Stanford Achievement Test, and the Maryland Fiinctional
Reading Test). It was also anticipated that system-developed doze
tests might be used twice per year as a means ofmonitoring reading
progress of students.

Mineola, New York, Junior High School

Annotated Reference .

' 2213. Handler, H. The computer comes to the English
,
classroom: COm-:

puterized monitorink. of pupil progress in reading. Educational Tech-

ology, 1975, 15 (II) 35,
AIMS, a c ogram developed as the :New York Institute of Tech-
nology, as been in use at Minegfta Junior High School since 1969.
The system provides no instruction and is designed to diagnose,: pre-
scribe, monitor, and evaluate pupil prpgress in reading. The program
maintains records of student achievement in eleven areas: 1) finding
rain ideas;. 2) making inferences (drawing 'conclusions); 3)oting
and recalling details; 4) recognizing sequences; 5) followingdirections;
6) findin'g context clues;' 7) finding informationStudy skills; -8) de-
coding word analysis; 9) recognizing affixes and roots; 10) ieeog-
hiring synonyms, antonyms, and - homonyms; and 11) using syllabication.

Boston School System

Annotated Reference
229. Innovative implementation of computer aided instruction. In L.A. Harris

(Bibliographer) Title III Pace Projects in reading, Volume 2. Bloomington,.
Indiana: Eric Crier_ Reading Review Series, 1969. ,,

Des:cribes the Boston, Massachusetts, program, designed to develop
diagnostic reading programs for .elementary and .secondary students
in urban areas. The program Was planned to serge 11,000 students.

.-

NeW Y rk City SchoolS

Annotated eferences .
2307:The to inalis the best friend I know...: Reading Newsreport, 1970, 1(3),!.

32-35. " .

Using an elementary .English program designed by H: Wilson at
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich; Melvin Mendelsolm (then Director of.

CAI for New York) suggested that the following year New York City
Schools would he using CAI reading.

-"'4v: 231. Films on cm. Educaiional Technology, ,1969, 9 (7), 59.
Describes film available from RCA. The film showed a 192 station CAI

program serving 16 New York City schools. Theconsultant was listed
as P. Suppes._y
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Additional -Refeeeneeit
232. Wilson, Pr.A.; it Fitzgibbons, N.H. Practice_ and perfection: 'A pre-

Iiininary analysis; of achievement data from the cm Elementary English
Program. Elementary English, 1970, 47 (4), -576-579.

233. Butler, C.F. r;Ai in NeW York-City: Report on the first year'soperation:
Educational Technology, '1949, 9 (10), 84-87.

Dallas, Texas, Independent School District

Annotated, Referetwe
234. Students use talking computer in Dallas bilingual program. Phi Delta

KaPPono.1977, 59 (4), 234.
Describes an ESEA Title VII and. Title Isr-c program which uses a
coniputerized yoke synthesizer to reinforce reading and language
programs' called ROLL and BOLAR. Students work in groups of five for

itennainutes, three times per week.

Eastern Kentucky. Deyelopment Corporation

Annotated References
235. Brown, H.P. Personal letter, March 29, 1977.

Desciibes CAI program implemented with teletype terminals,i# a nOm4
her of schools in the Eastern Kentucky area. The corporatiott
with RCA's coMputer division and Stanford University. The koffWare
was' distributed by Harcourt BraCe Jovanovich. The, program was

discontinued in 1972
236: Mynhilr,!B. Tile impact of federal Rrograms bh learning.to read in

Appalachia Paper presented at the annual Conference of theinternational
Reading A;sociation, Kansas City; 1969. t

Describes ass rgle III Gk.' program in 20 counties in. Eastern Kentucky.

237. Reading; drill and practiee teachers manual. Ashland, Kentucky: Eastern .

Kentucky Ediicational Development Corporation, 1972.
ProVides the teacher with directions for using the CAI program to
supplement classroom reading instruction. Explains libw teachers

4 can call lessona, how students enterthe program, and how the teacher
is informed of student progress and problems. dives a complete list
of decoding skills, sentence skills, and comprehensive skillrpracticed
by students working at the terminals provided,

) New'York.State.E'ducatiihi.Department ,..

Annotnted References , . "- -- :,,, -
.

,

238. O'Reilly, R.P. New Yoik state bank of reading objectives. Paper pre-

... seined at a joint meeting of the MeaSurement inEducation and American
Educational ReSearch Association, New Orleans, February 1973.

. ., ..
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The paper presented the rationale, structure; content, and procedures :
for the computer4ed bank of reading objectives then being developed
for New York state schools. The project was initiated to provide a
technical resource which .would contribute to planning, design, and
evaluation. of: reading programs. The paper defines the organizing
concepts. for the project, including a generalized format for writing
objectives, a procedure for organizing the generic form of objectives
into summative .criterion bbjectiveS, a structure for scaling reading
intent and associating it with objectives;

R.P. Computerized banking as' a resource:for systematic
program development and evaluation inreading. Educational Technology,
1973, 43 (9), 38-40. :

SPPED (Systein for Pupil and Program Evaluation and Development)
Was a research and development project of the New York State Educa-
tion Department The SPPED program included both cm.e(Compre-
hensiVe Achievement Monitoring) and SCAN (Systenis biding Analy,
sys), parts of a comprehensive instructional management System

designed to aid several major 'Program' development functions; in
education: planning,. design, installation, evaluation.and the trans-
mission and use of evaluative information. The bank stores 1800+

.specific reading objectives for kindergarten. through twelfth iirade.
240. Cohen,: A.S.; & Bednarik, J. SCAN (Systems °Ming Anq/ysis) com-

puterized analysis of reading: behaviors. New York: Random House
Educationat,Systems Division,' 1174.

sc,v.1 is a set of instructional r ading objectives. This set was developed
to coincide with a ,criterion performance assessment program. semi
and the tomputer allow a matching of 1) reading behavior, 2) reading,
test. times, 3) instructional materials, and 4)jinstructional objeeiives.
This allows 'efficient and affective matching,of student reading be-
ha'yior with' expecited or', anticipated reading behavior, and with
appropriate instructional and assessment materials.

241. Computer tutor. American Education, 1.976, 12 (5), 4:
Described Tel - Catch, a pilot program then serving homebound school
children in New York State: 100 children were 'enabled to.,dial the
master computer (or central processor) by phone, place the phone
onthe coupler, type out a leSson request; an get videoscreen "pages"
to read and respond to. Teachers were on slby to help with the
More than 2,000 lessons.pailableio ch se Yom.

Red Bank, New Jersey,.S_clioOls:

Annotated Reference
242. Let your fingers do the learning. Reading ewsrepOrt, 1972, 7 (2), 26-29

ze
Operation Bookstrap (simulated. CA I) was carried out in 1971-1972
by Red Bank elementary Schpols with the cooperation of Bell Tele- .
phone Laboratoriei,Pirst aft second gradersdialed words they didn't,
know on touchtoatelephone 4 word was decoded, spelled aloud,
and pronOunced for the i d on the telephone. The project was dis,
continued for Jack of

v--
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assiichUsetes;'Schools

.Annotatect:Refereriee . .

243. Serlin, GPod grief! Charlie tioynes,compilterized! Reading News:
report;'1970, 4 (6), 29-30..

Describes progranf of c mputer assisted primary reading at Parker
Elernentaryi School. ' Nearby high school students did the -question
Writing and theprogramink pa their leased ism 1130. The young pupils
answered theaeluestions 'after Off-linereading of theirschool reading
books. Reinforcement messages. .wae given to young subjects when
they reiponded correctly. / tacouragement was; given and they were
urged to try again after an error.

Visia,ArizOna, Schooli

Anipitated-Referenee
244: Feugate, J.T. ComPtor'aideal instruction iq Sierra Vista, Arizona,

eteMeqtary .Schoolo. Paper4cesented at the annual meeting of the Associa-
tion' for Educational Data Systems, Phoenix, May. 1976.

,Descrilied ESEA Title I program of both can and cm reading. The cm
was a drill and practice Program for imepiethree thrOugh six...

Poughkeepsie, New York, Shared Educatidnal
Computer System

Annotated Reference . .

245. Dunwell, S. Report On ware: A CAI course in written English usage.
Ydughkeepsie; NewYorki Shared Educational Computer System, 1972:

An -experiment utlizing a CAI spelling and word usage program de- .

livered via teletype terminals to- Poughkeepsie, New York, middle
schodlers (fifth through eighth grades). The instruction stressed
spellingpatterniratheE,than individual words. Results indicated cAl
was an effective, means of teaching spelling.

Rapides Parish; Louisiana,,SchOols

Annotated References
746.,fedividualizi:d reading instruction. for students (llas). Alexandria, Loui, .

- Etna;
reading.

Rapides Parish School Board, pamphlet, n.d. '

A Title III (zsAA) funded 'cm project providing for diagnosis of readfng
needs, location of materials for treatment,. and the monitoring of
progress-411 with computer assistance. .

147, Individualized reading instruction forstudent computer managed readirm,
.system: Validation report. Alexandria, Louisiana: Rapides Parish Schdolz
Board, 1977. "-

The project'provided locally constructed diagnostic teats, computer
indexed teaching materials, criterion referenced tests, and. periodic
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summaries of progress for individual students, classes, and schools.

The first and second years of the project were used for development

and field testing of the various components; the third year wasused to

implenient the program and to investigate its 'effectiveness. Results

from a comparison of 196 pupils from grades three, four, seven, and

nine with 143 pupils on control groups are reported for student

achievement. -

Kansas City, M' ouri, Schools

Annotated Reference ,

748. Taylor, ,S.S. A comparison of two publk school computerassisted

Instrbction projects. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Ameri=

cin Educational Research Association, Chicago, April 1972.
Describes, short, half-hour, single ,concept enrichment lessons that

loped in Kansas City, these cm lessons
Bated concept mastery. e

?
sequenceall wed a student to sequen if his pretest performance

structured '.ro reduce the redundancy that frequently causes
yqiiiidents to progress slowlyin programed materials. .;

..YorktoWn Heights, New York, Schools-

Altaigated Reference- .
249. Reading 1604. In.A. Wang (Ed.), Index to computer based learning.

Milwaukee: Instructional Media Laboratory, Unbiersity of Wisconsin,

1973. . . _ _

A listing of a 'title III cm program for word and letter recognition.

The presentations were both auditory and visual add involved both

upper and lewercase letters.

Additional Reference
.

250:When computers work overtime. Reading Newsreport, 1970, 4 (3), 30-31.

Los Nietos School. District of Los Angeles County

Annotated Reference
.

251. Reading 1743. In A: Wang (Ed.), Index to computer based learning.

Milwaukee: Instructional Media Laboratory; University of Wisconsin,

1976.
Lists elethentary and junior. high cnr drill and practice reading pro-

grams in Whittier, California, as operational. The program'is entitled

.- the ESAA Basic Program: .

252. Crandall,, N.D. Personal communication, March, 25; 1971.
.

Notes that:-Los Nietos was using 44 terminals and anticipating in-

creasing the number ti:). 84 for drill and practice in reading, math, and

language aria. By so increasing, the system would allow each child
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20 minutes per day at.thelerminal. It is reported Oat cim is cost-ifkec-

. tive and that in the first two years them! vssrildkes. ras Firom the 'tit
, . ,..

to the 38th percentile. The programs us .5re thoseVfille coniputei-
curriculum Corporation (see, Chapter . -

253. cAt gets credit for dramatic achievement g 2 cf.or 14419g-ties. Phi:: Delta.

Kappan, I,977;9 (4), 290-291. . a'. ,.; ' . -g :.;

Reports project director's report toARO-use of;Repiesentatives panel, .

and cautions in interpretation urged by, aC9jlege cOinputer expert ,1 .,
,-

.ri

kduhnonzah county, Oregon, Intermediate
a.

ucation District

4

. .--,.

Annotated Refer eta . :. . '.(
-254. Reading 1 . In At Wang (Ed.), Index w comp,ul-er ,ba.sed learnirik.

Milwaukee: Instruct
At

Media Laboratory, University of WilcOrisin,

1976. ,.
. .

.

This Portland, Oregon, program is entitled "Parkrdse ciii adirig.r

It provides 'computer assistance for an elementary, scho reading.. .

management system. ce
.

255. Cooper,. M.K., & Tobey, G.R. A computer mans ent support
system forks.. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Association

for Educational Data Systems, Phoenix, March 1976.
Described the implementation of a coat system based on the Wisconsin

Design for. Reading Skills DevelopMent in one school inl'ortland,
Oregon:"`

4 .

Los Angeles; California, Schools

AnriOtated Reference
256. Reading. In H.A. Lekan (Ed.), Index to computer assisted instruction,

thirdcedition. ew York Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1971.

Lists, cm am developed to help manage reading program with
Ginn.Basa Readers.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Public Schools

Annotated Reference
257. Morgan, M.M. Computer assisted instruction for the blind and deaf

Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Re-
search AssociationWashington, D.C., April 1975.

Describes a Title III project in Cincinnati. Special education teachers
were trained to prepare CAI lessons and to monitor children trying.
them out. cAi was found to be beneficial tohearing impaired children.
Attitude measures indicated that teachers, students, and parents
reacted favorably to cm use. .

J
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7-j;,e4ttem phis, Tennessee, Public Schools.

Annotated Reference
258. Joiner, Lee. PeriOnal communication, December 15, 1977.

cat in both reading and mathematics was tried in the late sixties.
Curricula available from the Computer Curriculum Corporation and
from Harcourt Brace Jovanovich were used. The results in math were
superb, while the reading results were equivocal. Therefore, the school'
'district decided to use the cat program for what it taught hest
rnathem'atics. In 1977, 64 terminals were in use for mathematics.

Pontiac, 'Michigan, Schools

Annotated References
259. 1NDICOM. lndividu I munication 'System). Final Ripon. Pontiac,

Michigan: Water ord Township School 'District, 1970.
The report, is a complete description of the cal project in reading
and mathematics for grades four and five. Rationale, instructional
strategy, development and implementation as well as potentials and
concltisions are discnsSed.

260. Hannan, T. Computer assisted instructionState of the art summary.
Audiovisual Instruction, 1970, 15 (6), 93-94.

A review of an 1NDICOM progress report.

Norfolk, Virginia, Schools

Annotated Reference
261, Tok.ar, E., & Ford,' V. Effectiveness of an Es44 funded information

feedback system on the reading and arithmetic achievement of black and
white fifth grade pupils. Paper presented , at the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Association, San Frandisco, April 1976.

The authors used a computer system called MIFS (Multiethnic Infor-
mation Feedback System) to monitor performances in reading and
math and to evaluate both the needs of the students and the effective-.

ness;of the instruction. Results indicate the MIFS program significantly
increase!! reading and math achievement.

Mason,..Michigan, Capitol Area.Career Center .

Annotated Reference
262. Danford, J. am at Capitol Area Career Center, Mason, Michigan;
' in H.E. Mitzel (Ed:), An examination of the short range potential of com-

puter managed instruction: Proceedings of a conference. Chicago, Nov-
ember 1974. (ED 112-943)

A Univac 70/ 2 cowl_ program analyzes job information and manages
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instruction. Individuals receive individualized learning packets which

spell out. the necessary job objectives. Basic skills testing and evalua-
tion for each ihdividual are related to those necessary job related skills,

and a program of training is developed.

Other Public Schools
,

Annotated Reference
263. Seidel, R.J., & Hunter, B. Academic computing directOry: A search

for exemplary institutions using computers for learning and teaching.
Alexandria, Virginia: Human Resources Research Organization, 1977.

The directory, compiled in part from a NSF grant, summarizes many
elementary and secondary public school computer managed and
computer assisted reading programs. Included are Sidia Vista,
Arizona; Cos Angeles,, Whittier, Atherton, Newpqrt Beach, Palo
Alto, East Palo Alto, San Francisco, Redwood City, and Escondido,
California; Iakewood, Colorado; Greenville, Delaware; Washing-
ton, D.C. (Gallaudet College, Kendall Demonstration Elementary
School); Chicago, Illinois; - .Shawnee Mission, Kansas; Alexandria,
Louisiana; WestfordMassachusetts; Mason, Pontiac, and Water-
ford,Michigan; Hopkins, Minnetonka, Bloomington, and St. Paul;

Minnesota; Omaha,-Nebraska; Tegneck, New Jersey; Albuquerque,

New Mexico; Brooklyn, Williamsville, Freeport, Edinger, Guilder-
land, DeWitt and Cpntereach, New York; Dayton, Cincinnati, and
Peninsula, Ohio; Portland, Oregon;, Memphis, Tenfiessee; Bryan,
Dallas, and Richardson, 'Texas; Sardy, Utah; Norfolk, Virginia;
Seattle, Washington; and Madison, Wisconsin.
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Computers can --qiut-eeasily -be-programed-to-count letters, words,
lines, sentences, and inarksi0 punctuation. And some computer pro-

.

grams tlo just that. Byarting words per sentence'and percentage.Of
hard words; the' Fry f la can be applied. Two programs diapply
the Fry formula. With the same sort of count and the addition of a
constant, the Dale-Chall readability .formula can be computed. Three
programs do compute it. The Navy. Automated Center approximates
the Fleschformala estimate. Four othercomputer programs can apply

the Flesdh 'formula. An Oregon project his aeveloped a program *Well
simultaneously computes four readability Cbefficients.

' By counting letters per word and matching that statistic: with
syllables counted by humans, computers have.-derived formulas for
predicting letters per 'syllable and constants to be used to estimate

afra syllables for those formulas re airing a syllable count. For thoie -syn-
tactic components, a comp ed measure of syntactic.density has
been created and tested. An r those interested in comprehension,
a computer selection of key words has been designed. Finallstem
for computer abstracting of text has been developed.

Some of these computerized programs use well known computer
languages such as FORTRAN. Others, , such as .TEXAN, are programing
languages all.by themselves. Very few have actually designed computer
readability programs to provide estimates of.the reading difficulty of
materials WhiCh were written for school children. More frequently
the Prograrnrtrereereated to aid the researcher in claisifying materials

or generating new materials for studies in reading comprehension.

Chapter 4

COMPUTER ASSESSMENT OF READABILITY
AND TEXTBOOK ANALYSIS

Annotated References
264. Barry,. J.B., & Stevenson, T.E. Using a computer to calcul5te the

Dale-Chall formula. Journal of Reading, 4-5, 19 (3), 218-222. ,
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Explains rapidity and accuracy of calculatin textbook readability
levels by computer.

265. Bunde, Gary R. An effective evaluation between manual and auto-
. mated readability counting techniques. cNErs Report Number 5-75. Pensa-

cola, Florida: Naval Education and 'Training Command, 1975, 33 pp.
The Automated Flesch Count and the Navy Automated Counter
were found to be apploximately equal in speed .and reliability.

266. Coleman, M., & Liau, T.L. A computer readablity formula designed
for machine scoring. Journal ofApplied Psychology, 1975,60 (2), 283-284.

Points out that there is no need to count syllables, since word length
in letters is a better predictor than Nord length in syllables. The for-
mula then generated uses _letters 'per 100 words and sentences per

. 100 words.
267. Coke, E.U., & Rothkopf, Note on a simple algorithm for a com-

puter produced reading ease score. Journalof Applied Psychology, 1970,

54, 209;210.
Corripared Flesch Reading Ease Scores based on syllable counts by

humans-with_ computerized scores based on vowels per word, con-
sonants per word, and letters, per word-(in place of syllables). A corre-
4ation of .92 was found between scores, based on syllable counts and
scores based on vowels per word.

260. Harris, A.J., & Jacobson, M.D. Predicting twelfth graders' compre-
hension scores. Journal of Reading, 1976, 20 (1), 43-46.

bescribeseRredictive validity. of Harris-Jacobson formulas, which
are complex and thus require computer processing.

269. Jacobson, M.D., & MacDougall, M.A. A computerized model of
prograjn structure and learning difficulty. Paper presented at the annual
meeting of the American Psychological Association, Washington, D.C.,
1969.

Proposed a computerized system for determining readability or
programed mater s

270. Jacobson, M.D., & acDougall, M.A. Computer management of
information and stru ure in computer supported instructional,materials.

Educational Technology, 1970, 10, 39-42.
Readability measures can evaluate both student performnnce and
program structure.

271. Felsenthal,- H. Readability:, Computer utilization. Paper presented
at the annual conference of the International Reading AsSociation, Denver,
May '1973.

Describes the development ofTEXAN (Textual Analysis of Language
Samples) at Purdue,' and the variables TEXAN measures. Estimates
were generally close to expected readability levels, but some wide
variations were noted.. Syllable counts were estimated by dividing
average word length by 3.1127 (a constant).

272. Hopkins,. C.J., & Moe, A.J. The validation of a synthetic syllable
count appropriate for computer determined readability estimates. Paper
presented at the annual conference of the International Reading Associa-
tion, New, York, May 1975.

Letters-per-syllable constants were derived for use in plice of syllable
counts in readability formulas. °

fib
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273. Herndon, M.A. An approach toward computer control of redundancy
in textual materials. Jmimals of Reading Behavior, 1976, 8 (3), 259-271.

Describes progress of km, a computer program for Redundancy
Detection and Editing. With continued prewess, the program may
offer a less arduous task for partially sighted individuals and-foster
(less redundant) reading for others.

274. Joos, L.W. Computer analysis of reading difficulty. Paper preserled
at the annual meeting of the Association for Educational Data Systems,
New Orleans, April 1973.

Describes an automation of the Dale-Chall Formula for Estimating
Reading Difficulty.

275: Klare, G. R. Automation of the Flesch Reading. Ease-Readability
Formula with various options. Reading Reiearch Quarterly, 168-1969, 4
(4), 550-559.

Gives options in computerizing the Flesch Reading Ease Formula
-and suggests best choices.

276. Koethe, M.E., & Coke, E.U. A scheme for text analysis using FORTRAN.
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Re-
search Association, New Orleans, February 1973.

A discussion of the development of a program which measures com-
plexity, of text in word length, sentence length, key word occurrence,
and certain style indicators. The uses of such a program are 1) grading
essays, 2) identifying sources of response bias in tests, 3) aiding editors,

. and 4) aiding researchers in establishing text parametersifor research
in communication.

277. Mockovack, The application and evaluation of PLAT° IV in AF
° .1- technical training. Lowry AFB; Colorado: Technical Training Division,

United States Air. Force, 1974.
Describes PIRL readability formula and gives results of comparison
with other formulas.

278. Moe, A.J., & Arnold, R.D. Computer assisted readability levels of
twenty-five Newbery books: Reading Improvement, 1975, 12, 59-64.

Used computerized versions of the Lorge and the Fry ,Readability.
Formulas to estimate readability of Newbery books. I

.279. Stolurow, L. M., & Klare, G.R. Project CREATES (Combined Resources
for Editing Automated to Enlighten Students). First Annual RepoKt,
1968-1969. Cambridge, 'Massachusetts: Harvard University, Computation
Laboratory. (ED 032-778)

Two ma4or projects in CREATES related to reading, known as TREE and

CAIBLS. Tau encompasses the development of computer aided revisions
of adult basic educatioq, materials. CAIBLS is the development and
implementation of basic language skills and reading materials.

280. Thomas, G.; Hartley, R.D.; & Test-retest and inter-
analyst reliabilitycnf the Automated Readability Index, Flesch Reading
Ease score, and the Fog count. Journal of Reading Behavior, 1975, 7 (2),

149-154.
Six analysts applied three computerized readability formulas to
derive scores which were then analyzed for reliability and time require-
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me , All were highly-reliable. The Fleich took the greatest' amount.

of e and the Autontated Readability Index was easiest to program.

241. Watkins, C.E. READABILITY. A program available'from Project corn:mil.,

. .Oregon ;State University, Corvallis, Oregon.
.

This program, written in FORTRAN for use 'With CDC 6400 processor,
simultaneously calculates- four readability estimatet Fleseh, Dale-

; Chall,. Farr-Jenkins-Patterson, and Danielson7Bryan. 'It is intended

for use with communications research:.

Additional References .,

282. E.dniundstmt, H.. New methods in automatic abStraCting. Journal ACM,

1969, 16 (2), 264-285..
283. Rush; J.; Salvador, F.; & Zanitira, A. - Automatic abstracting and

indexing. Production of indicative abstracts by aPplication. of contextual
'inference and syntactic coherence criteria. Journal of the Americarigociety
for Information. Sciences, July- August 1971, 22 (4), 260-274.

284. Carroll, M.N., ifc.Roeloffs, R. Computer selection of key words using

word frequency analysis. American Documentation, 1969, 20 (3), 277-233.

285, Fang; I.E. By computer Flesch's Reading Ease. Score, and a syllable

Counter. Behavioral Science, 1968, 13 249-251. ,

286. Felsenthal, N.A., & Felsentind; H. Utilizing the computer to assess
the readability of language samples. Paper presefited at the annual meeting

_of the American Educational Research Association, Chicago, April 1972.

287. Gillman, D.A. ,: & Moreau; N.A. Effects of reducing verbal content
in CAI. AV Communication Review, .1969, 17, 291-294. ,

288. Golub, L.A. . & Kidder, C. Syntactic density and the computer.
.mentary -English, 1974, 51, 1128-1131. .

289. The automatic derivation of information retrieval encode-

meats frOm machine readable texts. Documentation and Library Science,

1959 -3 1021-1'028. , I
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Chapter 5

SOURCES OF COMPUTER SERVICES.

Schools and colleges make use of computer time as it is available. As was
pointed oat earlier, son* public schools use the computer facilities of
banks, trucking companies, or nearby colleges to Process their data
and/ op diagnose and prescribe for instructional needs., For schodls
and school .districts without available expertise to computerize their

. 'own instructional prograrisc or. instructional 'management systems, a
;,.number of companies offer coniputer programs or computer time (or'
both) for a price.

At least four kinds of companies have been marketi computer
assisted or computer managed reading systems: 1) book pishers who
have long served the reading materials needs of schooli,:. 2) test pub-
lishers, 3) experts in computer programing and systemt development,
and 4) manufacturers of computers. (As the reader will soon note,
sometimes two or more of the foregoing are combined in one coinpany.)

Each type of company will be discussed sepaintely and annotated
references will be presented as appropriate.

Book Publishers
Book publishers are aware of the possibilities and have explored

'CAI and CMI with many school districts. Tom Beall, a consultant for
American Book Company, pointed out that he had worked with the
Minneapolis schools. on Project PYRAMID, which was to have become a
Computerized management system but stopj3ed fhort of computerization.

Addison- Wesley tried publishing the Aansom 'Diagnostic and
Prescriptive Reading Program (i cmr system) but gave up and with-
drew the program from the market. At the time of this writing the extent
of Addison-Wesley's involvement with computers way hiring computer*
companies ,to run readability estimates on storiesing considered
for inclusion rn their readers.
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Harcourt Brace Jovanovich developed and marketed two CAI
reading programs between .1967 and 1971.- One of these was CAI Ele-

.nzentary English, a drill and.practice program designed to supplement
basal reader programs in grades four, five, and six. Teachers at any of
these three grade levels could, select from a 320 lesson sequence those
topics fitting their lesson plans and direct the computer to present those
lessons to the students. The other program was CAI Remedial Reading,
a three level sequence of 180 lessons per level for middle and junior
'high school pupils reading at least second reader level. After initial
pretesting, the students were branched into the lessons for theiten to
twenty minute daily, sessions at the terminals.

Excellent results were achieved with these two programs at several
sites.. Among those,school systems using the Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
software (programs) were' New York City, Cincinnati, Memphis,
Macomb (Mississippi), and Waterford Township (Pontiac, Michigan).
More than 3,000 students were on-line with the English program andi
nearly 1,000 made use of the %remedial reading program. However, even
though software costs were reduced to only 7.5 cents per student contact
hour, the installation and, Maintenance costs for computer hardware
were hi Harcourt Brace Jovanovich ceased, marketing these
programeliFF ' -

For some time, the L4,pincott Company has been working with
schools in Richmond and Roanoke, Virginia, to develop a amprogram
for those two districts. However, differences in school district needs
and differences, k computing machinery have. hindered progress there.

Prentice-HW Developnient'ar Learning Centers have begun
merchandising the PrOd e marketed by the Responsive Environ-
ments CorpdratiOn. 0 the Edison Responsive Environment
(ERE) or Talking Typ computerized electric typewriter with
jumbo sized type, =crop , speakers, and a projection screen. This-
device was automated by Richard Kobler to take advantage of a me-
thodology-developed by O.K. Moore, who used an electric typewriter,
a tape recorder, and a slide projector to teach hislwo year old daughter
to read.

There are three phases in the operMOn of the machine. .In Phase I,
the machine acts like any other electric typewriter. In Phase II, the
typewriter responds to thepressing of a key with a one second sound
recording (the keyvoice) which may give the letter name, the phoneme
it represents, or any other information which carebe imparted in. one
second. Phases' I and II are free phases :. the child can press any key. In

Niue III, the machine is controlled by computer programing so that.

Sources of Computer Services
(t4.
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rbkii9 tan' he depressed until it is appropriate to the program for it %.
be depressed, Tbislocked key feature may be used in conjunction with
theleyVoice to prbvide simultaneoui oral and visual stimuli in-complex,-
instructional combinations:

The results of using the'ERE have been senerally favorable whether
the target populatiOns !were .preShoolers,adul,t illiterates, or .poor
eadell in,thg, intermediate grades. Recently, a method called. Oral-
giaphie 'Instrtiction.has been devised forpresentation by the. ERE..In

this 60-lesson program, the student is presented with letter-sounds and
'symbols which he learns to. blend into words. These words are' then-
printed' for the student tohear, read land record); and write for corn-

-. patisen the machine model. These 60 lessons. provide from 120 to
MO hours of instruction.

Annotate4 References .

290. GreetW.R. :Learning to recognize Words and letters on a CA! terminal.
Pap presented at tlikanimal conference of the Interriaiional Reading
Assatiation, Bostpn, April 1968.

An iam:1050;iAv computer system was used to teach four-year-olds
Word and.letter recognition. Tapes and slides were also used..in one
experiment si4teeh disadvantaged chiidren exploredthe (tyPewriteri):
keyboard for six sessions mid then were:given mat2Ming tasks uSing
words only fn a seeond expaiment, ten children were traihed'in words
only and, ten in letters only: No differences were found in word aip
letter 'programs, but boys did better than girls in both 'experiment8X
Ie a third experiment,twith. middle dais children; there were no sex'
difkynCes;., but setter programs' were' better than word programs),

Theiitithot believed the.CAI program was taci,,slmetoreact.to studelit
response'. but that it was.good for boys. ,

291. treading 1609. In A. Wang (Ed.), Index to computer based learning.
Milwaukee: Instructional Media 11..aboratory, University of Wisconsin,
197,3.

A' very, brief description of the Remedial Reading progratn (once
niarktled and still owned by. Harcourt 'grace Jovanovich)aS used by..
the. Eastern, Kentucky Dey.elopment Corporation; a public school

. consojaitim. .
. . .

292. Serlin, J. T for one. ReadingNewSreport, 1970 5 (1),
Describes the developinent of the Ransom DiagnoStic and Pretcrip- .

Live Reading Program in Fresno and Los.Angeles, California, schools.:'

''; priortol,the computerizing of the program and its short-lived mar-
'. kering' by 'Addisont'rWesley.

293..Moo/e, O.K. Avtotelic responsive environments and exceptiohal
chil ren, in 0.J. Harvey'(Ed.), Experierilie Stkucture and Adadptability.
New York: Springer, :1966. :

Describes. the talking typewriter as r 9esponsive 1.viromilent-Pt a
.

yourig,child who types on a color coded keyboard with fingers Which
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have fingernaili painfed to titaiCh fingers to the colors of the keyboard. ..i,

'294. Frazier, R.1., & Zaslav; S.S. . ' An tiutomated And nonautomated system

of-teaching, adin,g-Teat -her me:24_(2.), 05-119.
''''.'. riesc s evaluation 'of.ltut 18-station Edison 'Responsive Environ, I ,

ment'sys bYPriike George's County, Maryland, Board of Educa-,,, .74,;

lien. Twenty'-two second and third grade childrenyWho were at least i ':' '4,1

a "year retarded irkreading: were Dolch,Wordfand other wordy . ..!:,

. theichoogskatal readers. The I I members tlethe control group s. %'.'1:,

'.-hied A nattiittinSted electric typeWriter. The eita seolp,(11!,. l' 1),

gained two years in readingtest norm scores while tIfercoatrol,groUp.

gained..4Me.l
295:Richardsoh, E., & McSweeney, 1 An'analy,is 'of the ERE "Talking. ,,,

Typewriter" as a device for teaching,beginningreading skills. EdUcational,':
'TeOglogy; 1970; 10 (4), 81-89. .

An evaluation of the technAlogy of the machine itself and cifits pro"-,
. ..,,

graming for teaching readink. An excelliritAescription of the device',

is intiluded. "The authors 'base th4 r cone tons otifeltlierience , '

0' 'the device at P.S. 174 in Harlem ( ew k -City); where it 'w ,used

in conjunction with a ,proje irected Lamar Gotkin. /,',

296. SehuhniirveRvo. & Stag, .b. .. Re cin, the possible eco ntic Ill
, .

nificance of early, childhood educationa clinOlogy.'Paper.presented-a,t!.
... the annual meeting ,of the. American OrthopsyChiairic Association, ..1,1eW:::;,,

,..:1''.; York; May7.1titie%1473. ,. .°- , '' '$

Reported that gains using the Edison Responsive Environment Were ' IP'

twice thoSe made by other yousng children not using the **."?!.:

'' 297: Steg, D. Effects of individual programed instruction ofinitialieVdt
sIdlls:andganguage. behavior in early childhood. Paper preSented,Sits.

annual conference of the International aiding ,ASsoCiation'115'sib,

April-.1968. . ....,'. , ( , - .7.i''. ..

". Twego seven tin-a:. and .four- year -old, children from, lower,,....

Middle clrss homes were taught with the Edisdn Respbitsivratrp
,i Ment gomPuterized ,,typ riter. First they learned*, na e":..ley.

then tp,type words .an tones. At tlithellnnd'Of file<rnorithsNtlilwi
,-ti.,=.;;;Oreq, and postiested. chi then could e'. all uPPefia 41j#.,e,r,Cmi:

Tellers' and4bou Id . type. itifi i ,ow n names. theta was ilia' differe001
4" `.language development of in primary readingikills,,eVen did 6

,

e r,SCITlid4le.CIMS iQ mean =was17 points' above thelowdr clasS ni

248. Steg,D: fit& Schenk, R. tintervergionthredg ,te'chiiolggy::(
..

, . log Type ter" revisited. EducarionaLrechn 4977,17 (4) 474

Describes 'systematic use 'of. the Eiie.:a re cl,',University!sVr19'.
ChiliNtooci.,,Center Trom ,I O j§1.7), Reports'studies.injWiticii_dii-
advantaged 'children maint inedaiearly' gains filitu' using rilleztalliingl. ,, , :: TYPetYFI1er,-; ', r; -'... :L. '', f. . ./''.'.' F:.. /J, '. /.-1 '!

irr. 299; Ritelctifee ITife. effect of ors rOcclInitruction! on 't echilikg ? :

,:.'aibie*nient of disabled learners.' P. resented' at the alhitial iorifereficel,

Of thel:AisoiliatiWker Children", With" ariiiiii Disabilities ; VaSlithepii;
..; a 1971k . ,. IC , .' , - ',t,-"" : ..

.. . Midyear reSults :of the Sixty-lesson oralekraphic:.:(0onic, sound-

i"8 4
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t,
. .

blending) method which can be presented by either the "Talking
TYpewriter" or the,"Talking Page lith the "Voice Mirror." The test

scores for thirty one' learning-disakiled children, yvho dormileted the

pro ram were>raniduilily-selected frOm-thole-tutoreci_or_taughleusual small grOups for to ,c to The experimental children'
their controls by appioximate -half year. 4

300. Ratekin, N. The effect of oralo raphic instructidir on the reading

achievemetit of disabled learners: A find-1,report. West Orange; New Jersey:

'. Pientice-Hall Developmental Learning Centers, 1977. -..

An end 'of year repqrt on the project described above. Forty-five
,experiMental fubjectsmnde greater gains than did fortyAnir control

.
subjects. i

.,, Q.
. .

i
,.

Additional References .;
,, .

.

301. Bibliography of Materialspublished about the Edison Responsive Environ7

rent Learning System: The talking, t ypewriter, New York: Responsive

Environments Corporation, n.d. (ED1028 648) i ' .

302. Long, S. Personal telephone cotbersation, November 18, 1977.

303. Fitzgibbon, N.H. Personal correspondepte, November 15, 1917.

304. Pines, M. What the talking typewriter' says. NeW York Times Maga-

zine, 1965, 23 7.4-79, , .

305. Goodwin; M.S.& boodwin, T.C. In a dark 'mirror. Mental iffigiehe,

1969, :53; 550-563.
' .1: :,,

306. READING. In H.A. Lekan (Ed.), index to computer assist struction,tio Ai

: third editioR, New York: Harco6rt :Brace Jovarroyich, 19.7.1.

307. Steg, D.R. :' Early intervention through technology: A seventh year

report, 19684975.)Paper presented at the ,annual conference of the Inter-
.

national leading Association; Anaheim, May 1976:

308.0D'Annunzio, A. The effects, of the talking typewrites. on psycho-

' linguistic and.erceptual krowthfin. early childhood. Paper presented at
the annual conference of the, International Reading Association; Anaheim!: .

May 1970. '. ; '.',0

309. Ridgeway, J._ Comptir tutor. New. Republic, 1966/:54i19-2/ '',.: : ,,,

310. Martin, J.H. ;Freeport Publib Schools' experiment on early reddink

itstng the Edison Responsive Environment instrument. New York: Respori-

sive Environment Corporation, n.d. (ED 022 580 .- . ..

311.,Sanderson, B.A., & Kratochvil; D.W. i;' The Edikon Respoigive, F,n-.
vironment learning system, or the talking typewriter, developed b. Tlionfas .'

A. Edison Laboratory, a subsidiary of McGraw Edisomq Com y.-.131i14'.

Alto, California: American Institutes for ReearCh roi the- hay. iOrld,,.

Sciences, 1972. (ED 059 606)
1
I ,

312. Bender, M.L. Avoltintary prekindergarten language development and

reading program for the entire four- year -old poliulation of a city..Finali',.repori: Mt. , n ofi,INew Yofk: Mount Vernon Public Schools, 1968.

(ED 020 855),. .. - " . .

.313..Israel, .B.L. 7 Responsive environment, prpgrarte Brooklyn, New,.York:
Report of the first full year' of operation. Nei York: New,YorkCityBoard
of Education, 1969. (ED '027 742) . 0:!'- '-
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'Te# P4lisheis.
- Test. publishers make available to they Customers a variety of ,

TcoMputer-prinrcle:sebres-and report-Most- modemTesting coniphnies

can produce printouti* of results fin-leach child, as well its class sum-
..maries for the teachers,-school summaries for principals, and system
summaries by grade MeasnreMent Research Corporation of Ibiva

City h4cored and processed results forboth' Houghton Mifflin and
HarcouifBrace Jovanovich. *ACER; a newly-purchased subdivision
Of. McGraw-Hill, has been assigned' the job of Ornputerizing The man-

agement of materials developed by McGraw-Hill's fornia Test

Bureau (or*). z .

cra has developed ORBIT, a list of 335 objectives in reading and
communication skills. ORBIT (Objectives Referenced Bank a Items and
Tests) is .made available to school officials who choose the objectives

appropriate, to their own instructional programs. For each objective.

chosen, the Computer prints'four.multiple-choice items which make up

tests tObe given to the school district's pupils. A computer scoring and
reporting system is ailiable to provide reports at classroon, school, ,

district; and' individniffttpil levels.
. A subsidiary of tent Company, Science Researci Aisociates;(sha)

markets masrEux: An Evaluation Tool, part of the SRA Criterion Refer-

enced Measurement Program. The reading portion of MASTERY (soBAR

reading) was developed by the Center for the _Study of Evaluation

- nce objectives are selected, the computer
ISchool personnel can' elect areading objectives from either or bh

Of two catalogs (K-2 and 3
constructs customized tests of three items per objective. The SRA scoring

service provides individual student profiles, list reports (for grouping

by skill),, gnu?' reports (students',performance by objective), and
mastery distribution reports (mastery of objective is free correct
items). Teachers may use these reports with the SRA L;arnink Cycle
Guide: Reading K-3 ,or the Learning Cycle Guide: Reading 4-8 to

tch materials to each oli ;objectives assessed. Then MASTERY can

used 'for gostasSessment.
'.Educational grogress, a,. division of Educational DeveloPment

Corptmtion; markets Individualized . Criterion Referenced Testing

. g$hool'personnel administer approximately forty tfflts which
available for grade. levels..1r8. Tests-are colordodedby grade level.

tudents mark on computer cards which are nittned to the company.
prinfouts mailed back -to the-School haVe three teetiois emir "Yo

,v-
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are able to . ," "You meed to review how to . . ," and "You need to
learn how to . . ." under each tit4,is printdd.the objectives which are
appropriate for that title foithe pattieular student. For those objectivei
listed in ,the latter two sections,..appropriatelessonsTfronrthe-Audio,
Progr Reading Laboratory and Clues to. Reading Progress are',

listed aldrfg ith leSsons tom many other programs named by the buyer ,',,,,,
(school). Also available are class, building, and district summarit;,4:

,. i.
reports for teacher and'adnpnistrator use.

The Center for EduCatibnal Assessment is a division of the Econf-;',

omy Company which, has developed a computerized diagnostic and
-prescriptive prograniftor early childhood education (ages four to seven).
ACEPT .(Assessinkaildren for Early Prescriptive ,Teaching) defines
'goals; provides teitatind writes prescriptiops.in the cognitive, social
emotional, and perceptual-motor areas.

Teachers,,aides;iparaprofessibnals, and parents may be trained to
giVe the test. The tettadpinistrator marks responses on the score sheet.
The marked score sheetNre° then mailed to the center Where the, corn-
puter scores each test arid Prints out I) a prescriptive activity sheet for

'eaeh child (one for theChilth teacher and one for his. parents), 2) a class

profile. sheet for,. her, and.3) a class record. The company.guarar(
tees that prescrip ill be returned to the school in no morel.than
seveti!?days.fromi the*.tei mailing. The preseription may incltide 30
to 55 task.s. , e` .' ,,

eAvg tfd;
II

.

31 vOtayl, wis, L. Acipit,;4sseSsing ehildren'for early pre-,..
l'irti4: laharna ,C; : tenter::* Ed*a$40 ssessment,

1.T .. 415;n4fil i9,14. ' . ,,:, ' - - .,-r. ., ".

,
t,-.tem 1 eri9nse .eren e.d, indNianally..dministered test of

. 'kcii n 'anti -b 1 'it.§1,0ering queggOns, matching; imitating,4
repetititigif et: aotifyng Prcttte. The score sheet is 'marked

- , .. _1_ .by )ackerf trtaitoyals after each item (yes, no, no respbnse)
!t.

.. i --r- Lt. a
.pe:n1Di11: r 1:;

. w tia-jatim .

4. ° :

Addit10111
4: 3,15. Seed B n letterNovem n4) , 1977. t

p.316. bra!, .0 r 'wed Bank of /terns and -Tests (brochure).,.MOn-

3i7. MA
AM

raw-Hill, 1975.
! - i _. te. Y:.

Ir:13".'" vtr .?-41,29, C ica : ScierkCe Research Ass,polates, 1976.
318.li Le? .1.1.. -.^.:sk,f 'parting le Guide Reading. Kit!;Chicago:-

SEI C,e ire ea. so . . ...

2-

319: Eldr gel sk Le mg. e. Guide: Riadln 4-8. Chicago:.

Ipt. '., .i.,-c. es, 19:7:6A .:. ,

rr, MO: ems ..-, t 4:,. ma en R eenced
34). Tulsa, Colclaho ress, n.d.
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,ComPliter,Programing and Systems
Develo toent Companies .

,
%.

inpanies-have-been-formed wmar
and 'nf atibii. ENTEL§K (Newburyport,
(Salli National Computer Syste arkets wia/siro),
pia* ('Milwaukee), BASIC Timesharing (C 1, New' Jersey),

Miniebfilpiteer Scitems (Elmsford, New cational Restarcb
Agiociate* (Palo Alto, California), Ti orporation (Vest

artfOrd; Connecticut), ,,QUICKTRAN (a ten large cities),
RE :Cdrporation (McLean, Virgin) tseware (San Diego),
ES3nformation Systems (Milwaukee), Bolt, Baranek, and Newman

Carabridge, Massachusetts); and damputersharing (Philadelphia)
"Area few of the companies.

(1W.

PO* e*rtiser

In the area of computer a'ssisted instruction, the company most
often referred to is .t ..puter Curriculum Cotporation of Palo
Alto. This coitiPanj, five CAI drill and praCtice reading courses,
"Reading,'Grades 3- r eading 7-8," "Adult Reading Skill' "Read-
ing for Comprehension, 'and "Critical Reading Skills." Since Patrick

I.Suppes, of Stanford, is president of the company, the programs are
strongly influenced by the research and deVelopment activity of the
Institute. for Mathematical Studies in the Social ScienCes uring the
latg I960s. Rtt

At the-lowest level, "Readily, Grades 3-6"consists of presentations --
of simple sentences (with as few as two words per sentence), each -
containing a hlafik and each followed-by three words. The student

;selects the word and is immediately reinforced for a CorlIct choice.
The sentences are said 'to be of 2.5 to 3.5jpvel of difficulty. If the student

does not respbnd In 60 seconds,,the %voila time appears on the screen or

;.printout and the item is scored as incorrect.
The teacher/sets the grade level (to the nearest half grade) at whicli

a child is first to b taught by the computer. During the first ten lessons
thertoniputer adjusts upward and/or down ard Ant; each of the five.
strands of the program to find the iorrect ;Alter thetenth lesson,
the computer presents items from each strand to each student in each

lesson.. The items are randomly selected, from, those available at the
appropriateAevel for that, particular strand::'

- When theltdent bas tried all thgAtems at a particular level' in

stranfartaknov forwarchotheliext level of that strand if has

made no! taltes orbnly one mistake.: If he made one mistake, he .1m,

modes up 4,1eVer tlhe missed item will be presented aga' at that ?"4`

higher level. 'if tivoltems, he will net move up; t sed

:Sources 'of Computer Services



items will be re-presentlit in random or isse41 three or more

items, he will move back and will be pres ted iteniB from the,level
below the one in which he had been worki in that particuiar strand.

Th9 five strands are described and a typicariWn for each'iNi`rt of----

a strand follOws.

Strand:4. WordLack
Letter Dlicrirninatiok

for the movie to start.
: tim, , time

Contractio

H
kitchen. ',

in the, kitchen.

is it

Compounds
A sunburn is a, burn cauird by the

sun moon heat

Prefixes I

The color of your hair is 'determined before you are born.
The color of your hair is'

prejudiced Predetermined'

.10

fixes
We had a tot of s w here last winter.
Last winter was very

foggy , snowy

Root Words
That
The giant

.:real

Strand B. Words
V&abukry

- The lof
/ "Lefty':

rainy

not really a giant ant, t, ovie.
ant in the movie Was' not__

. , red re

building biaked out,
earis

precooked

made ou

..-
id and 1

n.;
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Words With More Than One Meaning ,

Evalthe handle of thepan is too hot to touch. In this sentence

sentence, "handle" means....--L.
hold Or touch with your hands 1

the part made to be held

Strand C.' LitertComprhension
Transformations e

Our school was struck by lightning.
.stuck our schdol.

Categories
Which word names a taste?. -

cave sour , typewr

Questions and Answers ,1

I

- Wilson has to wear glasses all the time.

What. does Wilion have, to wear?
Is,

Sequence. of Events
Barbara'woke up

I last '44 .while

Likeness and Difference
I had a nickel and a penny. Robeita had a
Who had a dime?

Strand D. Interpretive CoMprehension

-
"Ilien she woke Albert up.

first

Synonyms
'The noisy crowd ran through the street.
The crowd was very

quiet gentle

Antonyms P.
Mark's shoes,, e loose:7.
His shoes aw. not-.

tight

Fact and °pillion
That man's fur coat looks strap
This is:

aFt.i* . an opin

Rrimary InferOnce
- Patricia likes to run in tttife sri She likes

..4vinter

loud

e and a pe



.Character Study
Phoebe quicklychanged her answer when the teacher frowned.
Phoebe was

anxious to be right in a daze

Slanted "ling
Stan borrows frdm people without paying them back.
Stan thinks everyone should share what they have.

Which sentence makes Stan sound gdod?

Cause and Effect..
A. big dog scared Phyllis out of the park.
Phyllis left the park because

,her ftitheK told her to , ---- she is afraid of big dogs
Analogies

Catch is ,to miss as win is to
prize'' slit lose

. More pteresting Writing
icb sentence is more interesting?

Sandy smacked her lips as she ate the snails.
Sandy enjoyed ..eating the snails very much.

Metaphors ,/
The cold wind knifed through pd 0't
The cold wind went through Alice's Or'

Strand E. Work Study Skills
Alphabetizing_

comes first alphabetically.
Loge Mercy

Guide Words and hers
The word comes betweeh' the
"bring" in the dictionary.

butter. bottom

Prairie

words "blind" and

beach

if Finding Information
-.To find out if it will be windy tomotrow,,you would look in

an encyclopedia an atlas a newspaper

_Whenever teachers wish, they ma, call for student and class per-
formance information. The computer will give each student's%plicement
imeach of the ft e strands of the student has completed a strand, it is so
indicated with,y ie word TOP), the amount of time the student has spent

!f,'
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'on the program, the nitcObli: of timeouts for eachatudent, and which
used the program on the day of the report.

"Reading 74" is a drill and practice programof only tv strands,
--volliibulary-tand-ielinwtOmprehensions ThP vocabulary strand pre-.
sents practice off i250 words at each grade level. The presentations
range from Providinga definition to using the word in a minis Context
requiring the student to understand the worclXrneaning. The compre-
hension strand has tWo texts for off-line readitte. Each contains 50
passages. After reading the text, passages, students respond to computer
Presented questions. Teachers haVe the option of assigning neither
or both strands.

The "Adult ReadingSkills" program may also be classified as drill
and practice. It is designed around the same five strands as the "Read- 7-

ing, Gradei 3t6". prograriillt begins willsingle sentence items and
builds to five line paragraphs accomonted by.sets of questions in

St_nd's cand D. The subject inatters oriented toward young adults,
aKd much of it deals with consumer education. . .

"Reading .for Comprehension" and ."Critical Reading Skills" are,"
- new .prograMs. The former is'designed to provide ten minutes of drill'.
and practice daily for grade leveli 3.0 to 6.9. It empttasizes;content area
vocabulary'(approximately 300 words per grade level) and, paragraph

. reading, requiring more discrimination in choosing ahs*vais than its
predecessors. The .latter program ("Critical Reading, Skills") is for
studeniMading above sixth reader level. The prograth concentrates
on . vocabulary development and comprehension through off-line
readiqg 1st- Passage:On a text written to accompany the computer
program.

Although not yet in use at the time of this writing, a CAI program
reading is being developed by WICAT. This program will be written in

tisicktguage for delivery by microprocessors in thei,3,000-$0,000
''ranlitr (1977 prices). Programs such as this one should.'make CAI

.,:readtkavailaple.at a much-more nominal cost than has.been the case
,Afir school:systems. other than very large ones.

-IlfiCotriputeraged instruction (cm°, a large number of options
haVe to school personnel. AIMS (Automated Itistruc-
tional Managoitietit System) was aeveloped by the New York Institute
of Technology. CAM (Comprehensive Achieve ent Monitoring) was
jointly developeQy StanfOrd University and t University,of Massa-
chuseits:Ims(InOuctional Management System) as jointly developed .

by the- Systems velopmentCorporation and.the So thwest Regional
psbOratOry fOle datiOnal Research and Development. TAG (Teachers!

,
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tour co onents are cOn;mon to these cmi prograins. Each con-
..

I

tains a desc on of the instructional sequence or course of study,

frequent tebtOyard-on-performan*-pbjectivesr-computer scoring. aud

.reporting, and co puler made PriEriptions. CAM and IMS require the

definition "of, Very(iSall objectives and the testing of pupils as often as'.
twice a week. Similar to CAN, and IMS in this respect are PREP, of General

Learning Corporation; ,TIES (Total Information fbr Educational Sys-

tems), a computer netWork of Minnesota High Schools; and SPPEI) (§ys-

tem for Program and Pupil Evaluation), of the NeW York State Educa-

tion Department. TAG emphasizes the careful coding. of materials to
tested objectives so that teachers can easily retrieve the prescribed

,:materials for assignment to theft. pupils.
A cmi program slightly different from theothers is pi (Program'

for Learning in'Accordance with Needs), develOped6 American

Institute for Research, Westinghouse Learning.. Corporation, and

several partiipating SCh001Si'PLAN allows the learner to choose from a

"menu" of activities prescribed by the computer.
PLAN is marketed by Westinghouse Learning Corporation of Iowa

,..City; Iowa. The basic organizational component in PLAN is the TLU

("Teaching Learning Unit"), which includes-objectives, activities to

,meet the objectives, and tests to determine whether objectives have

been met. Completing a nu usually takes two to three we5ks. Students '

can chpose the order in which they do the activity within a TLU.

a34.1141414OtiVitieS are presented in materials listed in The PLA N Ma-

44erials.tLz piriv-rils 11-8, published by a variety o publishers. These
materiatvire . prescribed as part of Ti.u's recommended by computer
printoutsiwhich.teaChers-receive every morning. At the end of each day,

pupils fill out cards indicatinvvhere they are in their present-ri.u. This

enables the computer to belch process the data overnight and provide
the tea,eher with a complete Von on eactqupil's progresi, the mate-
rials and activities of the day,,test results, and names of students needing

special attention, The aim 4,0 allow teachers more time for individual

ized instruction proViding computerized cleifeal work.
The central computer an IBM 370/155, is located in Iowa City.

Most schools subscribing to PLAN have terminals capable of reading
cards, marked by students and of printing out the computerized pre-.

scrintions -and summaries. In 1910,"§ome 30,000 pupils in 79 schools

were inv.olved. Data for moiejecent years haVe been unavajable.

A col programs similar to PLAN '1S LMP (Learning Manageinent
'Program). mailteted by the Leming Unlimited Corporation of New

Mason and Blanchard
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Canaan, ConneCticut. To enter the mascara, the student takes a diag-

nostic test which is mailed to the neat data processinecenter. There
the test is computer scored and a prescriptilM is mailed back to the
school on the next day. This prescrip ion-names-a-sequence-of_moduIrs
which the student is to complete at his own speed: If the school'has a
crit/tputer terminal, an interim (abbreviated) prescription will be avail-

able' 24 hours after he takes the test. This prescription is to be followed

until the detailed prescription arrives. ,
Each module has.pretests, posttbsts; and progress check tests. The

teacher decide whether (and when) to give the .tests. A student who
scores less than 80 Percent on apretest earns an Ettrx1 enters the module.",

If he scores 80 percent or more, he earns an:NNI, and proceeds to ftie "

next module. After he has completed some of the work in the module,

- the teacher may 'give him a progress check test Which is a minitesilor
inforthal progress assessment. When Ithe student has completed 4Iii
the lessons in a modirle,or when he challenges, he'is given the postteffrv.)
which is then scored by school personnel. Results are mailed tli the

LMP data PrcOessing center wheie weekly or biweekly reports are printed
mit and sent to .the schditIS1-:,-. - .

The materials liSfe'd inthe,presCriPtiOnslialetbben selectedfrom a
'' ' r!z,.,

variety of publisheri and sorialitivebeendevelOped for LMP by.Learning .,..,,

Unifil0,d:On the prescriptiortsheet; modules are listed by an LMP ,r.

'ident:trOAskwirber. sWorkirierr a reading laboratory o reading
center;Itudentslind a Module'Plan sheet or booklet which sts several

'materials lad s'oriO'aciivities (usually,questions to lie ani eyed) to be
completedith each of thesmaterials. They contract with their center
teacher to accomplish a module in a certain time period and may be .
awarded points for sucteedins4

-Another cmi program.'similar (and, in. Fact, adapted from) PLAN
is TRACER; implethented in Jordan, Utah, Schools in,1977-1478 with the

services of WICAT. and support from Title IV ESEA. This project, in-
yolving 250 teachers, had not yet been reported in print at the time of

this'writing.
... -

Annotated Bibliovallir-,. .

32k.Cliatfee, P. _puny grades in contract learning. The, Grand
Rapids Press, April 13, 1972. ,

Describei succafts of IMP with Dominic Mattone's fourthirrough
gtttit, e classes at St. Andrew's-St. J6seph's EleMentary School

Rapids, -Miehigaii.
J.C. The role of the composer in PLAN; WaShingtonD.C.:
Institutes for Research, 1970. .

cribes computer management: of educational actives

322. Olan
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, 323, Follette, J.F. Achievement information monitoring in schools (osts):

l.arger straws in the winds of ehange. Professional paper Number 36, Los

Alamitos, California: Soutbwestdlegional Educational Laboratory, 1%76.
Describes Aims as consisting of a cm (districtwide comprehensive
profieienpy-reports-(criterion-referr n ern exercises). and delivering.

ist (instructional status information) by an ssr. (school sited electronics

system).
324, Language .arts materials Catalog, school year 1977:1978. New Canaan,

Connecticut: Learning Unlimited, 1977.
,A list of materials needed to implement t str in.1) school, Prices and

suggested quantities arc listed and each dein is rankee as strongly or

mildly recommendid consumable or nonconsumable.' '

325. Learning matuigeriteni program: 'Management training mount: .New
Canaan, Connecticut; Learning Unlimited, 1975. .

.

Contains six modules to be usetl in a two-day seminar for teaching

teacher to patcipate in i MP. .

326. ri..4 School Direllbry. New York: Westinghouse Learning Corporation;

1970.-
,..

A list of locations.of the various el As'programs in four subject areas.

327. PI A A' Materials loin (0811 17). New York: Westinghouse Learning Corpor-

ation, 1973.
A two.part list of materials referenced in PLAN TLUs. One list is mate-

rial.available from publishers: The other of materials which "can
be scrounged from the comlinanity," The reading materials arc largely,..,
programed, linguistically based, and/or self correcting.

328. A proposal to study the effects of a "Computer Learning Culture" in
changing the behavior and self-image of predflinquent and delinquent .
yauths. New York: mem, 1977 (mimeo). .

Includes description of' a pilot cm project in which delinquent and
predelinquent youths, aged 12-16,1earnad from ('Al for an hour daily
for 18 weeks, Those succeeding in using uni became the tutors who';

helped new s ents learn to use the equipment. Attendance, grades:

and rcadin res increased whilpyandalism decreased.

329. Seaman,' D. COmputerized reading prograinS 'firing individual in-
struction, Johnson City Press - Chronicle, February I. 1976.

Explains project COMRAD a csit project in seven eastern Tennessee'

. elementary schools. The system used is LMP.
330. Shanner, W.M. PI A V. A system of individualized instruction utilizing

currently availableinstruction materials: New york: Westinghotpc Learn-

ing Corporatidn, 1961.
Explains pi AN as an information system for student data control and ,

feedback to the teacher. It requires specific,irstrueional objectives,,
activities,, and measures. . . , . -.

.,...--

331..Steen, M.T., & Lipe, D. Teacher behavio r in- cln!,;,.and control class:.

/geptember 19.70.
,

annual Meeting of the American Psychological AssociatiOn.,Mtami Beach,
rooms using the PIA iV Teacher Observation Scal0aper presnted at the

.

. ,// .

fund. that teacher role chanftwith prAN. Teachers spent "more ,.
studying diagnoses and ,diseussing activities with students and 91'

, 86 MaSon 4 "Blanchard:



,.,,.

Spent less time irflArtins7nforritation. Students, stint morel time
planning their work and nig along,

332, Steen, Kt; Lips, D. &Quirit.::,: ,, The development cif the im.XN sos:

t.4.. -student obscrvatioh scale forindividualized instruction,. ,Psychology Irt
student

1t72, 0, 37-8$. ..'

C7'-'°Describes The dervelTimptsgt. tOoacnic1110.in the ,,,Iiti'vti;!1.tutly..

IWO lanai Referee , ''''4''''..

333. Bureau of School Research, Comprehensive achievement monitoring: /I

technique fir iristructionat4nonitoring. Albany, Ncw York: New Ytt
State EdttoatIO*DePartmolICI, V).

.
1.1''.

334. Cotillion, .J.E.. :t Progress7report , fir the instructional anage,.
system: A, report to the Southwest 'Regional Lahoiltory.fin. f:ducallana

Research and Development. Santa Monica. California: Systems De44:ti
opment Corporation, 1968. ... ," ., , ' 44'4'

335. Easter, J. ..; Comprehensive achievement monitoring In .the Seort
Union High School District. Paper presented at the Symposium ii.
California "Educational Data Processing Association, December 1972;

(Eo:084-818)'
r,

.
. .

336. Flanagan, J.C: Individualizing education. Education, 1970, 90,

.191.206. , 1.
.. .

337. Flanagan; J..C. Project PLAN: Basic .assurriptions, implementation, s, c

and significance. Journal 91 Secondary Education; 1971 (a). 46, 172-8.

338. Flanagan, J.C. The PLAN system for iikkidualking education.' Special

report of the National Council of Measurement in ilucation. 1971 (b). '

(En 051-296)
339. Gorth, W. P.; O'Reilly, RIP.: & Piniky, P.D. Coinprehensive achieve- ,4 .,, p

.

mem monitoring: A criterion refetencedOthiation system, Englewood 4-

tuffs. Ncw Jersey: Educttlional Technology Publications, 1.W5.

340. Kooi. B.Y., & Geddes, e. ; The tent:ices role in computer assisted

-,. instructional management: Educathinal Technplog)r, 1970, 10 (2), 42-45.

341. Libermati,,H; -.project PrAN: An individualized learning system. Audio-
., ..

visual Instruction, 1970, 15 (6), 84.
, . .

342, Schiller. H & Fredricksos0., Computer managed learning: Reading

..
Newsrepoet,-1969, 3 (6), 11P22, 64. .

:.' 341. Sorenso.. : P. '' Program for learning in.accordance with needs: Phi

4

Delta pan, 1970, 52, (80-181.

344. Thompson. W. Personal correspondence, November 18. 1977.

345. Wright, C.F.. Project PI AN progress report. Education,,, 1970. 9

261-269.
.
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Manufacturers of Computers
,

Manufacturers of computers make every effort to assist their
buyersin_making_maximum_application of their hardware. Control
Data Corporation markets the complete PLATO IV program which in-
cludes both the nechssary hardware (central processor, interfice,
terminals, and adjunct 'devices such as printers, random access audio

devices, touch panels, And microfiche, projectors) and the software?-
(developeclat the University of Illinois,.the University of Delaware, and
the University of Ottawa "and -field tested by Florida State University).

Sperry Univac has developed curricula for schools for the deaf,
using its own author language, ASET. The MITRE Corporation, in co-
operation with 4righam Yung University, has developed TICCIT (Time

Shared, Interactive, Computer Controlled, Information Television)
which is ndw in use at Phoenix Community College and at the Alex-
andria campus of Northern. Virginia Community College (both are
demonstration sites).

Hewlett-Packard publishes a newsletter for its Vsers Group who.!.

.share ideas dnd applications about educational computing. Inaddition,
the company maintains thdrirp Contributed Program library (iii five
volumes) which contains More than 500 education progra4.some of

d-which are /for reading and/or vocabulary development He*lett-
Packard markets Adult Skills programs leading to the General Educa-
tional Development .(GED) Curiiculum which is preparation for the GED

High School EquivAency Examination.
The HP Adult Reading Skills program is verysimilar to that mar-

keted by CoMputer Curricidum Corporation. It has the same five

strand ame random selection of. items at a given level within a

stra , and the same standards fm. moving from ohe level f another.

On ifference is that the classes of items within each strand ,are.not

aide cal.

Additional. References .

346. Educational user services: Helping educators help themselves (brochure).

i Santa Clara: Hewlett Packard, 1975.
347. HP applicatibn brief: Adult skills programs (brochure). Santa Clara: ew-

lett Packatd, 1973. ,- .
..r. I

. ....
348. Jones, M.C. rtcctr courseware de(ive1F.system.ean, Virg' a.

Hazeltine, .1976 (b). .

349. Johnson, G,W. Don't program your worldPLAN, it. Paper presented
4 at the Send Annual Pins Regional Conference of the International

Reading Association, St: Louis, FebrUary 1975.
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. ..

,

350. Jones, M.0 rtcar niallbox communication. McLean! .'' 'Myir a: .

Hazeltine, 1971(b). ''' . -
151. Passman, WM. Personal communication. May 12, .1977.;
352. Ftalmilow, HI% Use.of Itudent performance data for impr vement

of individualized instrItctional matertalK:Prattraitsgs'of-a-sy posium. ,

,, Washingtion, D.C.: Ameridan Psychological Asuriation, 196 Lf_p 032- ,
.. r .

353, Rappaport, Arli& Ojenbush, E. Tailor made teaching t Tough TICCIT ,'
.

Bedford, Massachukett Mitre COrporatiOn, 1975.
,10
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Chapter 6

RECOMMENDED-USES OF COMPUTERS IN
. THE READING PROGRAM

Numerous-suggestions for using coniputeis to improye reading insttpc-
don and reading achievement are found in the literature of computer
waisted and computer managed instruttioi4 suggestionsof these suggesans
Ave been put into practice and verified on it'small scale as part of one
or another research project. For . example, computers have already
been used to diagnose reading pro,blemS and rescribe remedial ma-

, :; %terials. Furthermore, .computers have already been used to generate
.: word lists, to record words/dictated by children being taught with.the

language expetienceappradth, and to model the reading process.
In this chapter, Many 'additional .uses-i-of the computer are ad-

.

. ,vitni;ect Among' these are motivational games, simulation of the in-
':formal reading inventory, test generation. from an item bank, arid
translation of printintb braille. These have not onlybeen proposed but

45%., . also have been accomplished. AlsOnescribed in this chapter is re.
national system for keeping educational and medical records for chil- A

. 'dren'of migraht wofkers. .
. . .

,

Annotated Referenee% c

354. Ald, D. Computm in language arts:- In tecarme and R. Lewis /
(Eds.), Cdmputers'in. education' Amsterdam:: N nth-Holland publishing,

; Recommends; computer aided writing stimuli which generate highly
motivating reading matter. pescrihcs athwoito (1 alki 2), MADLIB (1 .

and 2), and the writing of poetry lkttomputen. .

.355.11Urns',(E. Simulating psychoeducational data. (El 124-109)
Pkscribes a computer program written in Foiii.ant, .fr to simulate
data in reading and threepther areas and enhance theuseOliagnostic

. f

`

4§6. Davison, P.C. The state of thsttiiversity. iddress. Columns, 1977,
ft!;-
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. . .

Reports availability, at the Univetsity of Georgia, of computer pro-

. grami,441clitxanslate print i4to, braille. .

357. JOhnsoh, D'il,' Computer frequency control of vocabulary in langua

learning reading materials. InstrucilOnal Science, l 972, /, 121-131.
ProOosei a set of frequency groups nt1da-iFalgorit aking
frequencies with an IBM 360 computer. Gives a sample of the technique

'applied to a Russian textbook. ...

358. Kinkaid, J.P. Use of the automated readability index for evoaluating
peer-prepared materials for use in adult reading education. Statesboro,

1,
Georgia: Georgia Southerkeollegt; 4973. (ED 06/1-814)

The automated readability index (ARO was used to create three ver-
sions (each at a different reading level) otstories dictated by black 4

adults. The two ebsierversions were readily comprehended high

school remedial reading students. Graduate students in readhig and

. - black trainees in a funded project rated the stories as being highly.
interesting. ,/. ,

359. Lerner, J.W. ,
Computer simulation: A meihodfor training educational

diagnosticians. Paper presented at the annual -conference of the Inter-
national Reading Association, (%tlantic City;,,April 1971. /

Northwestern University c4pated a conntittersimulation Of a learning
disabled child for presentation at staff meetings. A pilot'study con-
cluded that the procedure vma a promising,rnethod aftraining special-
. . ...

ists in thy diagnostic teaching process.
Miller,-W-- How the mswrs tqlttributes,tcr the educational continuity 7
of the migrapt child. In J.P..Nik H.S. Bullock, & S. Underivood (Eds.),

4
.I:

c Proceedings.of the Fifth AnnuaF.Eastern Stream eanfoince on- Migrant

Educgtion. Atlanta: Georgia Statebepartment of'Education, 1974. ,

4;

Points out that 8,000 schoolodforicts are.attached to 137 44,,swrs ter-

,

mint& in 44 stiles and that-90,000 children are on the inactive lists
at tie data bank. Enters. a plefi.for teachers to continue to feed in
student data And make use of tl system.

36i. Pfiel, M.P. Newidatit processing.ftetwork tracks child'ifullscholastic
and health history. American Education, f970, 6 (5), 4-6. °

DescribesIthe Migrant Studeilt Record Transfer System (pm) then
operational in 'geven southerfi and western states and belbg readied
for use in more states. funded by a portion of the 1969 Titled migrant
projects aPpropriation, The computer bank employed- is that of the
University of Atkarisas Medical. Center. %Eighteen terminals were'
connected 4(1970 and a total of 300 were anticipated by 1971. When

migrant c Idren entered a participating school, the school secretary

could ca the terminal opetittor using the student's in number and
,siquest uch things as.the student's reading and math levels and tiny

chron" ailments..
36Z. Plattor; , & Woestehoff, E.S. ' The,application'of computer tech=

nology t education diagnosis. Paper presented at the annual cdnference
of the International/Reading Association, Boston, April 1968.

. Details seven steps in employing the/Computer for educational diag-

nosis
.

nosis: 1 identifying categories reqhisite to educational diegnosis,
. . v --.
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2) specifying category'ariables, 3) selecting instruments, 4) organizing
data storage, 5). developing a computer program library to execute

4 diagnostic procedures, 6) specifying data -presentation 'format, and.

-,- , 7) translating data into instructional sequences.
A CAI simulation prraVor teacIting nu

s

363s-Roe,-MX.,&Aiken,__R.M
techniques. laurnal of Co purer Based InstPuction, 197 , 2, 52-56.

A computer simulate .workshop (RDLAR) was used to teach informal
inventory ORO tec ques to college students. Firstikthe computer
simulated an instructor;, guiding students in constructing, an IRI. Then
it simulated both a pupil to be tested_ with the au and the instructor

uiding the student in assessing the simulated pupil.
364. Shoe ker,' D.M., & Osburn, H.G. Computer aided item sampling

for ache vement testing: A description of a computer implementing the

universe efined test concept. Educational and PsyclEplogical Measure-
ment, 196 29, 165-172. . .

Descr( s the creation of a set of tests for repeated tut easuces by sample

from a 1 cge body Of test items.
'365.,,T,roxql, 'DX. Autornated reading of the printed (page. Visible Lan-

guage, 1971, 5, 5-144.
,Explains aut mated reading in Print leading to character codes which
can be prdcesS d to produces braille, spelled speeoh, or synthesized
speech. b i

366. Venezky, R.;. Bernard, L.; Chicono, S.; & Leslie,, R. On-line diagnosis "
of reading difficulties, ethnics) repOrt Nutnber,327. Wisconsin Research
and Development Center for Cognitive Learning.: Madison, Wisconsin:
JThiversity, of Wisconsin, ir5.

4, Reports 'on a diagnostic system using a PLATO terminal with a touch
panel and a random acc ss audio device. The first program (woaD) is.

a control program to mo itor the system. The second program con-.
rcomprehension subtest of the Stanford
vel II, Forth W. The third program is for .

s. The system was.intended for eventual

tains anon- line- version of
Diagnostic Reading Test, L
processing multiple-choice tes
use in bile vans' which l oold .visit schools to provide reading
diagnosis through terminals nected to central processing units°
(computers)/ by telephone lines. , u 4
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C:hiapter 7

COMPUTERS IN READING RES CFI
.7

While many 9f the computer based ,progiams'have been subjected to '
field testing with the pupils for whoM they-were designed, a limited . (...

number of investigations have carefully, ompared the reading achieve- .:

'. matt of well-defined groups of subjects W ose instruction was computer
assisted or compiler Managed. Most of t e investigations listed in this

rchapter are one ofa kild, however.Consequeently, all will be annotated

as 'they are presented' on three major 'Sections: pupil attitudes and
tachievement, compohe i ts or oral and printed language,;and mqdels of

the reading process. '
Pupil Attitudeslodd Achievement . .

i

Included in this section is research on the effectiveness of computer

pianaged instruction and 'feedback of .readirig progress information

to teachers. Also included is research using the computer -to analyze eye

movements in reading, to diagnose cfiildren's eading needs 'before

prescribing remedial reading instruction, and t4 classify children as
normal or dyslexic; Other investigatiofis anim ted in this section
involve the assessment of student attitudes toward CAI; the prediction

Of science achievement hem CAI wprfl learning rate; the improvement

of vocabulary ,, cOmprehension and/or study skills; and the identifica-
A

ti ontion of problenis in integrating CAI into the school 'curriculum.
_

. .
l'

Annotated References fp .

.367: Aaron, R.L.,. & Muench, S. The effects of a, computer managed,
individualized treatment program On the achievement of behaviorally

disordered, delinquent adolescents. Reading Research Quarterly, 1974-
1975,70 (2), 228-243. ) .

Whfrn delinquents.* a Georgia Youth Development Center were ...

randomly assigned to experimental or control groups, the expert- ,

mental group's' (N = 36) earned significantly greater scores in reading
. _

ill
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ana.comprehension. Thii experimental group was taught with Pi AN,

a compdter managed reading and mathematics program developed for

the Westinghouse Learning Corporation. :

368. Adams, D.P. Effect of comprehensive achievement y_mitoring on
student teaching: Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Anicrican
Bducatiorrkesearth-Association,Washington;_D,C_March 1.975.

Found no significant differences in reading achievement for students

taught with the 'Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring (CAM) ..

system and a control group. This finding was true for both`standard- ,

ized and criterion referenced measures. at,

. 369. Anelli, C.M.' ,Optimum length of.computerTesisted instruction fen.

1
urban third and fourth graclpreading programs. Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, kutgers University, 1977.

Third grade girls Made more gains than third grade boys when all

received cm .(a drill 'and 'practice program) in reading as a supplement

to their plassroom instructionloys made better gains with 40minute
sessions than 20 minute sessions. bids gained more than boys with
both session lengths. Students receiving three to four hOurs of CAI in a

threentontte period made the 'greatest progress per unit of'time spent.

CAI enthusiasm; while ,,of considerable magnitude, decreased after

sevenor esigfiehours of machine instruction.

370. R. M. 'comparison of a programed text and a comp. tiler

haied display unit to teach reading skills,,to semiliterate adults. Unpiib

lished doctoral dissertation, Pefinsytvanial State University, 1973:
Young adults spent more timeAt thi computer terminal tharca corn.:
parable group spent at 'ProWeined rending texts. The attitudes to-
ward reading of the CAI taut group were mote pOsitive thantehose

of the group taught with programed texts. HolveVer, there were no

significant differences in readingachievement'between the two groups.*

371. Fey, T. F. A eomparision of computer and teacher prepared individl

ualized reading prescriptions. Unpublished doctoral disSertation, Urii- °

versity of Florida, 1974.
After fifth graders had been administered the Gilmore Oral Reading

Test, selected items from the .-Pcescriptive Reading Inventory
(McGraw-Hill), and an interest inventory, al'Igroup of classioom
teachers and a group of reading teachers picked books and remedial

Materials which should be prescribed for each pupil tested. A com-

puler program also prescribed from these same data. The computer
generated prescriptions more closely paralleled prescriptions deter-

) mined by a panel of experts than did the preset-Melons written by either.

- group of teachers.
372. Green, D.R., Henderson, & Richards,' H.C. Learning 16 recce

nize words and letters on a CAI terminal. Paper presented-to the annuli
conferencepf the International Reading Association, Boston, April, 1968`

Three experiments with four-year-old deprirclehildren are reported. .

Using 'an iam 1050 Av tomputer system, words wei'e projected on a

screen. The gbbjeats .were to hit a key upon which the word was
printed. When they did so, they were told they weresorrect and were

shown a, picture the word. After ten minutes daily for seven days,

94
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boys matched words better than girls. In a later experiment with a
sjmilar population, the authors found no differetite iq numbers of
matches between a group taught to match letters and a group taught to
match words. In a third experiment, the authors found that young
middle class children learned through cAt to.match letters faster than .
disadvantaged children.

373. Hansen., D,N. App cat on compu ers o 'n-instruction
Paper presented at a mbeting of he National. Society of College Teachers
of Education, Chicago, February 1966.

Reports three studies. The first found a trend toward correct modeling
after twelve second graders had received eleven cAi lessons in remedial
reading. The second dealt with salving the problem of integrating
cm (spelling) with the existing curricula in a school. The third de-
scribed results of teaching spelling of part of alist of words as opposed
to teaching. the Whole list.

374. Hendon:C.A. A comparision of reading and vocabulary achievement

of elententary students taught with two reading teaching methods. Un-
published doCtoral dissertation, University of Kaqsas, 1976. I

. Compared test results of basal reader instruction to forty classes with
results of same instruction supplemented with computer managed , ,

teacher support system to forty classes the following year. Results
favored the basal reader instruction without computer managed
support. 5

375. Martin, J.G., &Meltier, R.H.. Visual rhythms: Report on a method
for facilitating the teaching of reading. Journal of Reading Behavior,
1976, 8, 153- I 60.A .

,

, Reports an experiment with video presentation of printed syllables

on the cftr screen simultaneously with-the oral pronunciation.of that
syllable so that sentences appear syllable -by-syllable from left-to-right

. on the screen. The authors think it would help the deaf.
376. Mathis, A., Smith, T., &, Hansen, D.N. College students' attitudes

toward-computer assisted instruction. Journal of Educational Psychology,

1970; 61, 46-51.-
- College students went pretested on attitudes.toward CAI, then assigned.

. either outside reading or 45 minutes of computer assisted instruction.
/Students were found to have positive attitudes whiCh became) more

positive after CAI instructionespeciklly if they made few errors during

.-.,,y. instcuction. , ., -

,377.-Okey, J. 4 Majer, K. Individual% and small group learning with

i?'79-86. .

\ computer assisted instruction. AV Communication ficew, 1976, 24,

Undergraduate students studied Bloom's mastery learning strategy
..,i,

. at the PLATO IV terminal. ome studie4 alone and some studied in

- pairs, trios, or groups of ur. Groups se ected one of their number to
respond by using the ke board. There were no differences in achieve-

ment, but pairs took ore computer time than single students or
gropps of three or our. This time seemed to htivt been used for dis-
cussion of concept presented.

/1'378. Rankin, E.F., & Bryan , P.G. Use of prediction equa,ti¢ns and com-

r
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puter simulation for identifying preferred sensory modality ftor training
in reading. In t3. H. Mc Ninth, and W.D. Miller (Eds.), Reading. Con-. Oeniton.and Inquiry. 24th Yearbook of the National Reading Conference.
amnion,- South Carolina: National Reading Conference, 1975.

COmputer simulations helped identify low achieving children whose
modality pfeference might indicate ope, or another method of
instruction. a

379. RedfieldoD,D.; Donlon, B.A.A Tates, T.G. CAI word rate: Student
ability as predicts rs of achievement. Technical Report Number-2, Inter-
mediate Science' Curriculum. Study. Tallahassee, Florida: Florida State
University, 1971.

Two measures of reading, word reading rate and word rate stability,
were the best predictors of science achievement by sevegth grade
students bring taught science by CAI.

380, Robbins, .W.E.& Tharp., A.L.. A natural language computerized
''instruction-.system, for elbmeptary education. Educational Technology,

1976, 13 (3), 3'2 -35. r,
This was an experiment to determinetf a cOffiputer without teacher
supervision Or interMentian could accept student input and satisfy
student questions. The students could ask the computer questions
about local geography and history. The approach enabled the students
to gain local history and geography faces (including reading practice)
through computer tutoring, /

381. Sklar, B. - A computer classificatOn of normal and dyslexic children
using spectral estimates of their electroencephalograms. Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, qniversity of California at Los Angeles, 197-1 °

Using the computer, twelve dyslexic children were different4ted from
thirteen normal age and sex-matched cttjldren .bated on speEtral
estimates of their EEG readings. The greatest- differences were in the

, pariero-occipital region during rest with eyes closed.
382. Strang, H.R.. The automated instruction of practical reading skills

to disadvantaged, sixth grade children. Improving Human Performance.
N1975, 4, 43-52, '

Sixth graders were pretested on such reading skills as using a te lephone
directory and locating topics in an encyclopedia. -Then nineteen
students were given Cpl in some twenty -four of the skills, Posttests
fa ored experimental subjects who learned not only the twenty-four

'skills taught but also several that were not,taught.
383. Thompson, M.D., Jr. The effects of spelling pattern raining on the

.spelling behavior of priMary element Students: An evaluative study.
Unpublished doctoral disiertation, Unix sity of Pittsburgh,. I976.

Ten experimental second grade subj cts were given CAI sound-letter
correspondence training for twenty-four to thirty-five minutes, three
times weekly for a stool year. The op-line cal work was supplemented
with workbook pages. xperimental subjects outperformed control
subjects on all posttests, one of which was a test of ability to read
whole words: The author suggested that Cyr in.sound-letter corre-
spondence might be an-excellent pplement to the reading program.
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384, Wadham, R. Monitoring reading instruction through the use of:a
microcomppler. Paper presented at the Rocky Mountain Regional Con-
femme of the International Reading Association, Salt Lake City, October
1977.

bescribed preliminary research done'h connection with the develop-
pent (*Tic= .(Timed Interval Cates Ica) Observation Recorder),
"a striall suitcase-sized dsvice which records dismal-tient intvie Gun
'during instruction on 'digital tape. Both the order and the duration of
instructional events are recorded for, comptner analysis'.

385. Wadham, ICA:, et al. An elementary education project for the evalua-
tion of teacher offfectiveness. Provo, ,,Utah: Department of Elementary
-Education, Brigham Young University, 1977:

Proposal submitted to the -Research Division and evil Research
Support Program for funded support in extending and expanding
the area of research activity related to 'the senior author's current
rime research.

\Components of Oral and Printed Language
,--\\Ik In this second section is research which sought to find elements
of poken and/oi written language which, when listed or categorized,

would facilitate teaching reading. Included are itudies in which corn-
puteis generate wordlists for instruction, studies in which computers
count honene-grapheme correspondences or evaluate variations in

initial nsonants on these correspondences, and studies attempting

to ifener to morezeadable written text 'or to edit existing text. "..

Annotated eferences
386:Carver, .P. New terhniques and improving reading comprehension.

Technics Report Number 1. Silver Spring, Maryland: American Institute
for ,Resea h in Behavioral Sciences, 1973.

Detaili,, a computerized method 'for converting prose training mate-
rials into different form which forces trainees to read at some specified

minimuntlevel of comprehension.
,387. Cronnell, v, ,De,rigninra reading program based on research findings
' in orthograply.\Report Numher PP-14. Inglewood, California: Southwest

Regional Education111 Laboritory, .1972.
A lexicon. of primary grade words of one and two syllables were'
computer prOcessed, determining 166 spelling-to-sound correspond-
ences requisite or beginning reading. Six thousand words were coded
by their spellin -to-sound correspondences bid then' arranged in a
sequence for inst ctiOn.

388. Durr, W.K. A computer study of high frequency 'words in popular
trade Juveniles. Paper read at the annual conference of the International
Reading Association; Anaheim, M 19704-

A computer analysis 'of 105,280 words printed in 80 primary texts

°
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selected teachers and librarians found 3,220 different words, Ten

vas unted for one-fourth of the running words, 24 accounted

for 0 1rd, and 188 accounted ftir 70 percent.
389. Schallert, Empirical investigations of the effects of differeder

betweit oral and written language on Comprehension. Paper presented

at the annual meeting of the National ,Reading Conference, New Orleans,

December 1977:
Describes effects `of differing segmentations on children's abilities

. to comprehend and follow directions delivered by a ri A io terminal,

390. Pennock, C.D. Quick word lista for Canadian misters, Alberta Journal

of EducatiO nal Research, 1974, 20, 8-14.
DeitcribedcOmputer processed word lists and derivatives which might

supplement or replace older lists' such ifs the' Dolish Sight Word

Vocabulary List.
391. Seigel A.I., & Wolf, J.J. Coinputer analysis of textual comprehen;

sibility. In O. Lecerme and R, Lewis (Eds.), Computers in Education,

Amsterdam: North Holland Publishing CoMpany, 1975.
Describes mechanization via computer of text analysis to determine
comprehensibility measures. Names grows -involved in developing

computer response mechanisms for questions phrased in "Natural
Language" (English). At the time of writing; eleven measures of
comprehensibility were possible: I) Guilford's "Cognitive of Semantic

Units'," 2) evaluation of symbolic implications, 3) cognition of figural
units, 4) convergent production of semantic systems, 5) cognition bf

semantic relations, 6) convergent production of semantic implications,

7) divergent production of semantic units, 8) transformational corn-

, plexity, 9) Yngve depth. 10) morpheme depth, and II) self-embedded-

ness,

Models of the .Reading Process
ThirI third section includes research inwhich computers are used

to evaluate models of the reading process or to assess components of

the process cif comprehension.

Annotated References
392. Collins: & Quillian, M.R Experiments on semantic memory

and language comprehension. In L. W. Gregg (Ed.). Cognition in learning

and memory. New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1972.
Describes a conieuter program which comprehends printed text by

comparing it to a memory bank of stored factual. semantic information.

393. Hawley, .T.T.; Stern, J.A.; & Chen, S.C.' Computer analysis of eye

movements during reading. Reading -World, 1974, 13, 307-317.
Describes computer analysis of electrically recorded eye movements

during reading, Five were identified as qualitatively and quantitatively
different froth the -usual saccadic movements.

..394: Herndon, M.A., &. Bowen, D. Evaluation of two pattern recognition
algorithmS for computer models ofreading behavior. Paper presented at
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the.National Readbig Conference, St. Petershuig, Florida, December 1973.

As part of any computer model of reading behavior; onemuit dollop
pattern rebognition (identityjni strings of letters and woods as ma ?bhes
to similar pant?». atored in mempry). The authors tried two al&or-

,, 'Ithms, deciding that the first was more sensitive and that the second
was more economical.

rown, J.; & Bell.- C.. A computer controlled language training
system for investigating the language skills of young apes. lkhavioral
Research Methods and Instrumentation, 1973, 5 (54 31L5-342.

Describes the 46 classes in the VIMIt1;11 computer lapguage and.the
electromechanical system devised for Cana (the chimp) 4to, learn
and use.

394 ROmbitugh,"D..M4 Gill, T.V.; & von Olasersfekl, E. Reading and
sentence completion* a chimpanzee, Science, 1973, VA 731-733;

, A report of the linguistic skills acquired by Lana an communicating
with the computer language YBRILItl, named for the Yerkes Primate
Laborltories. . .

397. Leton, D. . Computer program to convert word orthograpliv to
phoneme equivalents. Final report. Honolulu; Halvali University Educe-

.,
done! Research and DeVelopment Center, 1970. (tii 038-266) .

This report describes computer simulation of reading skill acquisition.
The research aim was to convertforthowaphy of English words to

'phoneme equivalents for .computer programing. The conversion
was done at the preprimer and priiner levels of the Lippincdtt basal
series. The results are included. . .

39& Leton,. D.A. Compiler simulation of reading. Paper presented at the
annual meeting of the American Educational Research Associdtion,
Chicago, April 1972. eS

Computer simulation allows a detailed and complete study of the
acquisition of reading skills. The program, called similar/to, converts
English orthography to segmented phonemes, which in turn are
simulated by numerals.

399. Won: D.A. Computer simulation of reading: A progress report.
Journal of Reading Behavior, 1974, 6 (2): 131-141.

The article describes SIM-UREAD, a compOter program Which is de;igned
to aid in reading instruction and clarify its research applications.

400. McKenna, M.C. Computer simulation of doze performance. Paper,
presented at the Nation?! Reading Conference, New Orleans, December
.1977.

Using PL/ 1,.a language with good verbal capacity, a- computer .

memory was programed to search tvordliils for words appropriate
for one, twoor 'three constraints. The computer search time was
parallel lo human response. fiche to doze responses with one to three
constraints per Word: ,

401. IVisuql search activity: A tool for the evaluation and development of cam-
puler assisted reading instructional programs. Annual report, Behavior
Resiarch Laboratory.. St. Louis: W,ashington University, 1975. (to *1124-
362) ,P .:

I. .4. ....

Ii () 8
. .
Compuren'in Reading Research
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Eye movements of reade reading frprp the plas panel of a PLATOz,,,. .

terming' Were analyzed 14 coinputef. Competent readers Made fewer

saecadic moyements per line.and had shorttation timq. When

.. reading for detail, com9etent readers chetked,only by increasing '
their filatiOn, times. ,Lets :competenyreaders Made more fixations

..
when. read ing fornittail.rh

atlhoquggfeqtfiat the long lirfiliiht
make.readers less effipient,in reading the PLATO display thacl(ng
books. 4 , P ' V . ''' ' ' ,-

404Wiiher, R.A. Lingupie efpeNtions and memotV ,limitations in

4.:;1 reading., Paper presented. at. the annual conference ;of the -International

,.. Reading' Asso.cittion, ,Miami,geach, May )977. / ;. ',

'''. t . .
SubjeGtipregsed buttOns to cause adomputerrterrninal to display.,

Il a

.). ... 4' each phrase. they were to
read..Average.phrase)4adinitimNas cora- ,.,

. "pAted in MilliseConds,Fgst college levelcreaders-appeared to prefer

using vmaptictelues. when syntactic feaxt es are knownbbefore read-

-.4,44. Ayerage readers semetto prefeilo use bdth segaantic and sync.,,
.. , 4 . , .

i .:Ir t .4. 'at es to meaning.` ,

,

403.:Wik .., & Aiken, E. Information overload during reading. .

, .
Ot .

'presented ;at ' the National Reading Conference, New Orleags,,-",,

D mbe 1477: .7 . '''

1
CompOlei timed tones were sound/d at certakpoints duringfi Lions ,

. I.
(v.

13Y-Oiy'trainees.reading from a college reachiTimpro.vement t, xt. By

analyzing 12,000 eye movements interrupted by tones, authors deter-

Mined that information 'learned during a fixation (while reading) is

., transient up through 100 milliseconds. .: 4t..

.404. Wisher, RA. Improving language skiii.1- by computer. Paper presented *.

at the annual copference of the Association for the Development of Com-.

puter Based Instructional Systems,.February 1978. i .

Reviews and illpstrates what the computer offers_in the field.of-lan-

gugge arts and highlights several programs under- development at

the Navy PersOnnel Research and Development Center in San Diego.
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et
THE FUTURE OF THE, COMPU R AS AN AID

TO READING INSTRUCTION

In the >process of completthii book, the authors read otunerous
raports, articles Woks, and reviews. It was readily apparent-that the.

,vast Majo computer biped tducation projects were in mathe
matics or a tions of mathematcs (economics, bookkeeping, and
statisticst or in physics, Chemiitry, and the &ger 'sciences, Fewer were
in the humanities, and comparatively. few were in reading.' .

The& seem 'to be several reasons for this inequality. One is that
the original. Purpose of computers was computation,-the natural realm
ofthe mathematician. A second reason is that CAI requires instruction

to be programed and manyleadingspecialists are averse to progrming
4.instruction. third reason is that the le2costly CAI terminals (teletypes-

rissi require the operator'or student tWe able to dotsoine reading and
writing in order to use the terminal. A fourth reason is that 'the equip-_

merit once thought necessary for teaching beginning reading (random
access audio and light pencil and/or touch panel) is complex and very,
expensive and was not available until the early 1960s. When it became:
available, reading people were frequently not asked to involve them-

selves. In computer based education; readiiig specialists have been
conspicuously absent. .

Now, however, after a slow start, the projects and the interest are
increasing. Most encouraging is the involvementof Pikulski and Pelosi
,(University of Delaware), Hansen and Wadham (Brigham Young
University)rGeoftrion (University 'of NeW Hampshire), and Kamil

and his associates (Purdue Universty) in computerizing ,remedial
reading, college reading, beginning reading, and inservice reading
educlition, respectively.

Their work, and the wotk of.other reading specialists hoping to
capitalize'on the capabilities of computers,ivill probably lead to the de-

- ,
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A ,velopment of some exeitinienew programs in the remaining years of

this century. When coupled with the developmeriff in computer man-

ufacturing technology, their efforts may well lead to advances ,keyond., .

our present dreams.
mostis littlelou6t that ost American-homeirwill have micro-

computers before 1990. They will be preprograied to tosn_ch__things--------

as control the heat in the_Iitritse;_turri-lights-off aridrii; count calories

and lan_theals;:stbre and display recipes, phone rimnberi, addreSses,.

and income tax infOrthation; record favorite ratird and tV sh61;vs for

..later viewing; play games usingthe TV set as adisplay panel;'and prOvide

acadeinic drill and practice activities as well as doit -yorirself information. .

Schools will also have microcomputers,' perhaps with several

terminals' per classrooth computer connected to a larger niinicomputer

which serves the entire school and Which is, itself; connected to a CPU

serving the school district network. The, readingprograms Availablebn

these,comRriters will be as varied as the printed basal end suppleineniary

programs Aailable today.
When -inaChines are pliti in. classrooms, te,44:rs' do_ one of two

things: They find ways to ,mikd use of the machine' &They leaVe the

machinery to gather dust (perhaps hOing it in a closet).. Just as some

of today's reading teachers make '69i1if tipe recorders, slide and film-

stri 'projectors, and movies, so will some of tomorrow's rea

to ers use computers to aid in their teaching of read'

Some teachers will use computers to teach sig t voca scary. Chil-

dren will match words and pictures on the display screen. Many teachers;

will use compriters as diagnostic devices, alloWing students to be tested

on-line so that the teacher may receive an immediate estimate ofin-

itructional level and skills to be taught. Nearly all teachers will be .

'required by their school district or system to record attendance, grades,

and progress in reading on one of the terminals in their classrooms.

Books will, not become obsolete and neither will teachers. The

vacuum cleaner has nbt yet replaced the broom; ;the washeri dryer,

and dishwasher have not replaced the housewife nor eliminated house-

work. The computer will not eliminate the need for teachers to teach.

Instead, it will present much of the drill and.take care ,Of the extensive

individual record keeping which is the .bane of present day teachers

Who individualize instruction.
In the future, books frequently will be accompanied bya tape or a

floppy disk updn which is printed a computer prograth. providing !,

testing, diagnosis and prescription; or drill and practice activities to'

accompany the book's Content: The practice exercises may be assigned
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as. hOmaworkto be.doneWith the home microcoinputer: 'Basal reading
programs will offer as options,' not only the trade b,00ks, workbooks, t.'
Word Cards; ditto Masters,and,criterion referenced tests they offer today
but, also, somPUter programs for diagnosing and prescribing using
those tests and materialad well as drill and practice programs keyed
to die and stones contained in the Printed materials. .

A *long sought for intercorrelation of language arts instruction
VI. be 'Ormed by the tyipewriter keyboard lfasiE, to most icomputer
terminals. As a part Of .playing conipater, gathes, practicing reading
exerciss-14iinil.;dlying Mathematics problems, pupils will learn to-write
and (within the Contexts,41110Wed by the programs to whiclithey
are exposed)' he words arid 'sentenCesopproPriate-to the gaines, exer-

.' cises; and problems.
---Some schools will .provide children with personal comAters.

Perhaps microcomputers,Similar to'thOse already under slevelopmerit
at the Xerox ReSearch Center in Palo Alto, will store and kgent at the
call of the student any information stored in. their memory banks which

':' . will: contain the equivalent Ofteveral thousand pages of inforination.
With such personal Computerrqudents will be Mile to accessk up)
at will the tquiyalent of an enlopedia of atormation,th create
artistic creations or musical compositions impossible to produce by
hand, or check the spelling of words using computer stored /picture
diCtiOnaries or glostaries. On personal computers,r students in these
schools will store their assignnients and completed work assigned.
Forgetting to bring one's computer to school may become an excuse
astommon as "I forgot my homework," or left my book at Grandma's
.house."

. In the future, Abe emerging interdependence of computers and
instructional television may well form the basis 'for semiprogramed
instruction daily by most Americans as well as the stop action pictures.
'required for reading print, diagrams, and schematics.

Adult basic education, consumer education, career' Tetraining,
and do-it-yOurself activities will become available on videodisc which :.
many schools will be equipped to use. Using ,videodisc, the memory
power of the computer, with it&feedback response'capabilities, can be
coupled with the motivational power of television. The videodisc a
shiny, silver-colored disc that looks much like an LP recordMay well
come into more common use by educators than the LP records of today.

The rapid growth in technology will, of course,require software
in order to generate sales of computers and computer Operated equip-
ment. Well known edutators will be asked to create programs (or. to
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. ,...

consult with coninutcr otm panies) especia y appropriate fot Computer

interactive presentation3uccessful printe and boxed rea g instruc-

tion materials may be stored in minicbinp rs and made mailable to

.
homebOund.students who dial into the school's computer so that their

home' con tenor terminal can display 'the reading material and

queStions. 7"------4!1 .; -
..

,
A he programestoreci.in the memories of the variouseomputers de-7 ,

-velon ckin therpast tWenty years of this centurywill uit as good andlditt

just bad as those available in print today and e u ors will have to

- study 11 in order to choose wisely. One thing is sure; Educators will t-,

be bo barded by sales representatives and-brdatures of the type. pa:-

Odied in.the third from the last'reference for this chapter, , .

..---

Annotated Rderen
405. Bennio Schneider, E.W. -Interactive videodisc systems for

eddcat" n. Jounull of the Society' of Motion Picture and T levision-En-
gineers, 1975, 84 (12), 949-953. - '

Describes how videodisc enables programers to develo interactive /'

educational-Tv instruction utlizing uffeeze trines," electr nic address/
and fast random access. The relationship of videodisc instruction' o
the near program is described and cost estimates are grapheci.

406. Blackwell, F.W. The probable state of computer technology' by 1

Santa Monica: Rand Corporation, )971. , .

Suggests that improved communication links, such as cable ry /can
bring equal computer opportunity to children in diverse ki ds of
schools anitat home. ,Simple English ii predicted as a common uthor

language. -. . .

407. Curtis, A.R. - Everyman's home computer is here. Popular Me

1977, 148 (4); 92-93, 192. .

80.7

panics,

Introduces the novice to home microcomputers and their us , mem-

ories, and display features.
'-408. Elementary. school sets up own minicomputer data bank. E

Technology, 1970, 10 (4), 89.
Describes 35-pound minicomputer atJuliette Low Element
in Elk Grove Village, Illinois. This is believed to be the first

school computer installation in ,thsUnited States. The co

- an 8,192 word 'memory, disk pack data storage, and in
terminals.

409. Hardin, B., & Carroll, R. On the reading horizon. Te cher: 1977,

93 (5), 53-56.
A discussion of trends and how they might effect the
reading, Includes computerized reading programs.

410. Hawkins, W.J. , What's new in electronics. Popular Sc,

211 (3), 104
Describes and shows pictures of a computer device for c
home ry into a teaching device as well as a gameboard,'

Ucational

ry School
lementary
puter has

ut /output
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411. Hetision, D.H. The promise and inevitabilit .of` the i.d.isc in
,education. Paw subinitted to the. National Inst Edu .'New

ViICAT, 1977. .

Describes. the promise of the vide c aid methods propel
authoring. niakei recommendationa NI 'discuss trengths 'and
weaknesses of various educational systems, and estimates EostiTe-
AluicaLfosAtsr i cale educational development..

412. Hodges, 4.A.e-, Microelectronic memories. Scientific American, 1977,
237 (3), 130-131, 135436, 138-00.'142; 144-145. -

yatiaeacribes recent: improvements in computer. m1mory using seini,
conduCtOr technology iNhichitlaces thousands of. circuits on a tiny
silicon chip. The storage poisibilities Of these circuits are now being; .

increased' with-magnetic bubble and charge coupled devices. '7"

413. Holten, W.C. Thelargeiseale 'integration of microelectronic circuits.
Scientific American, 1977, 237 (3),482 -94.

7
Reports that today's $1,080 tninicomputer can very nearly equ4
Capabilities of the $20 million, dollar computers of fifteen years hip,
descrihes computer bin 'thmetie.; and gives excellent
'diagrams .of how computerkin,suits work: Includes some history of

' computer . .

414. Kay, A.C. Microelectrakand the personal computer: 'Scientific
Anierican, 1977, 237 (3), 230-232, 234, 236-.242,244.

Describes development:of a notebook sized personal computer at the
Xerox Palo Alto ,Research Center, its language (SMALLTALK a new

type language dealing with parallel messages) developed to let chit-
dm and gronexPert adults write sophisticated computer piograms
and its tryout bi 250 children (aged six, to fifteen) and 50 adults. In-'
dudes the prediction that the personal computer will not revolutionize

,i'2; 'education.
.415.1-evien, R.C.; 'Barn), S.M.; Blackwell, F.W.; Comstock, G.A.; Hawkins,

M.L.; Hoffmayer,.K.J.; Holland, W.B.; & Mossman, C. The emerging
technology: Instructional uses of the computer in higher education. New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1972. ,

A detailed report io the CarnegieckCommission on Higher Education

.
that gives a nontechniCalintroduCtion to computers and their noted./
tial for college inatructionestimates the extent of their use at the time,
and examines the possibilities for the future.'

416. Mossman, C. Evaluating instructional computing: Measuring needs
and resources for computing in higher education. Educom Monograph
Series Number 2. Princeton, Jersey: Educorh, 1977.

Reports a 1975-1976 NSF proNject funded to determinticomputing
resources for assessing 'college students' proficiencle0 capabilities,
and nteds. A large part is a report Of a qUestionnaire study Of opiniorip

. of faculty, students, and staff members at the University of California.

at Irvine. .

417. Papert, S.A., & Minsky, M.' Condon Lectdres. Corvallis, Oregdn:
Oregon State Systeiafor Higher Education, 1974.

Explains the woo program for ,:dreatirtfintograming and problem
solving by children: woo was del/eft:Ted, at MI and at Bolt, Beranek,

gip
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and Newman, Inc. Children using it create programs which generate
music; make a turtle image gawl around and draw lines on the display

screen, and make a robot tunic perform the same acts on the floor.

418. Ryan, MJ. Finie's great teaching machine. Phi Delta Kappan, 1917;.

59 (2), bick cover. i

A satirical presentation of an inoginarl c6mPuterized.audiovisuai
teaching device.using play -on -words with the specialized vocabulary

of cx1 and videotronics.
419. Siedel, & M.L. (Ms.) prnPuter's and communications:

Implications for eduation. New York-Aoademic Press,-1977.
A 428-page set, of reporti predictions, and discussions of a conference

sponsored by* Huitan Resources Research/Organization (Humaito)

< to provide information on computer ;technology in language under-
standable to educational planners concerned with implications for

. 1985.
,4200Visher, R.A. Innovati in computer assisted instiuctionfar reading.

aper presented at the a ual conference of the International Reading

ssociation, Housteak Ma 1978.
Reviews five cat projects examining the feasibility of teaching reading
skills.to diffeOng groups of people. Includes-reasons why the reading

teacher must become involved in cm and a preiliction for the future
of cal in reading classrooms:. ,
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